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. BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
 

A. The Setting -Traffic Patterns and Projections
 

This section describes the current traffic patterns and
 
projections for the two principal Mozambican transport
 
systems receiving assistance under this component of the
 
Regional Rail Systems Support (RRSS) Project. The Summary
 
and Recommendations cover document provides an overview of
 
all components of RRSS, and includes a description of the
 
entire SADCC rail transportation system. A description of
 
how the railway authcrity of Mozambique is organized,
 
including the roles of various divisions, can be found in
 
Section IV.B. and Annex H, Institutional Analysis.
 

The Mozambique Railways (CFM) consists of six separate
 
railroad lines. The three largest are CFM-Sul [CFM(S)I,
 
CFM-Centro [CFM(C)], and CFM-Norte [CFM(N)], and the
 
balance are rather short lines. Each of the six lines is
 
physically independent interconnections within
 
Mozambique), as well as managerially autonomous.
 

CFM(C) consists of the Port of Beira and the rail lines
 
radiating from Beira to the borders with Zimbabwe
 
(Machipanda line) and Malawi (Sena line), as well as to
 
the coal fields of Moatize within Mozambique. Because of
 
sabotage and long periods of inadequate maintenance, only
 
the main line from Beira to Zimbabwe has been open in
 
recent years. The security problems on this functioning
 
railway line continue to plague operations, which are
 
restricted to the daytime. A major military presence
 
exists in the Beira Corridor to keep the line open and to
 
protect the pipeline which provides almost all of
 
Zimbabwe's crude petroleum.
 

Because of the non-reliability of service and limitations
 
on serviceable motive power, much of the international
 
transit traffic which traditionally and logically flowed
 
through Beira has found alternative, more costly outlets
 
through South African ports. According to CFM traffic
 
statistics for the first six months of 1987, current
 
traffic (extrapolated to annual rates) amounts to 450,000
 
tons/year. Of this, 83 percent is transit traffic and 17
 
percent national. Of the international traffic, 76
 
percent is descending traffic to Beira, originating in
 
Zimbabwe (49 percent), Zambia (26 percent), and Malawi (25
 
percent).
 

CFM(S) ccnsists of the Port of Maputo and the rail lines
 
radiating from Maputo to the borders with Swaziland (Goba
 
line), South Africa (Ressano Garcia line), and Zimbabwe
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(Limpopo line). Because of rebel activity and serious
 
track deterioration, service on the Limpopo line had been
 
halted entirely until very recently, and the ongoing
 
rehabilitation of the rail line has been adversely

affected. Services on the Goba line have been maintained
 
at reduced levels due to the deterioration of the track.
 
The Ressano Garcia line has been affected relatively
 
little by rebel actions.
 

For the same reasons as described for CFM(C), shippers

have found alternative routings for export traffic.
 
Overall volumes through Maputo in 1986 were reduced to
 
approximately 24 percent of their 1981 levels. According
 
to CM traffic statistics for the first six months of 1987
 
(extrapolated to annual rates), 2.1 million tons were
 
handled by CFM(S). Of this, 61 percent was international
 
traffic, almost all of which (96 percent) was descending
 
traffic into Maputo Port (including Matola) originating in
 
Zimbabwe (40 percent), South Africa (33 percent), and
 
Swaziland (27 percent).
 

CFM(N) consists of a single rail line connecting the port

of Nacala with Malawi. Although currently closed to
 
international traffic, the Nacala line is being

rehabilitated and could be open and providing limited
 
service by the end of 1989. Following the rehabilitation,
 
combined with ongoing infrastructure improvements at the
 
port, CFM(N) will be capable of handling about 1.0 million
 
metric tons of cargo annually.
 

Traffic projections for railway routes through to
 
Mozambique ports based on the most recent research by
 
SATCC have been reviewed during the design of this
 
project. The projections used to justify the mix and
 
level of assistance represent the most conservative
 
forecasts available. Tables 1 and 2 show existing and
 
projected traffic for the southern corridors to Maputo and
 
Beira ports using CFM(S) and CFM(C), respectively.
 

The traffic projections Show large increases in Mozambican
 
and South African traffic which are mainly due to coal
 
exports. Traffic on Mozambique's northern system to
 
Nacala port on CFM(N) has also been reviewed in order to
 
ascertain total CFM locomotive fleet requirements even
 
though AID is providing assistance to CFM(C) and CFM(S)
 
only. Future locomotive requirements of CFM are based on
 
forecasts of traffic and assumptions concerning
 
availability, wbich are a function of maintenance
 
standards and utilization of mainline locomotives. The
 
requirement and the fleet size for CFM(S), CFM(C) and
 
CFM(N) are summarized in Table 3.
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Calculations of the total mainline locomotive needs of CFM
 
indicate an overall deficit from 1990 (assuming 6S percent
 
availability), although CFM(S) taken alone has a surplus.
 
The need for CFM to coordinate the requirements of its
 
constituent systems in order to maximize the utilization
 
rate of the locomotive fleet is essential. If the
 
projections of locomotive requirements hold firm, then new
 
units will be needed by the end of the project in 1992 and
 
reappraisal of motive power needs should be thoroughly
 
assessed at that time.
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Table 1 CFM (S) Traffic Forecast by User Country
 

(000's tonnes)
 

1987 1990 1995 2000
 

Total Tons 2051 3807 6075 6718
 

Mozambique 305 464 757 814
 

Zimbabwe 419 669 868 999
 

Swaziland 410 1209 1370 1540
 

Botswana 0 20 40 40
 

South Africa 917 1445 3040 3325
 

Table 2 CFM(C) Traffic Forecast by User Country
 

1987 1990 1995 2000
 

Total Tons 481 998 1713 2269
 

Mozambique 83 344 781 1203
 

(Coal) 0 0 (400) (600)
 

Zimbabwe 247 450 597 651
 

Zambia 84 90 100 110
 

Malawi 66 114 23S 300
 

Sources: (1) SATCC Demand Forecasts (SWECO) February 1988.
 
2) Operational Plan CFM(C), CIDA 1987 SATCC proj. ROPN
 

(3) 	Louis Berger International, Southern Corridor Study,
 

.June 1988.
 

(4) 	Study for the Rehabilitation of the Limpopo Line
 

ODA/CIDA, May 1988
 



Table 3 Locomotive Requircments - CFM
 

1987 1990 1995 2000
 

CFM(S) Requirement 14 24 30 32 

Fleet size 46 46 45 45 

CFM(C) Requirement 12 25 29 32 

Fleet size 20 20 10 10 

CFM(N) Requirement 4 6 7 8 

Fleet size 13 13 11 7 

CFM(ALL) Requirements 30 S5 66 72 

Fleet size 79 79 66 62 

Fleet needed 55 79 88 96 

Availability Assumed 58% 70% 75% 75% 

NOTE: Fleet needed = Requirement divided by Availability 

Source: CFM (June, 1988)
 

Calculation By: USAID Project Design Team (June, 1988)
 

NOTE ON AVAILABILITY RATES: The project is intended to
 

improve maintenance standards in the locomotive workshops
 

and consequently, increase the availability of existing
 

locomotives.
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B. Problems to be Addressed
 

This component of the Regional Systems Support Project is
 
designed to improve the level of availability of
 
locomotives for operations and in so doing reduce the need
 
to purchase new locomotives at a time when regional
 
traffic is being attracted back to the shorter routes
 
through Mozambique. By avoiding the need to purchase new
 
locomotives, CFM will be able to meet this growing demand
 
more cost effectively, resulting in cost savings to its
 
regional customers.
 

CFM faces significant obstacles in its attempts to satisfy
 
the growing demand for services. These include:
 

1. Inadequately maintained locomotives and wagons
 

Mainline locomotives in CFM(S) are General Electric U20C,
 
from four to twenty years old, the majority of which
 
require various types of major maintenance. In addition,
 
there are locomotives awaiting rehabilitation and
 
locomotives awaiting non-scheduled minor and major
 
accident repairs. Other locomotives which had been cut
 
off on the Limpopo line for a number of years are now
 
being reexamined to determine if they should be
 
rehabilitated or scrapped.
 

The CFM workshop in Maputo has received technical
 
assistance from Rail India Technical and Economic Services
 
(RITES) for the past 7 years. At this shop, CFM(S) has
 
attempted to properly schedule periodic maintenance,
 
repair locomotives suffering non-scheduled accident
 
damage, and rehabilitate inoperative locomotives. The
 
output has been sufficient to exceed the number of
 
locomotives annually suffering major damage.
 

In CFM(C), six of the eight General Electric U20C diesel
 
electric locomotives are less than 10 years old. They are
 
serviced at a running shed where daily, weekly and monthly
 
maintenance is carried out. Apart from small consumable
 
items, no parts for the GE locomotives exist in Beira.
 
Other locomotives at CFM(C) include steam driven
 
mainliners and shunters, most of which were rehabilitated
 
under an ongoing AID-funded project. A large number of
 
other steam locomotives have been scrapped. Maintenance,
 
repair and rehabilitation of steam locomotives is being
 
carried out at the Beira workshop. However, CFM(C) is
 
unable to adequately maintain and repair diesel electric
 
locomotives due to a shortage of parts, inadequate
 
physical facilities and inadequate shop tools and
 
equipment.
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The wagon fleet is divided equally between Maputo and
 
Beira. Apart from the wagons rehabilitated by the
 
Italians at the Maputo workshop and also by CFM(S) and
 
CFM(C) under their normal maintenance programs, most are
 
in need of rehabilitation and conversion from bronze
 
bearings to roller bearings. The wagon and coach repair
 
workshop at Maputo is large and well equipped, but the
 
running repair shop is small, inadequate and poorly
 
equipped. The CFM wagon repair shop at Beira is of
 
adequate size, moderately well equipped and has a separate
 
well equipped wheel and tire shop.
 

2. 	 Poorly Equipped and Structurally Inadequate Maintenance
 
Workshops
 

The diesel and wagon workshops in Maputo are adequate in
 
size, but have been poorly maintained over a period of
 
several years. The workshops have also endured excessive
 
rain damage. Lighting and electrical systems are
 
inadequate and several gantry cranes are in need of
 
overhaul. Additional problems include standing water in
 
the shop area due to inadequate drainage and inoperable
 
equipment (e.g., central air compressor).
 

On the CFM(C) system there are inadequate facilities and
 
equipment for diesel repairs. The diesel locomotive
 
repair shop at Inhamingha on the Dondo-Malawi line was cut
 
off in 1985 and is not functioning. Under AID project
 
(690-0231.56), space was cleared in CFM(C)'s steani
 
locomotive workshop to make room for diesel maintenance
 
and repair, but due to the shortage of funds, only
 
building partitions were erected and construction was not
 
completed. Construction of a diesel workshop building
 
must be completed and equipment provided for diesel
 
locomotive maintenance. Current conditions adversely
 
affect worker productivity and the overall output of the
 
locomotive maintenance program at CFM(C).
 

3. 	 Lack of Adequate Spare Parts
 

Due to poor track condition and acts of sabotage, spare
 
parts ar' consumed quickly throughout the CFM system.
 
Expensive machinery is frequently sidelined for want of
 
relatively inexpensive parts. Parts are usually provided
 
only 	within the context of specific donor-funded
 
activities due to a critical shortage of foreign
 
exchange. A new IBRn-funded project will provide parts to
 
rehabilitate Rumanian-made diesel hydraulic shunting
 
locomotives. The Kuwait Fund has financed spare parts
 
sufficient to maintain locomotives currently operable in
 
CFM(S) through May 1989. The supply of parts is not
 

http:690-0231.56
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adequate, however, to undertake major rehabilitation and
 
no funding for any rehabilitation efforts has been
 
committed to date. AID-financed spare parts for diesel
 
locomotives will be sufficient to meet requirements
 
through 1988 for CFM(C. Beyond that, there will be a
 
critical shortage of spare parts on the CFM(C) system.
 

4. Inadequately Trained Personnel
 

In the human resources aree, broad programs of railway
 
organizational development and improvement in the base
 
educational levels in Mozambique are required. The former
 
are being addressed by studies and long-range assistance
 
programs being funded by others, while the latter will be
 
achieved on a long-range basis by changes outside the
 
trarlspolt sector. There remains a requirement for
 
on-the-job training and technical assistance .n locomotive
 
maintenance procedures and in materials management.
 

S. Inadequate Management Systems
 

Management areas are also in need of immediate attention.
 
In the financial area, assistance is required immediately
 
to improve the system of accounts and to move CFM toward
 
an accounting system which accurately identifies and
 
allocates costs. There is also a pressing need to develop
 
a management information system which can produce key
 
operating indicators of railway performance and provide
 
this information to manageme'it in a timely fashion.
 
Ultimately, a cost accounting system is required enable
 
CFM to revise national and international tariffs based on
 
a sound understanding of the actual costs of rail services.
 

6. Poor Physical Conditions of the Track
 

Due to inadequate attention to maintenance over the past
 
12 years, particularly the lack of a program to replace
 
wooden ties, track conditions on the rail lines connecting
 
Zimbabwe, Swaziland and Malawi with ports in Mozambique
 
deteriorated dramatically. However, substantial
 
investments by the Governments of Zimbabwe and Mozambique
 
and the donor community have greatly improved track
 
conditions, particularly r-n the Beira line. In the north,
 
three donors aie supporting the rehabilitation of the rail
 
line from Nacala to Malawi. Recently, emergency track
 
repairs have been completed on part of the Limpopo line
 
connecting Zimbabwe with Maputo and several donors have
 
expressed a firm interest in further improvements to this
 
vital transport artr-y. Similarly, a donor commitment was
 
recently made to rehabilitate the track connecting
 
Swaziland with the port of Maputo.
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Based on current and anticipated donor and SADCC-country
 
support to reestablish the viability of the Mozambique
 
railway routes through extensive repair of track, as well
 
as substantial investments to improve maintenance
 
capabilities, rail line repair is not a necessary activity
 
under the proposed RRSS Project. (See Annex J for details
 
on donor-supported projects in track repair and
 
maintenance).
 

7. Poor Conditions at Mozambican Ports
 

As in the case of track conditions, adequate attention is
 
being placed on port improvements, and rail line and port
 
capacities will be well matched as ongoing and planned
 
projects are completed. Although the ports are operating
 
at levels of efficiency below those experienced prior to
 
the mid-1970s, massive port development projects currently
 
underway portend favorably for the 1990s. (See Annex J
 
for details on donor-supported projects to improve port
 
infrastructure and management.)
 

8. Security
 

All areas of CFM operations have been seriously affected
 
by incidents of sabotage. Attacks have resulted in the
 
loss of lives as well as damage to track, locomotives and
 
wagons. Operations have been interrupted for extended
 
periods -f time and routine maintenance of the line has
 
been virtually impossible to carry out. All three main
 
lines of CFM have made encouraging efforts to improve
 
security and those efforts have been increasingly
 
supported by the international donor community. The
 
security situation has been improving and it is assumed
 
that conditions will continue to improve over the period
 
of this project. Nevertheless, security problems are a
 
reality which CFM will continue to have to face.
 

C. Project Rationale
 

This component of the overall Project, which provides
 
assistance to Mozambique Railways, seeks to improve locomotive
 
availability and operational efficiency through improved
 
maintenance and repair facilities, rehabilitation of
 
locomotives, an improved supply of spare parts, on-the-job
 
training and improved financial and inventory management.
 
These activities will enable CFM to meet increased traffic
 
demands through 1990, while simultaneously increasing its
 
management and operation capabilities and capacity.
 

The current pattern of traffic flows in the SADCC region is an
 
anomaly resulting from events beyond the control of the
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region's rail and port authcrities. Past wars of independence,
 
sanctions against Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe), the loss of skilled
 
managers and technicians and the continuing devastation of a
 
major guerilla war have dramatically affected the use of
 
traditional routings. Before these events, Malawi, Zimbabwe,
 
Swaziland and Zambia made extensive use of the regional rail
 
network connecting those countries with the ports of Mozambique.
 

In the past, Mozambique road, rail and port systems carried 90
 
percent of the internationally traded goods of Swaziland and
 
Zimbabwe, nearly 100 percent of Malawi's imports and exports
 
and 80 percent of Zambia's copper exports. These routes are
 
shorter and at one time were cheaper and more efficient than
 
the longer, often contorted paths to ports in the RSA. To
 
re-establish these once cost effective transport routes to
 
their former status will save valuable foreign exchange for the
 
landlocked countries and provide a tremendous economic stimulus
 
to the entire region. It is a job that must be done if the
 
region is to grow with a sense of self direction and economic
 
independence.
 



I. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
 

The goal of the project is to support the development of a
 

stronger economic foundation for growth in southern Africa.
 
The purpose of this project component is to strengthen and
 
expand the capacity and operational efficiency of Mozambique
 
Railways, focussing on CFM(S) and, to a somewhat lesser extent,
 

CFM(C).
 

The proposed project will provide assistance to Mozambique
 
Railways in the two principal areas:
 

locomotive maintenance and rehabilitation;
 

financial management and accounting.
 

The locomotive maintenance and repair program will be comprised
 
of:
 

procurement of parts to rehabilitate eight diesel electric
 

locomotives;
 

procurement of spare parts for routine maintenance over a
 

three-year period of 54 diesel electric locomotives and 12
 

steam locomotives;
 

renovation of the locomotive workshop in Maputo and
 
to
completion of the diesel repair shop in Beira in order 


have fully-operational and safe shops for CFM(C) and
 
CFM(S);
 

procurement, installation and repair of tools, equipment
 
and machinery for the Beira and Maputo workshops;
 

technical assistance and training for CFM(S) in mechanical
 
and electrical repair and maintenance of diesel electric
 
locomotives, including workshop operations and
 
organization; and
 

technical assistance and training to improve the
 
procurement, inventory control and storeroom management
 
functions at CFM(S).
 

The main objective of the locomotive maintenance and repair
 

program is to increase the carrying capacity of CFM by
 
increasing the availability rate of the locomotive fleet.
 

Increased availability will be achieved through improved
 
maintenance of the entire locomotive fleet for a period of
 

three years, as well as the rehabilitation of eight locomotives
 

which are currently inoperative. By the end of the project in
 

1992, AID assistance will have helped CFM increase locomotive
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availability, on a fleet-wide basis, from a 1988 level of 
58
 
percent to 75 percent. An integral part of the project is the
 
development of CFM's internal capability to sustain an
 
effective routine maintenance program after the completion of
 
the AID-funded project.
 

In the area of financial management, A.I.D. will provide

technical assistance and training to establish a financial
 
system which provides timely and accurate information to the
 
management staff of DNPCF and CFM. Included in this project

activity will be the generation of cost and revenue data; the
 
development of up-to-date income statements as 
well 	as
 
projected income and budget forecasts; the determination of
 
actual costs of services so that revisions may be made to the
 
existing tariff schedule and rates charged by CFM; and the
 
generation of more complete, timely and accurate accounts
 
receivable and payable data.
 

Training and staff development, including on-the-job training

(o-j-t), is an important element of the project. Capabilities

will 	be improved so that CFM and DNPCF are able to sustain the
 
improvements achieved through the technical assistance and
 
training efforts. Three long-term technical assistance
 
positions will be filled by full-time trainers. 
 One mechanical
 
and one electrical trainer will conduct classroom and 
o-j-t for
 
locomotive repair and maintenance staff. One full-time trainer
 
will 	conduct courses and provide o-j-t in accounting and
 
financial management. These intensive training efforts will be
 
supplemented by o-j-t coducted by the other technical
 
assistance personnel and by short-term consultants.
 

In summary, the anticipated outputs of the assistance provided

under this project component are:
 

1) 	 8 diesel electric locomotives rehabilitated and operating;
 

2) 	 54 diesel electric and 17 steam locomotives properly
 
maintained and operating;
 

3) 	 fully-equipped and structurally sound locomotive workshops
 
in Beira and Maputo;
 

4) 	 improved ordering, stocking and inventory control system

in place at the CFM(S) workshop in Maputo;
 

5) 	 improved financial control and accounting system

functioning to provide useful information to CFM and DNPCF
 
managers; and
 

6) 	 192 locomotive maintenance technicians, 24 procurement and
 
inventory control staff, 12 financial managers and 12
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accountants trained and working in key staff positions in
 
CFM(S) and DNPCF.
 

To achieve the outputs listed above, A.I.D. will finance the
 
following:
 

1) 	 Parts to rehabilitate diesel electric locomotive
 
($2,400,000);
 

2) 	 Parts to maintain diesel electrir. locomotives for a three
year period [$5,900,000 for CFM()) and .$1,200,000 for
 
CFM(C)I;
 

3) 	 Parts to maintain steam locomotives used for CFM(C)
 
($1,000,000);
 

4) 	 Renovation of the locomotive repair and maintenance
 
workshop in-Maputo ($1,500,000);
 

5) 	 Completion of the diesel repair and maintenance workshop
 
in Beira ($150,000);
 

6) Tools and equipment for the Maputo and Beira workshops
 
($1,630,000 and $1,580,000, respectively);
 

7) 	 Technical Assistance (TA):
 

a) 	 Long-term (three years each) for CFM(S)
 

1 Chief of Party (COP) Railway Mgt Specialist
 
1 Deputy COP/Financial Mgt Specialist
 
2 Mechanical Technicians
 
2 Electrical Technicians
 
1 Finance/Cost Accouncing Specialist
 
1 Inventory Control/Storeroom Mgt Specialist
 

b) 	 Short-term:
 

Eighteen (18) person-months in selected engineering
 
fields, finance, accounting, inventory control,
 
storeroom management.
 

c) 	 In addition, an administrative assistant will be
 
hired locally for a three-year period to manage all
 
logistical support for the long- and short-term
 
technical assistance team.
 

8. 	 Training:
 

a) 	 Three long-term advisors for a period of three years
 
each will provide classroom and o-j-t training at
 
Maputo in the following:
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1 - mechanical for repair and maintenance of diesel
 
electric locomotives;
 

1 - electrical for repair and maintenance of diesel
 
electric locomotives; and
 

1 -	 financial management and accounting.
 

b) 	 Eighteen (18) person-months are included in order to
 
bring in training experts to conduct short courses in
 
accounting, financial management, inventory control
 
and storeroom management, and locomotive repair;
 

c) 	 Commodities and classroom equipment for in-country
 
short courses ($100,000); and
 

d) 	 Specialized courses, e.g., at the G.E. workshop
 
school or at special G.E.-sponsored courses in
 
Africa, ($200,000).
 

9. 	 Other Commodities:
 

a) 	 prefabricated houses for long-term TA;
 

b) 	 furniture for long-term TA;
 

c) 	 vehicles for long-term TA; and
 

d) 	 computers for the accounting and inventory control
 
departments.
 

Two project managers will be financed under the project 
to
 
assist UJSAID/Mozambique with all aspects of project monitoring

and reporting, as required by AID One will be a locally hired
 
engineer; the other, an American project manager with
 
substantial experience in implementing capital development
 
projects.
 

Specific budget allocations for the various project activities
 
are identified in Section III. A description of the technical
 
approach which will be employed is contained in Section IV. A.
 
and Annex E. Illustrative scopes of work for technical
 
assistance personnel and trainers are included as Annex L And
 
details on training activities are in Section IV. D. and
 
Annex G.
 



T
TIT. FT1ANCTAL PLAN


AID's life-of-project (LOP) contribution to this project
 
component totals $34,500,000. Of this total, $13,198,000 will
 
he obligated in FY 1988 and the remaining $21,302,000 in FY
 
1989.
 

The Host Country contribution will be $3,000,000 (nine percent
 
of the tocal cost of the project). Government of Mozambique
 
and CFM contributions are primarily in-kind, representing
 
salaries of counterpart staff and trainees, existing tools and
 
equipment at workshops, an amortized value of locomotive
 
workshops (for three years), and offices and other support for
 
the AID-funded technical assistance team. CFM's major
 
financial outlay will he the foreign exchange costs of some
 
spare parts.
 

Table 4
 

SOTJRCFS AND USES OF FUNDS 

MOZAMBTOUF COMPONFNT
 

(1uS$ 000)
 

A I D HOST COUNTRY
 

FX LC FX LC TOTAL 

I. Technical Assistance 10,743 2,600 13,343
 

IT. Training 3,620 3,620
 

ITT. Commodities 15,248 400 15.648
 

IV. Construction 1,650 1,650
 

V. Fvaluation/Audit 250 250
 

VT. Contingency (5%) 1,944 1,944
 

VTT. Inflation (5,) 1_045 1)045
 

GRAND TOTAL 34,500 400 2,600 37,500
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Table 5
 

AID EXPENDITURES BY YEAR
 
MOZAMDIQUE COMPONENT
 

(US $000)
 

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 TOTAL
 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
 
Long-Term 2,062 2,860 9,243
2,860 1,461

Short-Term 
 110 83 83 56 332
 
Admin. Assistant 23 42 
 44 19 128
 
PSC Proj. Manager 308 221 221 78 828
 
Local Hire PSC 
 50 55 60 47 212
 
SUBTOTAL 2,553 3,261 
 3,268 1,661 10,743
 

TRAINING
 
Long-Term Advisor 786 
 953 953 487 3,179

Short-Term Advisor 
 72 121 48 - 241
 
Short-Term Courses 
 - 100 100 - 200
 
SUBTOTAL 
 858 1,174 1,101 487 3,620
 

COMMODITIES
 
Computer/Software 25 
 50 25 - 100
 
Spare Parts-Diesel-CFM(S) 2,300 3,000 3,000 - 8,300

Spare Parts-Diesel-CFM(C) 
 300 400 500 - 1,200
 
Spare Parts-Steam-CFM(C) - 1,000 - - 1,000

Workshop Tools - Maputo 1,630 -  - 1,630

Workshop Tools - Beira 1,580 - - - 1,580
Training Equipment 100 
 - - - 100
 
Housing/Furniture/Equip. 1,158 - 1,158
-
 -

Vehicles 
 180 - - 180
 
SUBTOTAL 
 7,273 4,450 3,525 - 15,248 

CONSTRUCTION
 
Maputo Workshop 
 700 800 - - 1,500
Beira Workshop 100 50  - 150
 
SUBTOTAL 
 800 - Ts- - - 1650 

EVALUATION/AUDIT  100 50 100 250
 
SUBTOTAL 
 11,484 9,835 7,944 2,248 31,511
 
CONTINGENCY 1/ 1,061 530 353 - 1,944 
INFLATION 2/ 
 - 518 415 112 1,045 

TOTAL 
 12,545 10,883 8,712 2,360 34,500
 

1/ 10% of Commodities and Construction, 5% of Technical Assistance 
in
 
Year 1.
 
2/ 5% P.A. Beginning in Year 2
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Table 6
 

HOST COUNTRY CONTRIBUTION
 

MOZAMBIQUE COMPONENT
 

(u.s. $000)
 

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 TOTAL
 

Counterpart Staff
 

Salaries/Benefits* 180 180 180 180 720
 

Other Staff Trained* 200 200 200 200 800
 

Office Space* 15 15 15 15 60
 

Supplies, Office Equip etc 5 5 5 5 20
 

Workshop Space* 50 50 50 50 200
 

Workshop Equipment* 200 200 200 200 800
 

Spare Parts 100 100 100 100 400
 

TOTAL 750 750 750 750 3,000
 

* Indicates In-kind 
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IV. SUMMARY OF PROJECT ANALYSES
 

A. Technical Analysis
 

1. Introduction
 

The Mozambique railway system consists of 3,138 kms of 
single

track rail 
except for an 88 km segment - Ressano-Garcia - which
 
consists of a double track. 
 The 1.067m railway gauge is
 
compatible with that 
of the other countries in Southern Africa
 
and enables cargo to move from landlocked countries to the
 
ports of Maputo, Beira and Nacala. 
 The main users of CFM are
 
Mozambique, Zimbabwe, MaJawi, Swaziland, Zambia and South
 
Africa.
 

2. Locomotives
 

A program for phasing out steam locomotives in favor of diesel
 
electrics has been in effect 
since 1985. Currently only CFM(C)
 
operates steam mainline locos and shunters 
on the Beira line.
 
All but two of the diesel electrics in current use by CFM are
 
General Electric Model U20C (2150 horsepower), and were
 
manufactured in either the U.S.A. or 
Brazil for mainline use.
 
The other two diesel electrics are British Model AEI (1200

horsepower). Shunters at CFM(S) 
are Rumanian diesel hydraulics

(1200 horsepower). All shunters used by CFM(C) are 
steam
 
locomotives.
 

There are currently 67 G.E. locootives in CFM's fleet, of which
 
46 are based at CFM(S), eight at CFM(C) and 13 at CFM(N) in
 
Nacala. 
 As of June 1988, the status of CFM's G.E. mainline
 
diesel electric locomotive fleet was as follows:
 

Location In Operation Out of Service Abandoned 

Repairable Scrap 

CFM(S) 28 18 1 1* 
CFM(C) 6 2 - 8** 

CFM(N) 7 6 1 -
TOTAL 41 26 2 9 

* abandoned on Limpopo line - status unknown 

** abandoned on Sena line - status unknown 

(NOTE: Of the 18 Rumanian-made shunters at Maputo, only two 
are
 
operating, requiring the use of 10 mainline G.E.s for shunting
 
purposes).
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The locomotive availability of the G.E. diesel electric fleet
 
has increased as a result of better maintenance in recent years
 
and averaged 61 percent for an month period ending May 1988.
 
(Availability is defined as the true readiness to haul freight
 
or pull passenger trains.) At Beira, the availability rate of
 
mainline steam locomotives increased to 60 percent over the
 
three month period ending May 1988, as steam locos rehabilitated
 
in Zimbabwe under AID Project 690-0231.56 came on stream.
 

Locomotive availability and operational performance are heavily
 
dependent on: spare parts for maintenance and repair; workshop
 
conditions; the availability of tools and equipment; and labor
 
skills. Without spare parts, locomotives do not run, and
 
without regular maintenance, the life of a locomotive decreases
 
rapidly. Presently, donor funding for parts has dwindled to 
zero and stocks on hand will soon be reduced to dangerously low 
levels. 

3. Goods Wagons
 

The three major railway systems have wagons of various types
 
and sizes, with approximately 3000 at CFM(S), 3000 at CFM(C)
 
and 900 at CFM(N). Most of the wagons are in poor condition
 
except for those being reconditioned under specific donor
funded rehabilitation or roller bearing conversion programs.
 
The need to convert or rebuild over 2000 wagons has been
 
identified by various studies undertaken by donor agencies. Of
 
this total estimated need, a firm commitnent has been made by
 
DANIDA to rehabilitate 1000 wagons for CFM(C), and DANIDA is
 
considering providing approximately US$600,000 to procure raw
 
materials for rehabilitating wagons for CFM(S). Other donors
 
are considering providing funding for materials to recondition
 
500 to 1000 wagons (including conversion to roller bearings).
 
The Government of Italy is providing substantial technical
 
assistance at the wagon repair workshop for CFM(S). This
 
technical assistance program, combined with commodities
 
provided by other donors, is sufficien: to cover the wagon
 
requirements for CFM(S) over the next five years.
 

4. Maintenance Capability
 

a. Workshops
 

CFM(S) has fully equipped diesel locomotive and rolling stock
 
repair shops, running-maintenance sheds and storerooms.
 
However, the workshops are in a poor state of repair due to
 
prolonged weather damage, and repairs are needed, mainly in
 
roofing, side glazing and power supply. Electrical circuits
 
are in particularly bad condition and some machinery needs
 
repair. Tools and materials are inadequate and some overhead
 
cranes require motor replacement and overhaul. Spare parts are
 

http:690-0231.56
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being used more rapidly than expected and the supply will be
 
insufficient by mid-1989.
 

CFM(C) has fully-equipped steam locomotive and rolling stock
 
repair sheds, running sheds and stores. However, for diesel
 
locomotives it has only one running shed, together with a
 
structurally complete but unfinished and unequipped diesel
 
loconotive maintenance and repair shop. No machinery,
 
equipment or tools exist for this diesel shop, and spare parts
 
other than consumables do not exist.
 

CFM(C) presently suffers from major power outages
 
(approximately 40 percent of the time in 1988) which should be
 
remedied in October 1988 when new back up generators are
 
supplied by SIDA. CFM(N) has a diesel locomotive repair shop
 
at Nampula (which is under conversion from steam to diesel) and
 
a fully equipped running shed at Nampula.
 

b. Manpower and Training
 

CFM(S) and CFM(C) have some technically qualified management
 
personnel in all branches of engineering (electrical,
 
mechanical, civil). However, serious deficiencies exist in
 
management and technical skills at both of these railways.
 
Technical assistance being provided by RITES presently fills
 
some of these gaps, mostly in CFM(S). Indications are good
 
that the current RITES contract, which expires in December
 
1988, will be renewed. In addition, CFM(C) will be getting
 
nine technical assistance personnel from Spain in July 1988.
 

c. Workshop Productivity
 

Locomotive repair at CFM(S) is presently supported by RITES.-

Schedules Piave been developed for maintenance, repair and
 
rehabilitation. Inadequate numbers of skilled technical staff,
 
combined with inadequate training and a lack of spare parts,
 
have resulted in low workshop productivity. Limited card
 
inventory systems and poor distribution of parts to the
 
workshop, combined with inadequate attention to overall
 
workshop planning, are also serious constraints contributing to
 
the low locomotive availability rate. Wagon productivity is
 
high due to the successful completion of a program to
 
rehabilitate 130 wagons by Italian-funded technical assistance.
 

At CFM(C), productivity at the steam workshop is relatively
 
high as a result of an AID-funded project to provide spare
 
parts. However, diesel locomotive running maintenance is
 
infrequent and periodic maintenance is virtually nonexistent.
 
These problems are due to a lack of spare parts, tools, and
 
workshop equipment, combined with a paucity of qualified
 
technicians.
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S. Proposed Project Actions and Justification
 

CFM's overall performance is currently limited by several
 
factors, including:
 

low availa.bility of locomotives due to limited managenent
 
skills at workshops coupled with a low level of line
 
technical skills;
 

non weatherproof workshops in Maputo combined with
 
electrical distribution circuit problems.
 

insufficient spare parts for the provision of normal
 
maintenance for G.E. locomotives in Maputo and Beira.
 

insufficient spare parts for the provision of normal
 
maintenance for steam locomotives in Beira.
 

major lack of tools and equipment at the diesel workshop
 
in Beira and need for some tools and equipment repair in
 
Maputo; and
 

a lack of parts to rehabilitate the 24 G.E. locomotives
 
currently out of service.
 

a. Locomotive Power
 

Traffic forecasts strongly reinforce the need to maintain,
 
repair and rehabilitate locomotives at CFM(S) and to
 
gradually transfer some locomotives from CFM(N) and CFM(S)
 
to CFM(C). With increased traffic due to opening of the
 
Beira and Sena lines, there will be a need for increased
 
capability and capacity of CFM(C) to maintain and repair
 
more diesel locos. CFM(S) will also experience increased
 
traffic as the Goba and Limpopo lines reopen, but will not
 
need additional locomotive power since the present fleet
 
is more than sufficient and there is adequate workshop
 
capacity.
 

The existing G.E. diesel electric fleet, through improved
 
maintenance and the provision of spare parts under the
 
project, can accommodate current 1988 traffic. However,
 
additional diesel electric locomotives must be
 
rehabilitated to meet the forecasted traffic growth over
 
the next 10 years, including the critical year of .991
 
when all lines (except Sena/ will be open. By 199S, it is
 
expected that man), of the steam locomotives currently in
 
operation will be phased out, at which time they should be
 
replaced by diesel electric locomotives.
 

The proposed project will provide spare parts for the
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maintenance of the G.E. diesel electric fleet [,4 in
 
CFM(S) and CFM(C) combined] for a 36 month maintenance
 
period. In addition, parts will be provided for the
 
complete rehabilitation of eight G.E. diesel electric
 
locos over a 36-month period. The locomotives thus
 
rehabilitated will probably equal in number those that
 
will be involved in major accidents. The project will
 
also provide funding for spare parts for the steam
 
locomotives located in Beira. This will increase the
 
operating life of the steam locomotive fleet in CFM(C) by
 
at least three years. Steam locomotives will be needed to
 
meet traffic requirements through 1991..
 

b. Workshop - Tools and Equipment
 

To improve the performance in the workshops and raise the
 
quantity and quality level of locomotive maintenance and
 
service work, AID will provide new tools, rehabilitate
 
existing equipment, provide some new equipment to the
 
workshop in Maputo, and provide G.E. testing equipment,
 
tools and other equipment to the diesel workshop in Beira.
 

c. Workshop Repair
 

The workshops located in Maputo are currently in need of
 
repair. This is due primarily to years of neglect and to
 
a severe hailstorm which occurred in 1979. All workshops
 
have major roof leaks, broken glass, and defects in the
 
electrical distribution systems. The diesel workshop has
 
problems with flooding during the rainy season due to poor
 
drainage, as well as with a turntable which is not in
 
working order. Funding will be provided under this
 
project to take care of repairs in the diesel repair shed,
 
running shed and wagon repair shed.
 

At Beira, workshop repair is not required at either the
 
steam or diesel workshop. However, the diesel workshop
 
still has to be completed including additional inspection
 
pits and rail lines. This project will provide funding
 
for this work.
 

d. Computerization Workshop Operations
 

Currently all inventory control, purchasing and
 
maintenance records are being performed manually at the
 
Maputo workshops. With the increase in complexity and
 
number of spare parts being ordered, installed or handled
 
by the Workshop Materials Planning, Purchasing and Stores
 
Division, a need for computerization is a definite must.
 

This project will provide funding for a personal computer
 
at each of the Workshop's Planning, Purchasing and Stores
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units, a Data Base Program suitable for use by the three
 
sections, repairs to the system and necessary computer
 
training.
 

e. 	 Technical Assistance
 

The project will fund project technical assistance at
 
CFM-S in these areas of most immedial:e need.
 

a) 	 Locomotive maintenance and rehabilitation and
 
on-the-job training.
 

b) 	 Financial management.
 

c) 	 Accounting systems development and implementation.
 

d) 	 Inventory control systems.
 

The project will also fund staff to assist USAID/
 
Mozambique in implementing the project. Housing for the
 
technical assistance team, otherwise not available in
 
Maputo, will be provided by constructing or erecting
 
prefabricated housing on railway land.
 

f. 	 Technical Training
 

Finally, the project will fund technical training for
 
electrical and mechanical technicians located in Maputo
 
and at any GE short term schools that may be set up in
 
Africa. Training will also be provided in inventory
 
control, stores management, financial management and
 
nrrniint ino
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B. Institutional Analysis
 

A detailed Institutional Analysis is contained in Annex H. The
 
Mozambique Railways organization (C.7M) is lodged under the
 
National Ports and Railways Department (DNPCF), which is in
 
turn a unit of the Ministry of Transportation and
 
Communications (MTC). A number of functions of railways (e.g
 
commercial, finance, planning) are partially within staff
 
departments at the DNPCF or Staff Directorates at MTC.
 

Many of the CFM personnel performing these functions are,
 
therefore, under dual supervision, within a matrix organization
 
structure referred to in Mozambique as "double subordination."
 

Geographically, all DNPCF and MTC functions are in Maputo,
 
which poses an extra burden on CFM(C) in Beira, as it
 
relatively inaccessible from Maputo. The present
 
organizational arrangements are less than ideal and provide
 
less clear lines of authority than desirable in a commercial
 
enterprise. The Government is commited to a reorganization
 
proposal that will separate DNPCF from the Ministry to operate
 
as an autonomous parastatal. Other proposals not yet adopted,
 
would place the staff functions now performed at the MTC and
 
DNPCF level under more direct control of CFM.
 

The reorganization plan should assist CFM in developing a more
 
commercially oriented sense of enterprise. However, an
 
analysis conducted by the PP team indicates that CFM's problems
 
are not primarily related to its organizational structure.
 

CFM is, on the one hand, substantially overstaffed for its
 
present traffic level and, on the other hand, lacks skilled
 
personnel throughout the organization. General literacy levels
 
in Mozambique are low, and this problem is abundant on the
 
railways. The workforce is also high in average age.
 
Personnel felt to have potential for training (those under 40
 
years of age with better than a 4th grade education) amount to
 
only 12 percent and 18 percent of the workforce of CFM(C) and
 
CFM(S), respectively.
 

There is a large clustering of the workforce at the lower skill
 
levels. Senior technicians, skilled machine operators, and
 
other skilled technicians are in extremely short supply. To
 
fill this gap, underqualified employees are filling higher
 
level positions.
 

Employee retention is a serious problem at all CFM units. The
 
present exit rate at CFM(S) is 700 persons each year. While
 
there is definitely a need tG reduce the oversized workforce,
 
ironically it is some of the most skilled personnel who are
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which are never the best, are particularly harsh at the CFM
 
workshops. For example, protective clothing and equipment are
 
nonexistent and hand tools are in short supply.
 

Employee productivity is low and a lax atmosphere prevails. To
 
counter this, an incentive program has been instituted at
 
Maputo diesel workshop by RITES. The system has worked well so
 
far, resulting in lower cost per unit of output and higher
 
pay. The program is a good model and should be expanded. In
 
addition, a number of major management studies have been
 
performed on CFM units. The need for basic educational
 
improvements, internal and external training programs, enhanced
 
productivity, and better financial controls are common features
 
of most assessments of CFM. While the continuation of the study
 
efforts should be enthusiastically supported, there are certain
 
immediate objectives which CFM should concentrate on.
 

Based on site visits, meetings, and reports reviewed, the PP
 
team concluded that the three most significant management needs
 
at CFM are:
 

Development of a cadre of skilled mid-level managers;
 

Development of business plans and goals, objectives, and
 
performance measures; and
 

Delegation of authority and assignment of responsibility
 
for meeting planned performance.
 

Mid-Management Cadre
 

In order for significant progress to be made at CFM, a cadre of
 
mid-level managers needs to be developed. Senior management
 
alone cannot make the number of decisions required, and the
 
present situation distracts senior management from their role
 
as long-range strategic planners. At the present time, many of
 
these functions are performed by the RITES team, funded by the
 
Kuwait Fund through 1988. Currently a proposal is being
 
reviewed which would extend the RITES assistance to Mozambique
 
through 1993. The present RITES team personnel level is 52 and
 
is proposed to drop to 46 during the five-year renewal period.
 
Until management development and technical skills development
 
at CFM has progressed, the RITES team is vitally needed to
 
sustain the progress made to date at CFM. Other expatriate
 
assistance presently being provided to CFM (on the order of 250
 
persons), is also a significant factor in bolstering the CFM's
 
organizational capabilities.
 

Business Plan: goals, objectives, and performance measures
 

CFM needs to formalize the directions in which it wishes to
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progress, in terms of their priority to the railway system.
 
The heavy program of infrastructure development now underway is
 
clearly the immediate priority, as it represents rebuilding for
 
survival. However, the development of a plan to run the
 
rebuilt railways with CFM personnel and improve efficiency and
 
financial return has yet to be established. On a broad front,
 
goals, objectives, performance measures, and target performance
 
levels need to be established. CFM should increasingly be run
 
by the numbers.
 

Management Development
 

As part of an overall program of organizational development, a
 
system of accountability needs to be instituted. Authority
 
must be delegated to field managers to carry out necessary
 
activities in areas where responsibility has been assigned to
 
them. In parallel with such a development, improved accounting
 
systems and management information systems need to be
 
developed. These would be outputs of a straight-forward
 
organizational study which would establish mission and function
 
statements for each unit; job descriptions for all employees
 
especially supervisory employees; responsibilities and
 
reporting relationships; and authority delegated.
 

a review of the program of
The institutional analysis included 

donor assistance presently funded and expected to be funded to
 
the benefit of CFM. Specifically, it was assumed in the
 
project design that the following technical assistance will be
 
provided by othei donors:
 

- RITES workshop and financial team, (46 persons), renewal 

of present contract through 1993;
 

- Italian wagon technical assistance to CFM(S),(14 persons); 

- Spanish technical assistance to CFM(C),(6 persons); 

- Funding of the Workshop Organization and Methods study 
recommended by Mott, Hay and Anderson. 

With the technical assistance provided as an integral part of
 
this project component, and assuming the continued funding of
 
the RITES and other donor technical assistance, DNPCF and CFM
 

are judged able to effectively implement the Project. The AID

funded technical assistance effort will focus on the management
 
problems described in this section in three specific functional
 

categories: (1) financial management and accounting; (2)
 

locomotive maintenance, including shop organization and
 
operations; and (3) purchasing inventory control and stores
 

management.
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C. Economic Analysis
 

A detailed economic analysis of the project is contained in
 
Annex F. The analysis focuses on the locomotive repair and
 
rehabilitation program. The financial management activities
 
were not evaluated due to difficulty in ascribing economic
 
benefits specifically to those technical assistance
 
activities. However, without the technical assistance, the
 
chances of realizing the full range of economic benefits
 
included in the evaluation of the locomotive program will be
 
greatly reduced.
 

The economic benefits of improved maintenance of the locomotive
 
fleet result from increased availability of locomotives and,
 
consequently, increased utilization of assets. The savings
 
accrue due to avoiding the costs of extra new locomotives in
 
order to ensure that capacity is sufficient to meet demand. In
 
the basic case, locomotive requirements with and without the
 
project have been calculated for assumed levels of availability
 
improvement (from 58 percent at the start of the project to 75
 
percent upon completion). The provision cost of the additional
 
units required to make up the capacity if availability was not
 
improved was considered under cost savings or project
 
benefits.
 

In the basic case, project costs took into account the spare
 
parts separately needed for rehabilitation and maintenance,
 
fixed equipment in the workshop, and technical assistance,
 
including training and project management costs and an
 
allocation of housing costs. Recurrent costs of operating the
 
locomotive fleet up to the year 2000 have been calculated,
 
including sufficient spare parts and technical assistance as
 
well as local costs and overhead. The result of the basic
 
evaluation was that an Economic Internal Rate of Return of 17.7
 
percent could be expected from the project.
 

The effects of external factors and project options have been
 
evaluated through a range of sensitivity analyses. The
 
analyses covered the effects of security problems and
 
locomotive sabotage, alternative financing of technical
 
assistance using RITES, and extension of the rehabilitation
 
program. Project cost increases of 10 percent and 25 percent,
 
as well as reductions in demand were also tested. The results
 
are summarized in Table 7.
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Table 7
 

SUMMARY OF PROJECT EVALUATION ECONOMIC SCENARIO
 

IRR % 	 NPV @ 10%
 

$6.370 million
17.7
i) Basic 


ii) Severely damaged locomotives
 
Negative


to be replaced by new 


iii) Severely damaged locomotives
 

to be rehabilitated and
 

14.2 	 3.231
1 in 4 replaced 


iv) Transferring TA (3.6 million)
 

to spare parts with RITES
 

doing the TA 	 21.8 8.68
 

15.0 	 4.475
v) Project Costs + 10% 


+ 25% 	 11.6 1.570
vi) Project Costs 


vii) Traffic levels constant
 

1990-1995, then increasing
 

3.5 	 -4.02
at 1.5% p.a. 


The distribution of economic benefits from the project 
depends
 

costs and the consequent effect 	on
 on the perception of 

tariffs. Since mechanisms to accurately estimate the cost of
 

in place, the benefit distribution
traffic on CFM lines are not 

in the short-run is theoretical. In the medium- and long-term,
 

application of
the introduction of accurate costing and the 

tariffs will occur, partly
cost accounting principles to 


influenced by technical assistance in accounting and financial
 

management. The distribution of benefits by user country is
 

is summarized in Table 8.
estimated in Annex F and 


Table 8
 

Benefit Distribution
 

1990 1995 2000
 

Land Locked Countries 	 71% 60% 56%
 
14% 21% 28%
Mozambique 

15% 19% 16%
South Africa 
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1) Training Analysis
 

Background
 

Currently there are approximately 15,900 workers in CFM
 
(excluding the port). Their division according to the three
 
lines are as follows: CFM (N) - 4,862, CFM (C) - 5,93, and
 

CFM (S) - 5,080. The wcrktorcL is cld, with nearly sixty
 
percent above age 40. Approximately 80 percent of the
 
workforce have not gone beyond the fourth year of formal
 
education. A sizeable minority of employees (at least 40
 
percent) are illiterate. One consequence of this situation is
 

that CFM has very few accredited artisans. It is estimated
 

that less th.1n 20 new apprentices are produced per year.
 
a 1986 field study less than 20 workers at CFM
According to 


South and Central had 12 years of schooling. Nevertheless,
 
according to most qualified observers, the quality of CFM's
 

not the major problem.
skilled and semi-skilled workforce is 

CFM's most serious manpower problem is in its 	lack of qualified
 

CFM has yet to
supervisory, management and technical staff. 

fill the gaps created by the departure of the Portuguese at
 

lack formal education as
independence. Railway supervisors 

well as management and supervisory training.
 

There is also a problem of retention of skilled employees.
 

Salaries for skilled and supervisory employees are low when
 
the private sector and other Railway Authorities in
compared to 


the region. Consequently, as employees are trained-up quite a
 

few leave to take higher paying jobs elsewhere. Recent
 
experimental incentive programs developed by the RITES team for
 

the diesel workshops and the Italian-funded technical
 
for the wagon workshop are succeeding in
assistance team 


overcoming thi-s problem.
 

Staffing Situation at the Diesel Workshops
 

The staffing situation at the diesel workshops in Maputo and
 

Beira reflect the condition of CFM as a whole 	in that the staff
 

levels are well below officially established requirements.
 
Furthermore, virtually all those in technical and supervisory
 

positions are under-qualified, both in terms of formal
 
in the highest
qualifications and actual skills. For example, 


the Maputo diesel
supervisory and technical skill category at 

shop, only 20 of 88 positions are filled. In the lower skilled
 

and semi-skilled category, the situation is better, with 206.of
 

321 positions filled. Even allowing for some overstaffing,
 
there is a critical shortage, particularly in the supervisory
 

and highly skilled positions. Moreover, many of the 20
 

Mozambicans holding supervisory and technical positions lack
 

the complete range of skills needed to perform well.
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Current Railway Training Programs
 

training for CFM staff is undertaken at the Inhambane
Formal 

A


Railway School 	and the regional centers at Maputo and Beira. 


for CFM(N) is planned for Nacala.
railway school 


In 1974 the National Railway Training School was established at
 

Inhambane. It remained largely inactive until 198S when the
 
to


French and the Portuguese Governments provided $9,000,000 

are
school. Each year approximately 200 persons
develop the 


tested for enrollment at Inhambane and of these less than 100
 

are accepted. They all must have at least a Sixth grade
 

education and must pass academic, technical and aptitude tests.
 

training centers specialize in short
The Maputo and 	Beira 

to nine months.
 courses on railroad subjects ranging from one 


In 1987, 321 CFM(S) staff members attended courses at the
 

Maputo center, of which 289 passed; at Beira 269 passed of the
 

program, France, Portugal and
290 attendees. Under a phase II 

at these centers.
the EEC are planning additional training 

It
 

1,000 employees could be accommodated
is expected that up to 

yearly at each center by 1990.
 

program for training managerial staff.
no 

these managers lacked the educational and experimence


Presently there is 

Most of 

background necessary when they were promoted into these
 

Because of language and pressures
positions at independence. 

of work they have not been able to take advantage of overseas
 

and regional training opportunities.
 

On-the-Job Training (O-J-T)
 

at
O-J-T is the most prevalent form of training CFM and
 

probably the most effective. In almost all areas where
 
some


expatriates are currently supporting the existing system, 

The RITES team 	is providing
o-t-j training 	is taking place. 


shops. Italians who
limited o-t-j training at the diesel The 

the wagon fleet are providing
are undertaking rehabilitation of 


very structured o-j-t, supplemented by classroom instruction.
 

as effective as it could be
Generally, o-j-t has not been 


because the expatriate technicians are often not experienced
 

of reference emphasize the production
trainers and their terms 

rather than training aspects of their work.
 

The Project Component Training Plan
 

The training plan focuses on structured o-t-j training for
 

CFM(S) personnel in the diesel locomotive workshops and CFM(S)
 

accounting personnel.
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Training will consist of the following elements:
 

1. 	 Structured o-t-j training: All counterparts and other
 
personnel with training potential will follow a
 
competency-based training program with periodic reviews
 
and assessments.
 

2. 	 Supplemental classroom instruction: Three classrooms will
 

be established at the Maputo workshop where the necessary
 
remedial skills and theoretical foundations will be taught
 

using small homogeneous groups. The entire workshop and
 
accounts section will receive up to eight hours of
 
classroom work per week.
 

3. 	 Close coordination with railway and regional training
 

schools: Many workers will need longer term training in
 
technical skills and even literacy training, which by 1989
 

should be available at the Maputo and Beira centers.
 
Higher level regional training and English language
 

training will also be available through other donor-funded
 
projects.
 

4. 	 Other formal short-term training: Funds are provided for
 

work attachments at other railroads in Africa (e.g., NRZ
 

and Kenya Railways) and attendance at the General Electric
 
diesel training course.
 

S. 	 Incentive scheme: Training, to be effective, must be
 

desired by those being trained. Incentives will include
 

the awarding of certificates to employees after tney
 

master a set of skills (as well as public recognition),
 
Employees with the most potential will be given training
 

contracts in which benchmarks would be set, leading to
 

promotion in grade.
 

Technical Assistance
 

Three full-time trainers will be funded: one each in mechanical
 

and electrical engineering, and one in accounting. One of the
 
three positions will be designated as the senior trainer
 
responsible for the direction and supervision of the entire
 
training program.
 

The trainers will assess the competency, skill and knowledge
 
gaps, and aptitudes of the personnel in their respective
 

fields. In collaboration with other technical assistance
 

personnel, specific training plans will be developed with
 

benchmarks and rewards for selected personnel. The trainers
 
will monitor training activities to ensure plans are being
 

carried out and coordinate with other training programs.
 

Finally, the trainers will develop or revise teaching
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materials, handbooks and manuals for use in o-j-t and
 
classrooms.
 

In the workshops, training will include engine theory and
 
function, engine repair, circuitry, generator operations,

problem diagnosis, motor traction, pneumatic systems, use of
 
tools and equipment, and safety. In finance and accounting,
 
training will be provided in basic bookkeeping and accounting

(e.g., double entry bookkeeping, central accounts, clerical
 
procedures, etc), stores accounting, cost accounting, and the
 
preparation of financial information for managers.
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E. Beneficiary Analysis
 

There are only five transport corridors outside of the RSA
 
linking SADCC member states to ports. Of these, three are in
 
Mozambique. For Malawi, Zimbabwe, Swaziland, and to some
 
extent Zambia, the routes through Mozambique are the shortest
 
and least expensive alternatives for the shipment of imports
 
and exports. In fact, the rail lines to Nacala, Beira and
 
Maputo once carried the majority of internationally traded
 
goods in the region (excluding direct trade with the RSA).
 

The restoration of the once efficient an. cost effective
 
transport systems will have a dramatic and direct impact on the
 
economies of SADCC countries. The benefits will be pervasive
 
and people involved in almost every economic activity will be
 
positively affected. Those involved in commercial enterprises
 
will face lower total transport costs and a smaller proportion
 
of those total costs will require foreign exchange. The result
 
should be an increase in producti'on and better use of scarce
 
foreign exchange. Foreign exchange saved will be available for
 
capital equipment and spare parts in other productive sectors,
 
thereby affecting employment and incomes across the
 
socio-economic spectrum of the SADCC countries. Lower unit
 
transport costs will profoundly affect those who depend on
 
imports of both capital and consumer goods.
 

The Economic Analysis section of the PP describes the benefits
 
to be derived from the Project and identifies the countries
 
that will make use of the transport routes through Mozambique.
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F. Environmental Considerations
 

The project entails the supply of locomotive spare parts,
 
workshop tools and equipment, technical assistance and training
 
to existing railway workshops and lines at Maputo and Beira.
 
The locomotives are part of an existing fleet and are diesel
 
electric (smokeless) and steam type. Construction work will be
 
confined to the railway workshops and housing on approved, 
serviced sites. Changes to the physical environment will be 
minimal, except for facial repairs to the workshops in Maputo. 
Increased use of the rail system could cause increased
 
frequency of noise and air pollution from steam locomotives,
 
but this will only occur for short periods of time and within a
 
narrow band around the railway line.
 

An Initial Environmental Examination, recommending a Negative
 
Determination, was submitted with the PID and approved by the
 
Africa Bureau Environmental Officer and GC/AFR.
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G. Financial Analysis
 

The financial management and accounting procedures of CFM(S)
 
and CFM(C) were reviewed by a team of management consultants
 
from the firm of Deloitte, Haskins and Sells (under contract to
 
USAID/Zimbabwe). The team concluded that the accounting data
 
was irreconcilable and virtually unusable for the purpose of
 
financial analysis. The proposed response presented in this
 
component of the project addresses this problem by including
 
nine person-years of long-term technical assistance and o-t-j
 
training in financial management and accounting. This
 
technical assistance effort should greatly improve the
 
capability of CFM to prepare reliable accounting data and
 
financial information upon which to base management decisions.
 

Although there is a paucity of reliable data, it is still
 
necessary to determine whether the project is viable and
 
sustainable after AID assistance is completed. The main
 
concern is whether sufficient foreign currency will be earned
 
by CM to pay for spare parts and other foreign currency
 
e-penses. Estimates of revenue, based on an average unit
 
revenue of 2.4c/ntk (U.S. cents per net ton kilometer) were
 
used in the analysis. (This figure is comparable to revenues
 
on contiguous railways in the region.) Foreign currency
 
expenditure items include fuel, spare parts, wagons, tarpaulin

hire/maintenance and an allowance for miscellaneous items. The
 
net result on the foreign exchange account is produced and
 
presented in the Table 9. It shows that with the very low
 
traffic volumes experienced at present, CFM does not earn
 
sufficient foreign currency to sustain the project. However,
 
CFM has established a program to set aside a percentage of
 
foreign exchange earnings for purchase of spare parts. With
 
the extra traffic movement generated by the opening of the
 
Limpopo Line in 1990, the foreign exchange account could
 
probably break even. The future financial position seems more
 
secure. After 1990, sufficient foreign exchange should be
 
generated to pay for spare parts for locomotives repair and
 
mainternance activities.
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Table 9
 

CFM' PPOJFCTFD FORFIGN CUPRFNCY TNCOMF & FXPENDITURFS
 

1987 1990 1995 2000
 

Total ntk 329,437 901,000 1,444,205 1,765,717
 

of which Mozambique 58,138 125,342 304,235 498,852
 

Transit 2719299 7767348 1,139,920 1,266,865
 

1. 	FX Revenue 6,511 18,632 27,359 30,405
 

2. 	FX Fxperiditure 

- Fuel 2,425 4,446 5,336 5,821 

- Spare parts 0 0 2,531 2,891 

- TA 800 800 800 0 

3. 	- Wagon Hire/Maint. 3,850 8,300 5,000 5,000
 

- Tarpaulins 1,920 2,155 2,000 2,000
 

- Miscellaneous 12349 2)3S5 2,350 2,356
 

TOTAL 	 10)349 18056 18,017 18,068
 

4. 	FX Surplus(Deficit) ( 3Y838) 576 9,342 12,337
 

NOTFS: 1. Typical l1nit Revenues are Malawi - 3.8c/ntk, Zimbabwe 
2.2c/ntk, and Mozambique - 2.4c/ntk (assuming Pass/Freight
 
ratio 30/70 and 82%k o" freight revenue is transit for 1987;
 
2.4c/ntk is O.K.
 

2. Fuel - consumed at 701/loco hour. Cost 25c/liter; or
 
$73,S00/year assuming 12 hr, 350 day/year operations.
 
Mainline Fleet needed 1987: 30; 1990: 55; 1995: 66; 2000: 72;
 
allowance for shunting locos 10%.
 

3. Wagon hire - increase to 1990, then reduction as home fleet
 
increases. Similarly tarpaulins. In 2000 hire charges become
 
maintenance costs.
 

4. Source - PP team estimates using available data from various
 
estimates of traffic projections, including SATCC (SWECO)
 
reports.
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V. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
 

A. Project Management Roles and Responsibilities
 

1. CFM
 

CFM has primary responsibility for planning and carrying out
 
the rehabilitation and maintenance of locomotives, with
 
technical assistance from RITES. The ongoing maintenance
 
program will be augmented by electrical and mechanical
 
technicians financed under this project componert. Similarly,
 
maintenance of locomotives in Beira will be performed by CFM(C)
 
with limited assistance from RITES. CFM(S) will also be
 
responsible for most project procurement, and DNPCF will be
 
responsible for the local construction contracts for the
 
workshops. With assistance provided by the RITES team, CFM(S)
 
has already procured substantial quantities of spare parts with
 
financing from the Kuwait Fund and World Bank. However, since
 
AID regulations will apply to this large-scale procurement
 
activity, project funds will be allocated for assistance
 
through an Indefinite Quantity Contract (IOC) to assist CFM in
 
the preparation of specifications, and tender documents and
 
with the review of bids and proposals for locomotive spare
 
parts and workshop equipment (see the final two paragraphs of
 
the ISAID section for details).
 

CFM(S) will designate a project director to monitor progress on
 
the rehabilitation and maintenance of the CFM(S) components as
 
well as the broader assistance to purchasing, inventory and
 
stores, financial management and strategic planning efforts.
 

2. Technical Assistance Contractor (AID Direct Contract)
 

The project technical assistance Contractor will be responsible
 
for providing technical advisors and trainers to assist CFM(S)
 
in the areas of locomotive repair and maintenance, financial
 
and accounting management, and purchasing and inventory
 
control. In addition, 6 person-months of short-term technical
 
assistance and training will be provided by the Contractor.
 
The technical assistance contract will be coordinated closely
 
with other technical and management assistance to CFM(S) being
 
financed by other donors. Annex J provides detailed scopes of
 
work for the long-term technical assistance team members.
 

Finally, the Contractor will be responsible for the procurement
 
of all classroom supplies, equipment and training aids, as well
 
as for the planning and implementation of short-term training.
 
Attendance at short-courses (e.g., at other railway traiing
 
schools in the region) will be coordinated by the Contractor.
 
Funds for training commodities and attendance at formal short
 
courses will be included in the Technical Assistance Contract.
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3. USAID
 

USAID/Mozambique will have primary management responsibility on
 
behalf of AID. In view of the size and complexity of the
 
activities proposed and USAID's current and anticipaced
 
capacity to absorb additional implementation responsibilities,
 
a two person (one U.S. and one local) PSC project management
 
team will be funded under the project. The PSC project
 
management team will be responsible for most of the day to day
 
management of the project, including inspections: monitoring
 
of implementation progress; review of workplans, parts and
 
equipment lists, technical drawings and specifications; and the
 
preparation of various project reports. The U.S.-hire PSC
 
should have substantial experience in the implementation of
 
capital projects. The local-hire should be an experienced
 
civil mechanical engineer. Overall project management will be
 
the responsibility of the Project Development Officer, USAID/

Mozambique with assistance from the Commodity Management
 
Officer, USAID/Mozambique. Conitracting, controller and legal
 
support will be provided by USAID/Swaziland. The anticipated

reduction in the PDO and Engineering staff at USAID/Zimbabwe
 
means that little, if any, implementation support could be
 
provided by regional staff from that office.
 

Funds are included to assist CFM in the early stages of project

implementation. Likely areas of short-term assistance, which
 
will be in addition to the prime technical assistance contract,
 
are: (1) preparation of spare parts lists and specifications

for the locomotive maintenance and repair program; (2)

preparation of tools and equipment lists for the Beira and
 
Maputo workshops; (3) preparation of bid documents for major
 
procurement actions; (4) preparation of design drawings and
 
bills of quantity for workshop construction and renovation
 
activities; (5) review of proposals and bids for parts,

tools, equipment and workshop construction. Eight person

months of short-term assistance, probably through an existing
 
IQC, has been included for the above tasks.
 

In addition, four person-months are included to help CFM
 
establish a basic stocking and parts tracking system prior 
to
 
the arrival of AID-financed spare parts. This short-term
 
assistance will be required, assuming that the prime technical
 
assistance contractor will not be on site soon enough to
 
install a functioning system before the arrival of the first
 
batch of spare parts.
 

4. Reporting Requirements
 

a) Project Progress
 

The project will be monitored by a Project Committee which
 
will meet at least quarterly to review ongoing progress,
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future work plans and to address implementation problems.
 
Composition of the Project Committee will include
 
representatives from DNPCF, the CFM(S) workshop [CFM(C) as
 
needed], USAID/Mozambique or its representatives, and the
 
technical assistance contractor. The committee will be
 
chaired by a Project Director who will be designated by
 
DNPCF.
 

b) 	 Progress Reports
 

CFM(S) and CFM(C) will submit progress reports on a
 
quarterly basis to the Project Committee and USAID/
 
Mozambique. These reports are to be submitted within 10
 
days after the end of the calendar quarter. The project
 
reports are expected to cover, inter alia:
 

i) major activities and general progress against the
 
work plan;
 

ii) problem areas requiring Project Committee or USAID
 
assistance;
 

iii) issues and problems that impinge on the future
 
implementation and direction of the project;
 

iv) 	 CFM's proposed solution to the problems;
 

v) 	 action to be taken during the next quarter; and
 

vi) 	 information on any matter which the Committee and/or
 
USAID may reasonably request,
 

c) 	 Financial Reports
 

The technical assistance Contractor will submit quarterly
 
reports detailing expenditures for the technical
 
assistance effort to the Project Committee and AID. The
 
PSC project managers will prepare similar reports on all
 
other direct AID contracts, and CFM will prepare reports
 
on all Host Country contracts.
 

Expenditures and disbursements will be shown in each
 
report by line item for the previous quarter and
 
cumulatively. (Line items covered should be consistent
 
with 	those shown in the project budget in the Grant
 
Agreement). Any current and anticipated financial
 
problems will be clearly noted and explained in the
 
report. Financial problems requiring resolution by the
 
Project Committee and USAID will be highlighted. The
 
required format for each financial report will be
 
determined by the Controller, USAID/Swaziland and
 
described in Project Implementation Letters, as
 
appropriate.
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B. Implementation Schedule for the Mozambique Component
 

ACTIVITY 	 PROPOSED RESPONSIBLE
 
DATES ORGANIZATION
 

* Project Authorized 	 8/88 USAID/Z
 
* Project Grant Agreement signed 	 8/88 USAID/M, GPRM
 

* PIO/Ts for TA contract and PSCs signed 	 10/88 USAID/M, DNPCF
 
* CBD notices for PSCs and TA issued 	 11/88 USAID/S
 
* RFP for TA issued 	 11/88 USAID/S
 
* Initial conditions precedent met 	 11/88 MOT, CFM
 
* 	First RFQ for diesel loco spare 11/88 CFM, USAID/M
 

parts issued
 
* RFQ for steam loco parts issued 	 11/88 CFM, USAID/M
 
* Equipmeit for workshops ordered 	 12/88 CFM, USAID/M
 
* 	PSCs for Project Management selected 1/89 USAID/M, USAID/S
 

and contracts signed
 
* TA proposals received 	 1/89 USAID/S, USAID/M
 
* Agreement on TA housing signed 	 1/89 USAID/M, USAID/S
 
* 	Evaluation of TA proposals 1/89 USAID/M, CFM,
 

USAID/S

* 	Plans & specifications for workshop 2/89 CFM, PSC
 

construction finalized and approved
 
* 	Final Proposals for TA requested and 2/89 USAID/S, USAID/M,
 

interviews held CFM
 
* U.S. PSC Project Manager arrives 	 3/89 USAID/M, PSC
 
* 	RFP for repair of Maputo workshops and
 

equipment rehabilitation issued 3/89 CFM, USAID/M, PSC
 
* 	RFP for construction of diesel 3/89 CFM, USAID/M,
 

workshop at Beira issued PSC
 
* 	TA Contractor selected, contract signed 3/89 CFM, USAID/M,
 

USAID/S

* Contracts for housing, computers
 

& vehicles signed 3/89 TA Contractor
 
' furniture and equipment 3/89 TA Contractor,
Household 


ordered USAID/M
 
* Locomotive knock down begins 	 3/89 CFM-S
 
* 	Workshop repair and equipment Contracts 4/89 PSC,CFM,USAID/M,
 

for Maputo workshops awarded USAID/S
 
* 	Construction Contract for Beira 4/89 PSC,CFM, USAID/M
 

diesel workshop awarded USAID/S
 
GPRM completes work on serviced site for
 
housing and housing erection starts 4/89 CFM
 

* 	Vehicles arrive, clear customs 5/89 TA Contractor
 
USAID/M


* First TA housing completed 	 5/89 TA Contractor
 
* 	Household furniture/equipment delivered 5/89 TA Contractor
 

USAID/M

* First TA Arrives (COP, Purch/inv/stores) 	5/89 TA Contractor
 
* 	First Yearly Work Plan completed 6/89 TA Contractor CFM,
 

USAID/M

First 	steam loco parts arrive 6/89 CFM, TA Contractor
 

PSC
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First 	diesel loco spare parts arrive 
 6/89 	 CFM, TA Contractor
 

PSC
 
* Remainder on long term TA team arrives 7/89 
 TA Contractor
 
* FinanciaJ Management TA begins 	 7/89 TA Contractor CFM
 
* Formal workshop training begins 	 7/89 TA Contractor CFM
 
* 	Construction of Beira diesel workshop 9/89 CFM, PSC, SARP
 

completed, tools and equipment arrive
 
* Equipment arrives for Maputo 	workshop 9/89 CFM, PSC,
 
* 	Second RFQ for diesel loco spare 9/89 CFM, USAID/M
 

parts issued
 
* All 	TA housing completed 10/89 TA Contractor
 
* 
Repair 	of Maputo workshops completed 10/89 PSC, CFM,
 

USAID/M
 
. First Semi Annual Report due 	 11/89 TA Contractor
 
* Second loco spare parts list 	finalized 11/89 CFM, USAID/M, TA
 
.	 First loco rehabilitated under project 12/89 TA Contractor CFM
 

completed
 
* Second Semi 
Annual 	Report due 5/90 TA Contractor
 
* Second order of 
steam parts arrive 6/90 	 CFM, TA Contractor
 

PSC
 
* Second Yearly Work Plan completed 6/90 TA Contractor CFM
 
* 	Second order of diesel spare 6/90 CFM, TA Contractor
 

parts arrive 
 PSC
 
Tnfnrmation
I systems in place 10/90 CFM, TA Contractor
 

identifying costs of services
 
* 	Plan for allocation of foreign 10/90 CFM, TA Contractor
 

exchange for spare parts finalized
 
* Third diesel loco spare parts 	 11/90 
 CFM, TA Contractor
 

list finalized 
 PSC
 
• Third Semi 
Annual 	Report due 11/90 TA Contractor
 
* Mid-term Evaluation 
 12/90 	 CFM, USAID,IQC
 
* Progress towards cost based tariff 
 4/91 CFM, TA Contractor
 

structure verified 
 PSC 
* Fourth Semi Annual Report due 	 5/91 TA Contractor
 
* Third Yearly Work Plan completed 6/91 TA Contractor CFM,
 

USAID/M
 
. Third diesel 
loco order for Order 6/91 CFM, TA Contractor 

Spare Parts arrive PSC 
, Fifth Semi Annual Report due 11/91 

Final 	Report Due 11/91 TA Contractor
 
TA Contr&ct Funds 
 5/92 	 TA Contractor
 

USAID/S

Last diesel loco rehabilitated under 6/92 TA Contractor, CFM
 
project completed
 

End of Project Evaluation 7/92 CFM, USAID/M, IQC,
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The first annual workplan will be prepared by the long-term

contractor within a month of arrival and will be updated at 
the
 
beginning of years two and three. 
 The workplan will detail how
 
the contractor will collaborate with CFM to achieve the outputs

and end of project objectives for the Mozambique Component.

Specific actions which must 
take place, projected dates, the
 
specific individuals responsible and the amounts and sources of
 
financial or personnel resources 
required will be included in
 
the workplan.
 

C. Procurement and Contracting Plan
 

1. Commodities
 

Contracting and Financing Methods
 

a. Responsible Agency
 

The Procurement Unit of CFM(S) will be the likely primary

implementing agency for the procurement 
of spare parts and
 
workshop tools and equipment. This unit has been responsible

for all phases of procurement using financing from the Kuwait
 
Fund and 
the World Bank during the past three years, for a
 
total value of $4,000,000. Based on USAID/Mozambique's

knowledge of Host Country experience, it has been concluded
 
that CFM has the capability to contract for the procurement of
 
spare parts and equipment.
 

b. Procurement Lists
 

Material, equipment and spare parts proposed to be financed by

AID under this component of the project are detailed in
 
Procurement Lists. 
 As these lists are extensive (comprising
 
more than one 
hundred pages), the, are not attached to this
 
Project Paper, but are being distributed separately to the
 
following offices:
 

M/SER/OP/COMS, AID/Washington
 
USAID/Zimbabwe/CONT
 
USAID/Zimbabwe/ENG
 
USAID/Mozambique/CMO
 

Locomotive Spare Parts
 

Procurement List 1 contains the list of the first batch of
 
spare parts required for both regular maintenance and
 
rehabilitation requirements to 
cover a period of approximately

twelve months, beginning about June 1989, for an approximate

value of $2,500,000 for CFM(S) and $300,000 for CFM(C). 
 This
 
list stipulates the following three requirements:
 

c 
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A. Scheduled Maintenance for Maputo - Diesel Locos
 
B. Rehabilitation for Maputo - Diesel Locos
 
C. Scheduled Maintenance for Beira - Diesel Locos
 

All parts are either General Electric or GE approved parts. It
 
is mandatory that only GE parts or GE-approved parts are
 
procured, to ensure absolute compatibility and to maintain
 
terms of warranties for the original equipment. Several
 
sources of these parts, based on category of assembly, have
 
been identified in the United States.
 

The Project Paper design team reviewed the list and discussed
 
the procedures for meeting AID requirements and has concluded
 
that it is complete and realistic. It is expected that the
 
solicitations will be issued after the Grant Agreement is
 
signed, to minimize delays in procurement and to avoid a
 
situation where the workshops are without the required minimum
 
stock of spare parts. Current stock is estimated to carry the
 
workshops through June 1989 for the scheduled maintenance
 
program.
 

Spare parts will be purchased under competitive negotiated
 
procurement procedures, as the list of possible suppliers is
 
finite and known. In the past, the CFM(S) procurement unit has
 
submitted the lists of spare parts required by either telex 
or
 
mail, depending on the size of the list.
 

Lists for the second and third batches will be developed in
 
conjunction with the procurement technician of the technical
 
assistance team and the PSC Project Manager on contract to
 
USAID/Mozambique. These orders will be placed on an annual
 
basis.
 

A single order for spare parts to maintain the existing steam
 
locomotives in Beira for a three year period will be made in
 
the same general time period.
 

A contingency amount is budgeted for small value procurements
 
of $10,000 to $25,000 for emergency spare parts that could be
 
required due to repairs from collisions or other accidents, as
 
well as covering unforeseen requirements. These orders will be
 
placed, if needed, monthly or bi-monthly and will be delivered
 
by air freight. AID's experience with locomot'e
 
rehabilitation projects in southern Africa demonstrates that
 
this method of procurement will help prevent the long
 
sidelining of locomotives due to the absence of one or two
 
critical spare parts.
 

Commodities will be consigned separately to CFM(S) in Maputo,
 
or CFM(C) in Beira and will be shipped directly by the supplier
 
to these ports of entry. CFM has the capacity to carry out
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customs clearance procedures, and delivery accounting, and has
 
ample, organized storage space.
 

d. Workshop - Equipment and Spare Parts
 

Some equipment in the workshop in Maputo needs to be repaired
 
or replaced. The CFM(S) procurement unit, with the assistance
 
of the technical assistance team, will prepare a list of
 
requirements. This list will be reviewed by the PSC Project
 
Manager and the CMO, USAID/Mozambique. A PIO/C will be issued,
 
and procurement will be advertised in the AID Procurement
 
Information Bulletin. Any waivers which are required will be
 
prepared and processed by USAID/Mozambique.
 

Currently, there is no spare parts inventory for any of the
 
equipment in the workshop. CFM(S) has made a commitment to
 
prepare warehouse space for this stock adjacent to the workshop
 
facilities.
 

e. Tools for Workshop
 

Procurement List 3 contains the list of tools and equipment,
 
divided into three categories:
 
A. Specialized General Electric Tools
 
B. Standard Tools
 
C. Safety Equipment
 

Solicitations to procure the specialized G.E. tools will be
 
sent to the list of usual sources that CFM(S) contacts for G.E.
 
spare parts.
 

The list of tools and supplies required for the workshop will
 
be finalized by the procurement unit of CFM(S), and reviewed by
 
the PSC AID/Engineer and AID/CMO. The list will be
 
incorporated into a PIO/C, and will reference a catalog of a
 
company in the United States carrying such stock, such as
 
McMaster-Carr, Rigid Tools, or Snap-On Tools, with the
 
requirement that the offered item be "equal to" each line item
 
indicated.
 

The requirement will be advertised in the AID Procurement
 
Information Bulletin, published by AID's Office of Small and
 
Disadvantaged Businesses in Washington. CFM(S) will re-eive
 
requests for the tender by telex, and documents will be mailed
 
to those potential suppliers requesting the procurement list.
 

Quotations will be received by CFM(S)'s procurement unit, with
 
copies to AID/Mozambique. The quotations will be reviewed by
 
CFM(S), who will make an evaluation for award, to be reviewed
 
and approved by an AID/Engineer and AID/CMO. A Project
 
Implementation Letter will be issued by USAID/Mozambique to
 
concur in approval of each procurement award.
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2. Procurement Procedures
 

Procurement of parts and other commodities will be guided by
 
AID Handbook 11, Country Contracting, Chapter 3., Sections
 
2.2.3, "Informal Competitive Procedures", and Section 2.2.4,
 
"Small Value Procurement".
 

Small value procurement procedures, for actions of less than
 
$100,000, will apply to the contingency orders for locomotive
 
spare parts, as well as some of the tool, machine spare parts
 
and, safety equipment procurements.
 

Per Chapter 3, "Procurement of Equipment and Materials",
 
Sections 2.2.3 and 3.8.1, informal competitive procedures may
 
be used if approved by the USAID Director. Informal
 
competitive procedures apply to proprietary procurement
 
[Section 2.2.3a (4)] when justified in accordance with Section
 
2.2.5. when: "(2) Compatibility with equipment on hand is
 
required." For the request for quotations for General Electric
 
spare parts, as described in Section B of this procurement
 
plan, above, section 2.2.3 a. (4) is applicable, allowing for
 
negotiated procurement procedures for proprietary procurement,
 
under section 2.2.5 c.
 

Final evaluation of all procurement awards will be reviewed by
 
a representative of the procurement unit of CFM(S) the
 
technical assistance team, and AID. Offers for all
 
procurements are to be submitted to CFM(S), with a copy to AID,
 
by telex or courier. A deadline submission date will always be
 
stipulated and observed.
 

3. Authorized Geographic Code(s)
 

The authorized source and origin for goods and services
 
financed under the overall project, including this component,
 
is Geographic Code 941 (Selected Free World) and SADCC
 
countries except Angola. Nevertheless, the United States will
 
be the source and origin of most goods and services financed
 
under this component. The PP team determined that most project
 
commodities are available in the United States at a reagonable
 
price and with acceptable delivery times. The prime contractor
 
for technical assistance will also be a U.S. firm. Therefore,
 
procurement from Code 941 countries other than the U.,-', except
 
for spare parts for steam locomotives, will be infrequent.
 

Specific waivers required are contained in Annex K.
 

4. Receipt and Utilization
 

The offices of CFM(S) are located inside the Port of Maputo,
 
thus allowing for easy access to and monitoring of incoming
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shipments. Customs formalities are completed within one month,
 
and transfer and storage is carried out directly by CFM(S) into
 
its own warehouses located in the Port area. There is
 
sufficient storage space available for all of the procurement
 
proposed under this component.
 

It is expected that the computer inventory tracking system will
 
be in place by the time that the first large shipment of
 
locomotive spare parts arrives, or soon thereafter, so arrival
 
accounting and inventory control systems will be implemented
 
with the initial spare parts shipment.
 

5. Marking
 

AID marking requirements will be stipulated in all requests for
 
quotations. With the issuance of Direct Letters of Commitment,
 
a descriptive brochure on marking requirements will be included
 
as an annex. Included with documentation required for payment
 
will be a certificate from the supplier, attesting that all
 
marking requirements have been met.
 

6. Financing Method
 

Financing for all commodities procured for this component of
 
the project, other than direct support for the technical
 
assistance team, will be made available through an AID Direct
 
Letter of Commitment, issued by the Controller, USAID/
 
Swaziland. This system has been used for the past three years
 
for Mozambique's Commodity Import Programs for a total value of
 
$27 million and has worked well.
 

7. Technical Assistance Contracting
 

a. Long-term TA Contract and Training
 

Technical assistance within the Mozambique component of
 
the project will be procured under a single contract
 
solicited on a competitive basis by means of issuance of a
 
Request for Proposal. Due to the complexity of the mix of
 
services required, the need for Portuguese-language
 
capability and the range of technical skill categories to
 
be provided, a joint venture or consortium approach will
 
be encouraged in both pre-solicitation advertising and in
 
the RFP itself. The joint venture or contract should
 
qualify as a U.S. source, origin and nationality entity.
 
Clear lines of responsibility and control betu%2en the
 
elements of the joint venture or consortium will be
 
required to be established as a part of the offerors'
 
technical proposal.
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The successful offeror (Contractor) will provide all 11
 
long-term technical specialists and all 36 person-months
 
of short-term technical assistance (including three long
term trainers and 18 person-months for short-term
 
trainers). In addition, the Contractor will be
 
responsible for hiring an administrative assistant or the
 
local market. The Contractor will provide all logistical
 
support necessary to position the technical field team,
 
including official vehicles but excluding office space and
 
basic office equipment, which will be a CFM contribution.
 

Under the TA Contract, the Contractor will be responsible
 
for all in-country classroom training and o-j-t.
 
External, formal training (e.g., at other railway trainiaig
 
schools) will be coordinated by the contractor.
 
Procurement of training aids and supplies will also be the
 
responsibility of the Contractor.
 

Utilization of Section 8(a) and Small Business firms as
 
prime project contractors has been thoroughly examined by
 
the PP team. While offerors will be encouraged to utilize
 
small and disadvantaged businesses, possibly as part of
 
the joint-venture/consortium or as subcontractors and/or
 
vendors, the nature and complexity of the contract to be
 
awarded for the project technical services precludes the
 
setting aside of the entire procurement under Section 8(a)
 
of the Small Business Act, or as a small business or labor
 
surplus set-aside.
 

b. TA Assistance in Project Management
 

Outside the technical assistance contract, two personal
 
services contracts will be awarded for project managers.
 
One will be a US. citizen with capital projects
 
implementation experience, preferably with AID-funded
 
projects. The othcr will be a locally recruited technical
 
expert, probably an engineer. Both personal service
 
contractors will work directly for the AID Representative,
 
USAID/Mozambique, and who will be responsible for the
 
day-to-day management of the project. Housing and other
 
logistical support for these PSCs will be arranged by
 
USAID/Mozambique. The expected durations of these
 
contracts will be 36 months for the U.S.-hire and 36 - 42
 
months for the local-hire.
 

c. Evaluations
 

External, mid-term and end of project evaluations will be
 
performed by firms contracted directly by AID. An
 
external audit will be performed at the completion of the
 
project by a non-government accounting firm, probably
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contracted by means of a Work Order under an IQC.
 
Consideration will be given to selecting a firm qualified
 
under section 8(a) of the Small Business Act. The audit
 
will focus especially upon the procurement performed by
 
CFM under Handbook 11 procedures.
 

d. Pre-Implementation Assistance
 

Technical assistance required for workshop construction,
 
ordering of parts, establishing a basic inventory system,
 
and housing construction for long-term advisors will be
 
contracted for directly by USAID/Mozambique or through
 
Indefinite Quantity Contracts (IQCs). A total of 12
 
person-months of short-term TA has been allocated for
 
these activities.
 

8. Construction Services Contract for Maputo and Beira Workshops
 

Construction work to be performed for the Maputo and Beira
 
workshops ano for rehabilitation of worksho' equipment will be
 
contracted by CFM under the methodology described in AID
 
Handbook 11, Chapter 2. Periodic inspection of the
 
construction will be supplied by the PSC AID Engineer. The
 
construction contracts will be paid via AID direct letter of
 
commitment.
 

9. Housing for the Long-Term Technical Assistance Team and the
 
U.S. Project Manager (PSC)
 

Supervision of the provision of housing for long-term personnel
 
will be contracted for by USAID/Mozambique, using Project
 
funds. Either an AID IQC Architecture and Engineering (A&E)
 
firm or a reputable A&E firm in the region (Code 941) will be
 
awarded a contract to prepare design drawings, prepare tender
 
documents, review bids and supervision of the construction of
 
new or erection of prefabricated houses. The Government of
 
Mozambique will be responsible for providing adequate housing
 
sites, including utility hookup. Funds will be included in the
 
long-term technical assistance contract to hire a local
 
maintenance contractor to care for the houses for a period of
 
three years.
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METHOD OF IMPLEMENTATION 

CATEGORY IMPLEMENTATION METHOD FINANCING METHOD 

a. Procurement of spare CFM, HB 11 AID Direct Letter 

parts, equipment and tools (Equipment and Materials) of Commitment 

for diesel locomotive 

maintenance program 

b. Procurement of workshop CFM, HB 11 (Construction AID Direct 

Construction, Maputo Services) Reimbursement 

and Beira 

c. Technical Assistance AID HB 14 Contract AID Direct 

(including vehicles, Reimbursement 

computers and other 

support commodities) 

d. Project Management AID HB 14 Contracts AID Direct 

(Personal Services Reimbursement 

Contracts) 

e. Workshop Equipment CFM HB 11 (Construction AID Direct 

Rehabilitation in Maputo Services) Reimbursement 

f. Audit & Evaluation AID HB 14 Contracts AID Direct 

Reimbursement 
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VI. EVALUATION PLAN
 

The Mozambique Raiidays component concentrates on rehabilitation
 
and maintenance through provision of spare parts and
 
appropriate technical assistance. Thus, the success of the
 
project will be measured by the extent to which these key
 
constraints in the operations of Mozambique Railways are
 
ameliorated during the term of the Grant. Timely and
 
appropriate provision of essential spare parts and equipment,
 
locomotive rehabilitation and maintenance, critical workshop
 
renovation and the impact of technical assistance and training
 
efforts will be the focus of the evaluations to be carried out.
 

Two evaluations will be conducted for the Regional Rail Systems
 
Support Project. With project authorization in August 1988, a
 
mid-term evaluation is scheduled for September 1990. A final
 
evaluation is planned in October 1992, six months before the
 
project's anticipated completion date of April 1993. The
 
budget for this component includes $250,000 to cover evaluation
 
and audit costs.
 

For the interim evaluation, the team will include a project
 
d ,clopment officer, commodity management officer, locomotive
 
workshop engineer-training specialist, financial management
 
specialist, and a transport economist. In addition, CFM will
 
provide the services of appropriate personnel (e.g., mechanical
 
engineer, finance officer) to serve on the evaluation team.
 
The Project Committee, technical assistance Contractor,
 
two-person PSC project management team and USAID/Mozambique
 
Project Manager will provide all necessary documentation and
 
data required by the team.
 

Examination will be made of implementation matters such as the
 
timeliness of delivery of project commodities, the quality of
 
technical assistance and training, and progress locomotive
 
maintenance, repair and rehabilitation. Increased workshop
 
productivity will also be examined. All investigations will be
 
with a view to the attainment of anticipated project outputs.
 

To the extent possible, objective project performance
 
indicators such as national trade and rail transit data a well
 
as operational indications such as turnaround times and
 
locomotive availability, will be reviewed based on CFM data and
 
actual observations made by the evaluation team. At this
 
point, however, it may be possible to only assess trends.
 

The interim evaluation will assess specific objective
 
indicators such as:
 

a. 	 Beira diesel workshop rehabilitation complete; equipment
 
in place;
 



b. Status of equipment orders for workshops; 

c. Status of locomotive spares orders; 
d. Progress in implementing workshop training programs; 

e. Performance and quality of assistance in financial 
management; 

f. Status of locomotive rehabilitation; and 

g. 	 Information systems in place identifying costs of services.
 

The final evaluation, in October 1992, will examine all project
 
implementation aspects, as well as assess project impact at
 
that time. In addition to repeating assessments and using
 
similar information sources as for the interim evaluation, the
 
final evaluationi will document project impact by measuring
 
changes in locomotive availability, financial performance, and
 
maintenance capability. Although parts of the evaluation will
 
be subjective, indicators such as average locomotive
 
availability and time required to service locomotives will be
 
directly measurable and can be used as surrogate measures of
 
improvement in related areas such as management and staff
 
training to the level necessary to carry out maintenance
 
responsibilities.
 

Specifically, such indicators will include:
 

a. 	 Percentage of SADCC external trade using Mozambique ports
 
increases;
 

b. 	 Locomotive availability increases (anticipated from 58% at
 
time of project authorization to 75% by date of project
 
completion);
 

c. 	 CFM(S) ongoing capability to do all scheduled maintenance
 
on locomotives;
 

d. 	 CFM(C) improved capacity to maintain locomotives;
 

e. 	 Rehabilitation of eight GE U20C locomotives completed and
 
locomotives in service;
 

f. 	 Approximately 66 locomotives adequately maintained and in
 
service;
 

g. 	 Rehabilitation of Beira and Maputo workshops completed and
 
both in use;
 

h. Improved financial management, based on accurate and
 
reliable accounting information; and
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i. 	 Improved systems management (purchasing, inventory, stores
 
control).
 

Project progress will also be routinely monitored by the
 
Project Committee which will meet quarterly to review progress
 
and future work plans and to consider any implementation
 
problems.
 

The findings qnd recommendations of both the interim and final
 
evaluations will be incorporated into AID's evaluation system
 
in order to share relevant lessons learned.
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VI. CONDITIONS PRECEDENT, COVENANTS AND NEGOTIATING STATUS
 

The following special 	conditions and covenants will be
 

included, in substance, in the Project Authorization and
 

Project Grant Agreement.
 

A. Conditions Precedent
 

1. Prior to any disbursement under the Grant, except for
 

technical assistance to assist CFM and USAID/Mozambique
 

with pre-implementation actions, and prior to the issuance
 

of any commitment documents under the Project Agreement,
 

the Grantee shall furnish in form and substance
 

satisfactory Lo AID, evidence that: (i) DNPCF has
 

formally designated an individual at DNPCF who will be
 

Project Coordinator; 	 (ii) the Project Committee has been
 

established, with membership i~entified from
 

USAID/Mozambique, CFM(S), CFM(C), DNPCF and the AID

funded technical long-term assistance team; and (iii)
 

critical staff positions in DNPCF, CFM-Sul and CFMi-Centro
 

presently filled by the RITES are filled by qualified
 

persons, or that adequate plans and funding are in place
 

to staff these positions through alternative means.
 

(Specific positions are listed in the Amplified Project
 

Description, Annex A of the Grant Agreement).
 

2. 	 Prior to disbursement of funds for long-term technical
 

the approval by AID of any commitment
assistance or to 

documentation with respect thereto, the Grantee will
 
provide, in form and substance satisfactory to AID:
 

for the technical
Evidence of suitable housing sites 

assistance team, that 	adequate utilities and other
 

infrastructure are in 	place, and that all required
 

Government and Municipal approvals of the 	housing
 

sites have been obtained.
 

B. Covenants
 

1. The Grantee will 	covenant that it will identify a
 

suitably-qualified counterpart for each project-funded,
 
long-term consultant in financial management, inventory
 

and training and that each counterpart will be assigned on
 

a full-time basis to work with the consultant during the
 

period of the Consultant's assignment.
 

2. 	 The Grantee will also ensure that adequate office space
 
to the AID-financed
and secretarial support is allocated 


technical assistance team.
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3. 	 The Grantee will covenant that all spare parts procured

with Project funds for diesel electric locomotives will be

used to repair and maintain locomotives on an as-needed
 
basis regardless of whether the locomotives are assigned
 
to CFM(S) or CFM(C).
 

4. 	 The Grantee will covenant that all personnel sent for
 
training under the project will be required to return to
 
work for CFM, in a position making use of the training

received, for a period of not less than two years unless
 
AID otherwise agrees in writing.
 

S. 	 The Grantee will covenant that adequate classroom space

will be made available for workshop training.
 

6. 	 The Grantee will covenant that by the end of the project

period, sufficient foreign exchange will be allocated to

CFM from its foreign exchange earnings for the continued
 
procurement of spare parts for maintaining diesel electric
 
locomotives. This allocation shall be in addition 
to
 
other requirements for foreign exchange.
 

7. 	 The Grantee will covenant that vehicles and computers

procured under the project will be for the exclusive use
 
of the 
technical assistance team and CFM in furtherance of
 
the objectives of the project until such time as 
AID
 
assistance is terminated.
 

8. 	 The Grantee will covenant that all housing for technical
 
assistance personnel financed by AID will be for 
the
 
exclusive use of the technical assistance team during the
 
project and that upon the completion of the project, these
 
houses will be reserved for other technical assistance
 
personnel funded by AID.
 

9. 	 The Grantee will covenant that all railroad tracks leading
 
to and from the locomotive and general workshop areas
 
shall be maintained in such vertical and horizontal
 
alignments that derailments of locomotives and wagons

shall not occur.
 

10. 	 The Grantee will covenant that adequate and space
secure 

will be made available in the CFM(S) and CFM(C) workshops

for the storage of spare parts for equipment as well as
 
additional supplies of tools and materials.
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C. Negotiating Status
 

Meetings were held at 
an early stage with senior officials
 
of DNPCF, CFM(S), CFM(C) dur1ig the development of this
 
component of the project. Topics such as the principal

inputs, issues, basic assumptions and possible conditions
 
and covenants wre thoroughly discussed. Following final
 
development of this component of the project, additional
 
meetings will be held with DNPCF, CFM(S) and CFM(C). 
 They
 
are 
now fully in accord with this p-roject component as
 
well as the implementation arrangements. DNPCF has
 
accepted in principle all the conditions and covenants to
 
be included in the Project Grant Agreement.
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MINIST RIO DOS TRANSPORTES E COMUNICAOE 

MS. A HERRICK
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OFFICIAL FILE t 

SUB: REQUEST FOR FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 

-

1

"R :f:.' =~--t A 

Dear Sir,
 
AC rioNT¢K ,. . 
- ..;. _.... .__ 

if IP4ITsALL 
The Government 
 of Mozambique wishes 
 to request fi1Ecta 
 -'
 

assistance for improvement of the Mozambique Railways, viz;
 

- On maintenance and rehabilitation 
of the General Electric
 
locomotives fleet;
 

-
 On maintenance and rehabilitation of the wagons fleet;
 

- On 'infrastructures of the workshops 
as well as on equipments
 
and commodities required for maintenance and production section
 
of the workshop;
 

- On completion of the conversion of part of Beira Workshop from
 
steam to diesel locomotives 
and the necessary equipment for
 
maintenance schedule of the 
diesel locomotives (USAID was
 
involved on first phase of the contract);
 

-
 On Technical Assistance and Training;
 

There is an immediate need for approximately Thirty Million US Dollars
 
of donor assistance for the above items.
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(2) 

I should be 
grateful 
for your favourable 
consideration 
of this
request and shall request you to send as 
soon 
as possible the 
draft
project documentation and the &aft project agreement. 

Yours sincerely,
 

NI Ref. 2 9/MTC-CAB/88 RUI LOUSA 
- Vice kinister of ransport
 

MAPUTO, I l/Junho/1988 
 and Communications
 

cc: Mr Julius Schlotthouer
 

USAID Representative,
 

Rua Faria de Sousa, 107
 

MAPUTO, MOZA1BIQUE
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S UDIYS FPPOOD UNDER TFF CATCC CCPCNENT CF-THE

T'RCJECT (E.G., THY DATA GENERATEr 27 THE STUDIES wIiL",' 
INCCRPO A ID INTC THE NAIICNAL-SYSTI'.S). "ThrING- PP 
DIIELCPMINT, lil -MISSION SHOULD CCNFIRFTHAT TI.- ' 

.NAI ICNAI RAILWA!S UNDERST.AND Tiii. O.NC.PTfiE COST- BA 
'TA.777S-JKND AF_ IL ING IMPLIYENT-TH PROPOSEDIT_ TO 
ACCOUNTING SYSTMS. MISSIONTHE SHOULD CONSIDER TtT
US-FUINESS C7 CCNDITIONS PRICEDINT OR COVENANTS IN THE 
POJICT GRANT 1GREEMENTS TO FORMALIZE THIS COFMITMINT.
THY ECFP AGREED 'IHAT CONITIONS OR COVINAITS RFLATIN' .TC 
SPICIFI( TARIII REFORMS BY NATIONAL RAILWAYS WIRE NOT 
PRACTICABLE AT THIS EARIY STAG). HOWEVER, THE MISST--
SHCULD CONTINUE TO PROMOIE A UNIFIID DONOR POSITIOf 

'VEICH INCOURAGES SATCC AND TH NATIONAL-FI-T'aY

UNCLASS IMED STATI 102126/02
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STkTF lel-126/0;
IN Ili Ij~yClIrN CF
iCF CCST-BP.OED'BIf YINANCIAI A.NIyT TAli;FS. ArrIINAI TIVE'ON TFI FP rEIGcN TEAM.ZUlIr VOtifI:IC Ck.RY CUT THE IASxS riscRipir qPovl.E. APCWIR AND I-AINTINANCT C4APACIIy OF MOZAMBIQUERAII,WVTS. 
 TEE PIr PROPOSES A HEAVT DOSIFCHNICAL ASSISTANCE, AN OF EQUIPMENT,ON-TRE-JOBMANAGIRIAL TRAINING FORAND TIGENICAI PERSONNEL AT?'A UTC KCAKSHCPS THI BEIRA AND 
FACTORS OTEER THAN 

TC ItPROVI LOCOMOTIVE MAINIENANCE.THE LACK OF EARDWAREAS INpriQUATI ANr SKILIS, SUCHcALARY INCINTIYES, LCW lITFRACTPNI POOR MAINTENANCE LEVEIS,POLICIES, MAT LIMITTPAT CAN Pi MArE TEE PROGRISSIN IMPROVING MAINTENANCE AND WORKIR
PRCrUCTIVITY. THE PP SHOULD INCLUDESiILLc AN INVINTORTIN THE OF2&O WORk.SHOPSyk. r;S AFFiCTING AND AN ANAIT$,r OF THEkOR:SsCP PERFORMANCE.ACTIVITIES bTHIR DONORIN IBIS AREA SHOUID ALSO BE ASSiSSEr.Ch' Trll A'NALYS]5, BASEDTHY PP SHOULDSTIAElFY JCR !?FRCVING PRCFCSl AN APPROPRIATEPIRFORMANCTA S9S TH) GAINS THAT CAN BE 
AND RIALISTICALLY

EPlCIFD DURIN'TRY FRC. CT. TO THE LITE CFThf YXIINT THAT POLICY kNICCNSTRAINTS MANAGEVINIARE IDENTIIID, TBI PROJECTIElr' AS PART SHOULD ADRSSCF TFI iROriER INSTITUTIONAL SIRYNGeHININGFYfOsI IESCR IBD ABOVE. 
6. tISSICN ,ANA F]NT CAPACITY.

AXFIRINCED TEE PID RICCMMENDSUSr.9 F ,INFEES BF THAT
ASSIGN D TC POTHLS%]/ PLA'lISSICIN AND USAIDt/OZAMPIQtE TOIMPLI FNT ASSIST 'IBCSFTFIS ANI OTFER TRANSPORT PROJECTS. 

TE! FID AISC nfCOMtINrS THAT THE VACANT FDC POSITION IN 

UNCLASS1111D 
STATE -102126/e2.. 
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UkID/VCZAMBIBUl BY FILLED AS SOON AS FCSSIfLF. TBE 
ICFR STRONGLY INrORSIE 
 TESE STAFFING FROPCSAIS..
 

i. PRCC[RIMENT. 

(A) 11C1R.FBIC COrE. TBE PP SHOULD SELECT THE
APPROPRIATE AUTHORIZED GEOGRAPHIC CODE(S) ICR FOREIGN
 
_XCBAN31 COSTS PNr THE 
 "HOST CCUNTRY" FOR ICCAL CUPRINCY

CCSTS, IN ACCCFDANCE WITI THE GUIDANCE CONM4INED IN 86

S,.ATE 74147 (UHIC MORE GENERALLY CONCERNS THE SOUTHERN
 
A.FFICA REGIONAL FANPOVIR MANkGEMENT DEVELO PENT
FRCJECT). THE EIEftPTION FRCM FAA SECTION 6e4(A) AND
 
SI ILPR PROCURErENI REQUIREMENIS, APPLICABLE TC THY

DIVFLCFENT FJND fOR AYRICA, DOES NOT APPLY 70 THY SADCC 
APPROPPIAIION.
 

(1) NEW" IOCCMOIIVE PROCUREMENT. IHE ECIR AGREED IN
 
PRINCIPLE UITB IHE 
PROJECT STRATIGY CF INCRIASING

AVIIIIAKIE 
ICCOrOlIVF POWER THROUGH THE REHATILITATION OF
 
EX]STINJ LOCCVCIIVES. IBIS 
IS MORE CCST-EFFECIIVE THAN
 
BUJYING NEW IcccrclCivis BERI THE 1XISTIN 
UNITS ARE NOT
 
EXCIScI",ELY CLD, r1k GED, OF 
INACCISSIBLE. IT WAS
 
FCINTlI CUT ITRAI ECT THE IDED AND CIDA HAVI ALSO TAKEN 
1'__ POSITION TEAT K&F LOCOMOTIVE PROCUREMENT IS NOT

-NEiiE AT THIS TIMI IN MOZAMBIQUE. HOWEVER, THERE AR!
 
TWC UNKOWS TFAT COULD AFFECT THIS STRATE17. FIRST,

T33 NUMIFR Cl IOCOM'OTIVES TEAT ARE ACTUAlLY REPARAPLE
 
(CtRRXNILY FSTI AIED AT 3-40) NEEDS TO BE VERIFIED. 
 IT
 
IS UNIFFSroor T'BAT TEi IBRD IS TINPNCING A SURVEY OF WE
MC2MkZ.UI FLIET. SiCONr, THERE COULD F! A TIME LAG IN
 
?BESAIIITATION OF TEE LOCOMOTIVES UNDER THIS PROJECT,
'17.N'E NiED TO UPGRA]l MANAGV'MET, TRAIN MOZAMBIC.N
 
RkIl'oY bCRAFRF, PROCURE SPARE 
PARTS, INSTITUTE NFb

VAINTINANCY FRCCEDURIS ANDr 
POLICIES, ETC. lEE PP TEFA


ZULZIXAMINII .DHi MOZAt42iQUE IOCCMOTIVE AVAILAZILITY 
,I'UIU I CN IN -- SYSI!-A'AI lIC FAS. ION, INCIUDIN-;-THIE RESULTS

OF I_ IBRD SURVEY. TEE TIAM SHOULD DEVELOP A REAILISTlr
il*FTAFIE FOR REHAiIIITATION OF THE LOCOMOTIVES AND-

COrFArE'_ TIS 
-wIH PPOJCTE- 'WFTC--7E'ND7-IF-THIRE
 
AL'FiARS TO BE ) SIGtIFICANT GAP BFT'EEN IEt.'ANr AND
 
ICCOI'CTIVI AVAIIABILITI, THE FUNDING OF NF', LOCOMOTIVES
 
COILL BI CCNSILERED AS CNE DESIGN OPTION TC IRIrGE TEAT
 
GAF.
 

(C) TECNICAL ASSISTANCE AND TRAININs." ITHF ECPR
7NMCct .A IT I'ISSICNTC CONSIriER OBTAINING'TFCENTCAL
 
ASSIS'ANCE ANr TRAINING SERVICS"FOR TEX PROJECT FROM
 

_.FELLIJCID, SUCCISSFUL RAILWAYS. 
 IN ADDITTCN TO-U.S
 

,scrRCTIT YFISSTUN -EMT = -1TA'I"ANIlry"JNrTITU'TICNSI TH ADCC CCUNTR IFS 10 PPOJECT-PARTICIPPNTS. 
TRiININ, SHCULD NCT TAKE PLACE IN SCUTB AFBICA (UNIESS
AESOLUTILY NO PIIPENA IVI IS AVAILABLY) BUT IN 
IN-EPENDINT BLACK STATES TO MEET TEE PROGRAI'-OBJECTIVES 
MD CCNTRIBUTF POSITIVELY TO THE 'ONG-TERM DJVYLOPENI
GCALS 7CR HE tAJCRITY PCPULATIONS OF SOUTFERN AFRICA. 
'lEE FISSION SHCULr BE AWARE THkT A WAIVIR BY TEE AA/AFR
USUANI TO HA DBOCK lB, CH. 5r.I.A(2) ANr-5Drei0,D,-

UNCLASSIFIED 
 STATI 102126/03
 



ENIS
lFIiD 
 S 1TT I1c. 2610%
 
'CUL!D 
 ?- CUISED TO CONTRACT WIIH . RAIIW;y CO"PANy

I CZE ISc ;CV-NtF,%T CONED. 4IF IRIS .PFIABS IC BE
riFIRA11_ CPTIC'N, Tl MISSION SBOUID CONSULT CLOSELT
InH 'IE PIA IC rEVUICP THY APPROIRIATI JUSTIFICATION
F0: '- * IViR.. 

RILATIr TO THIS, THE PP SHOULD ASSISS THE BCUS INC ANDCTHER lIVING CC:rITIOS FOR TBF PROPOSED CCNSULTANT TEAMIN MOZAMPIQUE, PARTICULARLY IN BFIFA, AND THIIMFLICATIONS FOR TEE SIZE AND &ORINGARRANGEMENTS OFTHE TIAV. THE EP SECULD DESCRIBE THE CAPACITY OF
SAID/rvCZAMPIQUI TO SUPPORT THE CONSULTANTS AND DISCUSSN! FIFES THAT MAY NEED TO BE TASEN TO ENSURE THEEFFECTIVENESS CF Tfi PROJFCI FINANCED CCNSUITkNTS. 

(P) SPAFi FAFTS PIOCUREFMINT. THE PP TEAM SHOULD
CARYFULLY ANALYZE THE REQUIREMENTS FOR SPARE PARTS ANrFIAIID TCCIS ANr IUIPMINT FCR THE REHABILITATION OFTHY G-IIRAL ELECIRIC IOCCVOIIVFS IN THY MOZAtBIQUE1EI IT. TRY Tll SHOULD MAKI A TFCHNICAI DETIRMINATION 
CF THE 1XIENT IC "BICH SPARES COULr 2BE COMPETITIVELYPpCU- r WITHCU"I JFOPARrIZING THE PIRFORMANCI OF THERFHBBIIITA7E]L LOCOMOTIVE5. THE TEAM SHOUIr ALSOrE iFiE THE FX FNT 0 BHICH TOOLS AND EQUIPMINT AREAVAILIPIF IROM THl U.S. AND OTHER AUTHCEJZr GEOGRAPHICScuJcfs. IOR 
THIS IURPOSF, TEF PP 
TEAM SHCUID INCLUDE
?CTS f EPICIALIST IN LOCCMCTIVI MAINTENANCF AND ANA.I.D. CCtODITY PROCUREh'NT OFFICER. IF A SOLE SOURCEWkIVEP FCO SPAFS IS DEEIfr APPRCPRIATX, IT SHOULD BYINCIU! E IN THE PP IF POSSIBIE. THERE tVAY TEAISO NEED-F CCDFI WAIVIR FOR PROCURIMENT OF SPICIALIZID 

UNCLASSIFIID STATE --- Z212Z. 



STATi
TCCLS ANT 10

FUIMENT. 


SI(UIIING AN A.I.D. FORM' 

THE PP SHOULD ALSC CCNSIDFR


PRCCUTFTINTf, 

IC I FOR SPARE FARTS
FACIIITkE PCST-AUDITS 
FOR PRICINg
IN IIgKl 
OF RiCINT 
-.XPERIENCE 
WIT;,' TAZARA,SHOULI CONSIDER INCLUDING FUNDING THE MISSION

IN THE PROJECT FOR 
SPfCIALIZft LONG-TIRM TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE SPECIFICALLT

TC B!IF IN 'EE FRCCURIVENT

QUAN7ITy OF PABI 

AND MANAGEMINT CY THE LARGEPARTS TC BE FINANCED EY A.I.D. 
E CTHER LIGAL CCNCIENS.
 
(A) EI2(E) CRIIICATICN. 
ell(F) GC/AFR ADVISES THAT A SECTIONCERTIFICATION I REQUIRErf'eIAWi TORTIONS CE FOR THE MOZAMBIUYTB]P
TRPNSPITIITE PROJECT. AND

TO AA/AFR FOR HIM TO 
THIS SCULD BE
TA11PRICR TC FIELD APPROVAL 01 THE PP. 

NTO CONSIDERATION
M21MBIQ[E, THI CERTIFICTION IN THE CASE OFTH! 
AIcL ISANCF IHATWILL SHOUID TAKE INTO ACCOUNTTO I FRCVI TE 

PE PRCVIDEL DURING THE PROJECTtAINTENANCE CAPAPILITIES OF MOZAIBIQUI
RAILW y.
 
(F) CO t'tII 
 BGLjI PLTHOUGH THERE I NO REASON TO BELIEVE
 
A IRCTI.;M 
 IXIS'I,
NAIURf TEE PPIEAMCT ANY SHOULD INVESTIGATEINVOIVEENT TY COMMUNIST PIOC COUNTRIES IN
 

PCZtVEICUI' TH!
RAII 
STSTEM 
AND, WITH SUPPORT IROM THE RLA,
4."OMMIN&IINY 
PP IVI
SE-lUIL IQ RIQUIRED.
INCLE A 2RIEf THEDISCUSSION 01 
TEE 1INrINGS.

9. INITIAL -ENVITONW'NTAI 


EXAtINATION.
IN ?H! .ID FAS 
 IEN RIVIIW7D BY THE 
THE lEE CONTAINED
CI. ICIR AND SINT BURIAD ENVIRONMENTALTC 3C/AIR FOR CIYARANCE.


sI *'E:r IF 01IU 
A CCPY CF TEBE POUCHED TO USAID/HARARI. 

U. 'ID/. ARAPF.FEti 
 UTHORIT
UTHORI? ---A. 
 THICUNT CAPTIONE - IRPk C-THENOT TO-XCF.D -PROJECT c OR,
rOLS. -IN AN-0
--.
f I.IE THIS kr HOC
CISED


f,:'7' K!L
.a] XCLLAR*IR TI t'c An CCNDIT-CNSCFD0A-551;IN -ACCORIANCAMOUki lIMITATION.
:A/AFR XCEPT FCRANT-WAIVIRS BIQUIRING
 .
CR A/AIL APPROVAL SHOULD ?I FORWARME
PRIOR TO AID/W'ICPP APPEOVAL. 
11. 
AI1/% UNDYF 
TANrS THAT 02IGATIONS
I! CCV IRNN'iYNTS 0-

WILI CCCUR %ITHANr iTH MOZ)AMB'IQur.'SATCCJFSUG,.,ST SWAiZI1AND
THAT AND MALA I,THy RrrDSO/F _AND -.'S COORDINATE AS TOTHE AL CBIAIN THE RESPONSIBILITT

EITIBIA FOR 
WEI2S
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ANNEX C
LOGFRAME - MOZAMBIQUE 

GOALS 	 OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS MEANS OF VERIFICATION ASSUMPTIONS 

To support the development SADCC countries face lower total National and regional Continued regional cooperation.

of a stronger economic transport costs, statistics
 
foundation for growth in
 
Southern Africa. 
 Less FX spent for transport. National accounts 	 Investments maintained by SADCC
 

countries.
 

Proportion of SADCC external trade 
 Investments not destroyed by

using SADCC ports increases. 
 hostile action.
 

Savings in FX and LC from lower 
 FX and other cost savings

transport costs are available 
 stimulate economic growth.

for other priority investments.
 

PURPOSE END OF PROJECT STATUS
 

To strengthen and expand B. MOZAMBIQUE 
the capacity and operational
efficiency of regional rail 
 1. Locomotive availability CFM Reports 
 Other donors address constraints
transport in SADCC on CFM-S and CFM-C increase Project evaluation 	 on track condition. 
countries, 
 from 58% to 75% by 1992.
 

2. Total annual carrying TA reports 
 Security and policy environments
 
capacity of the locomotive 
 conducive to increased
 
fleet of CFM-S AND CFM-C production and international 
increases from 3.1 million 
 trade.
 
tons/yr in 1988 to 5.8
 
million tons annually by 1992.
 

3. CFM(S) has ongoing capability
 
to do all scheduled maintenance on
 
locomotives. 

4. CFM accounts are current,
 
reliable and providing useful
 
financial information to
 
management staff.
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OUTPUTS MAGNIUDE MEANS OF VERIFICATION ASSUMPTIONS 

1. Locomotives rehabili-
tation. 

Rehabilitation of 8 GE U20C 
locomotives completed. 

CFM Reports Germany and other donors 
fully fund most formal 

training. 

TA reports 

Project evaluation Qualified TA can be found. 

Site visits DANIDA, and other donors 
provide material and Italy 
provides TA needed for wagon 
rehab. in CFM-S. 

2. Locomotive maintained Approx. 66 (54 diesel, 12 Inventory records 
steam) 

3. Maputo workshop 
rehabilitated 
and in use. 

Wheel lathe and press 
rebuilt/replaced. Overhead 
cranes overhauled. Roof 
repaired. Compressor, tools 
and safety equipment provided. 

4. Beira Workshops 
rehabilitated and 
use. 

in 
Diesel workshop completed 
and fully equipped with 
GE testing and repair 
equipment, compressor and 
generator. 
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OUTPUTS MAGNITUDE MEANS OF VERIFICATION ASSUMPTIONS 

5. Improved workshops Timely ordering, stocking and 
purchasing, inventory disbursement, computerized data 
and stores control in base, accurate annual inventory. 
place. 

6. Improved financial Budgets, income statements and 
management and fixed assets register and balance 
accounting system sheets current and (incl. allowance 
in place and in for depreciation) and being used as 
condition for a 
limited scope audit, 

input to management decision-making 
process. Process begun to design 
a cost accounting system. The 
following shall be in such condition 
that they can be audited firm : 
(1) fixed assets account; 
(2) cash transactions and balances; 
(3) revenues account; (4) inventory 
account; and (5) procurement and 
purcnasing transactions and procedures. 

7. CFM personnel trained, 192 locomotive repair and maintenance 
certified and in technicians 
position for which 24 procurement, inventory control and 
trained storeroom management staff 

12 financial management staff 
12 accountants 
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INPUTS FUNDING TARGETS ($) MEANS OF VERIFICATION ASSUMPTIONS 

1. Commodities 15,248,000 Evaluation Reports Serviced site for TA housing 
2. Construction (incl. 1,650,000 TAprovided by GPRM. 

housing) 

3. Technical Assistance 10,758,000 CFM Records 
4. Training 3,421,179 Disbursement Docs. 

5. Evaluation and Audit 250,000 

6. Inflation and 3,201,000 
Contingency 

TOTAL AID 34,528,000 

TOTAL GPRM 2,250,000 



ANNEX D
UNITED STATES 

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

CF~FCE-CF THE A.l1.A. REF-'RESENTATIVE 

U.S. F'osta. Address Rus Faria dt Sousc. 107 
MAPUTO - ID MAPUTO - MOAMB!QUE 
U. S. Departnent of State Caixa Pcsts! 783 
Washington, D.C. 20520 Telex: 6-180 USAID MO 

Telefones: 744482. 74445.: 

SECTION 611(E) CERTIFICATION
 

The Regional Rail Systems Support project will strengthen
 
and expand the capacity and operational efficiency of
 
regional rail transport in Malawi, Mozambique and
 
Swaziland as well as the other SADCC countries. In
 
Mozambique, the project will provide funding for
 
locomotive and wagon rehabilitation, construction and
 
repair of maintenance workshops, procurement and
 
inventory control, spare parts for locomotive
 
maintenance, and technical assistance.
 

Mozambique is committed to this project and has agreed to
 
provide land for housing, counterpart staff and extensive
 
security measures to protect the investments of AID and
 
other donors in their rail networks.
 

The United States has previously provided funds to
 
Mozambique and specifically CFM, for locomotive
 
rehabilitation, workshop construction, and training. In
 
addition, the U.S. Government has provided extensive food
 
aid. To date, the Mozambican Government has been
 
actively involved in the implementation of projects and
 
has provided the necessary funds and counterparts to
 
effectively maintain and utilize resources provided by
 
the U.S. Government. For the foreseeable future, both
 
the public and private sectors in Mozambique will
 
continue to need external supplements to their financial
 
and human resources.
 

In combination with the technical assistance being
 
provided under the Regional Rail Systems Support project,
 
I certify that the Mozambican Government has the
 
financial and human resource capability to effectively
 
maintain and utilize the U.S. Government resources which
 
will be provided under this project.
 

lames H. Purcell
 
AID Representative, a.i.
 



ANNEX E
 

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS
 

A. Introduction
 

The three major railways, CFM-South, CFM-Central and CFM-North
 
have a 1,067mm gauge throughout their entire length of
 
3,138kms. CFM-S is connected to the railways of South Africa
 
(SATS), Swaziland (SR) and Zimbabwe (NRZ); CFM-C to the
 
railways of Zimbabwe and Malawi; and CFM-N to the railway of
 
Malawi. CFM-S and CFM-C are connected through Zimbabwe while
 
CFM-N's present connection to the other two railways is only
 
through coastal shipping. CFM(C) and CFM(N) lines are single
 
track with the exception of passing bays and at stations. All
 
rail lines of CFM-S consist of a single track except for the
 
Ressano Garcia line which consists of a double track.
 

The National Directorate for Ports and Railways (DNPCF)
 
provides umbrella management to the 3 largely continuous
 
railways. CFM-S is responsible for the operation of three
 
lines. The Limpopo line runs S34kms to Chicualacuala at the
 
Zimbabwe border; the 79km Goba line goes to Swaziland; and the
 
88km Ressano Garcia line connects Maputo to South Africa. The
 
lines to Goba and Chicualacuala are expected to be
 
rehabilitated between 1988 and 1990. CFM-S has acceptable
 
capability to maintain and repair diesel electrical locomotives
 
and wagons at its workshops in Maputo. CFM-Central operates
 
lines that run from the port of Beira to Mutare, Zimbabwe
 
(317km) and to the Malawi border (313km) Nsanje with a spur to
 
Moatize in Tete Province (254 km). Beira workshop has the
 
capability to maintain and repair steam locomotives and wagons
 
but for diesel locomotives it has only a running shed for use
 

in daily maintenance. CFM-North currently operates only one
 
615km line from Nacala via Nampula. GEM-North has the
 
capability in Nampula and Nacala to partially maintain diesel
 
electric locomotives.
 

In order to establish a confidence level about the condition
 
and estimated costs of the U-20C fleet scheduled for
 
rehabilitation and maintenance and to identify the problems,
 
the PP design team undertook a series of workshop visits to
 
examine hardware and facilities. Along with those visits,
 
interviews of the RITES team on site were conducted,
 
maintenance records were examined and a detailed inspection of
 
three rehabilitation candidate vehicles was conducted.
 

The shop inspections showed that the locomotives were being
 
maintained to the established periodic routines but the lack of
 
spare parts required longer stays in the service bays. The
 
examination of records showed that in place, manual, record
 
keepiig system was reasonably accurate but it was too
 
cumbersome to allow up to date status on parts.
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The detailed physical examination of three random vehicles that
 
are candidates for rehabilitation showed an almost 100%
 
correlation between the rehabilitation requirements report
 
received from CFM/RITES and the conditions found. This
 
indicated that the estimates were done to sufficient detail and
 
that a reasonable cost for a rehabilitation could be
 
established based on the examined vehicles.
 

A recent IBRD-funded report indicates that the fleet is
 
essentially as the PP team has determined it to be in CFM-S and
 
CFM-C areas. Their comparison of rehabilitation costs between
 
sending the locomotives to Zimbabwe and doing them at CFM-S
 
indicated that both time and money would be saved if the
 
rehabilitations are done in the Maputo shops. It is intended
 
that the rehabilitation of the designated locomotives be done
 
at the CFM-S shops in Maputo. The work will be done with local
 
labor and assisted by the on site RITES team and project funded
 
mechanical/electrical technicians.
 

The CFM-S shops have sufficient space to accommodate these
 
major rehabilitations. The spares needed to support the shops
 
during periodic maintenance procedures are part of the project
 
and should be available to accommodate the rehabilitations.
 
With thesc stores available as a back up, delays for ordering
 
and delivery will be minimized.
 

B. Locomotives
 

Since 1985, steam locomotives have been phased out of CFM-S and
 
CFM-N in favor of diesel Plectrics. The Beira line is the only
 
one still using steam mainline and shunting locos. All diesel
 
electric locomotives are manufactured by the General Electric
 
Company in either the U.S.A. or Brazil. They are type U20C,
 
2150 Horsepower, and are used for main line operations. The
 
Diesel shunters are Rumanian diesel hydraulics, 1200
 
horsepower, located at CFM-S and CFM-N. In addition, 2 British
 
AEI 1200 horsepower diesel electrics are located on CFM-N. The
 
steam mainline locomotives on the Beira line are Garrats of
 
Belgian FUF and German Henschel manufacture. Steam shunters
 
are of the German Henschel and the US Baldwin 80 series. The
 
fleet size of CFM main line locomotives for the years 1987 
2000 is shown in Table l-E.
 

At Maputo the fleet consists of 46 G.E. locos including the
 
locos which were abandoned on the Limpopo line. Because of
 
track rehabilitation work on the Limpopo line, locomotives,
 
previously abandoned, may be returned to the fleet for
 
rehabilitation. (In July 1988, 5 were returned, from which 1
 
was scrapped) There are also 1.8 Rumanian shunters at Maputo,
 
only 2 of which are currently operational. A program to make
 
all Rumanian shunters operational was recently proposed for
 
World Bank financino. This program would permit G.E. locos now
 
being used for shunting duty to be returned to mainline use.
 
The G.E. mainline locomotives (model U20C) and their
 
operational status as of June 1, 1988, are set forth below:
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Out of Service
 

Railway In Operation Repairable Scrap Abandoned
 

1*
CFM-S 28 18 1 


CFM-C 6 2 - 8*
 

CFM-N 7 6 1
 

41 26 2 9
 

* All locos abandoned on Sena Line - Status unknown 

1 locos abandoned on Limpopo Line - Status unknown
 

4 locos at Maputo workshop from Limpopo line - Status repairable 

The phrase "in operation" from the above listing does not
 
signify that the locomotives are available for daily train
 
services. "Availability" is the true measure of readiness to
 
haul freight or passenger trains. The difference between the
 
number of locomotives "in operation" and those "available" is
 
that locomotives undergoing schedule maintenance, servicing,
 
held in workshops for missing parts, wheel truing, and other
 
maintenance delays are considered "in operation" but "not
 
available".
 

The locomotive availability rate of G.E's has Increased due to
 
better maintenance in recent years and was up to 58% in May
 
1988. For availability summary please refer to table 2-E. This
 
is subject to increase as a result of locomotives for
 
rehabilitation being returned to the fleet.
 

At Beira, the fleet consists of 17 mainline steam locos 6
 
shunter locos and 8 General Electric U-2OCs. Eight G. E. are
 
abandoned or the Sena line and will be totally cut off until the
 
rehabilitation work (1988-1993) on that line reaches them.
 
Locomotive availability rates in May 1988 are 61% for steam and
 
58% for diesels with a lower availability for shunters
 
increasing as locomotives are rehabilitated. Under Regional
 
Transport Development AID's project (690-231.56), nine steam
 
Garratts, two steam shunters and two General Electrics diesels
 
were rehabilitated. The rehabilitation work on one mainline and
 
one steam shunter was done in Beira. This IJSAID project is
 
scheduled for completion in early 1989.
 

http:690-231.56
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At Nacala, the fleet consists of 11 General Electric mainline
 

diesel electrics, 1 Rumanian diesel hydraulic shunter and 2
 

Rumanian diesel electric shunters.
 

C. Goods Wagons
 

and sizes with
The 3 railways have goods wagons of various types 


approximately 3000 at CFM-S, 3000 at CFM-C and 900 at CFM-N.
 

Conditions of Wagons varies. However, most are in poor repair
 

unless being reconditioned under a specific funded rehabilitation
 
In early 1989, a
or roller bearing conversion program. 


to CFM-C will
rehabilitation program for 1000 wagons belonging 


begin under funding from DANIDA. However, this program will not
 
roller bearings.
include conversion from plain bearings to 


the CFM-S yards and in the wagon shed
A review of the wagons in 

indicate a complete renovation rather than minor repairs and
 

to
paint renewal. An economic evaluation has been conducted 

roller bearings of
justify the rehabilitation and conversion to 


500 to 950 wagons.
 

As a Further verification concerning the justification for tle
 

of S00 to 950 wagons a workshop visit
rehabilitation/conversion 

Italian team had finished
was conducted. At the workshop, an 


the rehabilitation and roller bearing conversion of 130 high
 
totally renovated and are
side wagons. These wagons were 


CFM. This same
expected to provide 1S to 20 years services to 

the Maputo workshop to oversee future
Italian team will be at 


donor apency rehabilitation and roller bearing conversion
 

programs.
 

for the
It is likely that CIDA will provide funding 

at least 500 wagons with the
rehabilitation/conversion of 


possibility of providing funding for up to 950 wagons. The
 

indicated its interest in the continuance
Italian Government has 

to oversee the rehabilitation/
of funding an Italian team 


other donor agencies.
conversion of wagons by 


I. Maintenance Capability
 

1. Workshops
 

CFM-S has fully equipped diesel locomotive and rolling stock
 

repair shops, running maintenance sheds and storerooms.
 

However, the workshops are in a poor state of repair, mainly:
 

roofing, side glazing, power supply, electrical circuits, and
 

some machinery. Tools and materials are usually deficient in
 

overhead cranes require motor replacement and
number and some 

overhaul. Spare parts are being used more rapidly than expected
 

and will be insufficient by mid 1989.
 

CFM-C has fully equipped steam locomotive and rolling stock
 

repair s~eds, running sheds and stores. However, for diesel
 

only one running shed together with a now
locomotives they have 

structurally complete but unfinished, unequipped diesel
 

No machinery equipment
locomotive maintenance and repair shop. 


or 
tools exist for this diesel shop and spare parts other than
 

consumables are in very short supply.
 

A7'Jf 
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CFM-C presently suffers from major power outages (approximately 
40% in 1988) which should be remedied in October 1988 when new 
back up generators are supplied by Sweden. 

CFM-N has a diesel locomotive repair shop at Nampula which is 
under conversion from steam to diesel and a fully equipped 
running shed at Nampula. 

2. Manpower and Training 

This is dealt with both in the Institutional Analysis and in the 
Training Annex. Difficiencies exist in management and technical 
skills at both CFM-S and CFM-C. The Indian RITES group 
presently fills part of this gap, mainly in Maputo. However, 
their contract ends in December 1988. At Beira, 9 Spanish 
technical assistants are scheduled to arrive in July. 

3. Workshop Productivity 

At CFM-S, locomotive repair is presently supported by Indian 
RITES and schedules have been developed for maintenance, repair 
and rehabilitation. However productivity is on the low side and 
will soon be further limited by a shortage of spare parts. The 
wagon rehabilitation productivity has increased significantly 
under the recently completed program to rehabilitatp 1.30 wagons, 
financed by Italy. That Program has demonstrated, with the 
planned continuation of Italian funded TA, that CFM-S should be 
able to meet the requirements of their project. 

At CFM-C, steam locomotive maintenance and rehabilitation 
productivity is relatively high due to spare parts being funded 
by USAID and rolling stock maintenance and rehabilitation 
average. Diesel loco:,,-tives running maintenance is low and 
periodic maintenance nun existent even though an adequate size 
labor force exists. Steam locomotive maintenance and repair 
will decrease at the end of 1988 as parts become unavailable, 
and in three years the availability will approach zero due to 
lack of spare parts, whereas diesel locomotive maintenance is 
totally dependent on the diesel workshop being completed and 
fitted with equipment and tools. 

E. Proposed Project Actions and Justification 

As shown in Table 3-E, requirements for CFM mainline locomotives 
based on traffic flows show a current surplus of 24 on all 3 
railways. However, this surplus is expected to soon disappear, 
used mainly for construction purposes on the Limpopo, Goba, Sena 
and Nacala lines. In 1990, these lines would be practically 
complete, except for the Sena line, and estimated locomotive 
requirements show a deficit of zero with an availability rate of 
70%. In 1995, with availability at 75%, there wou'd be a 
deficit of 22, due to the total opening of the Sena line for 
coal and Malawi traffic and the planned retirement of the steam 
locomotives. In the year 2000, the deficit increases to 34 with 
an availability of 75%. 

/. 
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The traffic forecast, strongly reinforces the need to maintain,
 
repair and rehabilitate diesel locomotives in Maputo and to
 
gradually transfer locomotives from and CFM-(S) to CFM-(C).
 
This need for additional motive power in CFM-(C) also means that
 
CFM-(C) should in the future gradually increase its capability
 
to maintain and repair diesel locos. The forecast also .3uggests
 
that the steam locomotives should not be retired until
 
absolutely necessary. If the proposed three year program
 
rehabilitates a minimum number of 8 diesel locomotives, then the
 
program will have replaced a number of locomotives equal to the
 
number which will need additional rehabilitation due to major
 
accidents or sabotage. Only an increase in the number of
 
locomotives that are rehabilitated above eight together with an
 
improved maintenance and repair program will increase the fleets
 
and their availability.
 

The program is expected to increase locomotive availability
 
rates from 58% to 75% by the PACD of December 1992 and provide
 
maintenance for all diesel electric locomotives in operation or
 
in need of relatively minor repairs. The number of
 
rehabilitated diesel electric locos could be increased to 14,
 
which would equal CFM's estimated locomotive requirements
 
through 1990. Should cost savings be found in the cost of
 
technical assistance to be financed under this project, a
 
portion of those savings might be applied to the purchase of
 
additional spare parts for rehabilitation purposes.
 

The proposed methods of increasing the locomotive availability
 
rate is to provide: spare parts for locomotive maintenance,
 
repair and rehabilitation; repair of workshops and equipment;
 
with new workshop tools and equipment, technical assistance and
 
training.
 

1. Locomotive Power
 

A. Diesel
 

CFM-(S), with USAID assistance, will have total capability for
 
maintaining, repairing and rehabilitating diesel locomotives.
 
CFM-(C), with USAID assistance, will be able to maintain and do
 
routine repairs other than general overhaul.
 

Due to anticipated locomotive constraints and the lack of diesel
 
maintenance capability at Beira currently, it is proposed that
 
CFM-(S) provide 6 serviced locos to CFM-(C) in the near future.
 
The remainder of locos in CFM-(S) would be used for construction
 
activities on the Limpopo and Goba lines as well as normal
 
activities.
 

This project will provide $9.5 million in spare parts for diesel
 
locomotives, sufficient to maintain the current combined fleets
 
of 54 in CFM-S and CFM-C for approximately 36 months.
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3 Year Program Maputo
 

Million $
 

Periodic Maintenance Rehabilitation
 

1.0
Year 1 1.3 


1.5
Year 2 1.7 


1.3
Year 3 1.7 


3.6
Total 4.7 


3 Year Program Beira
 

0
Year 1 0.0 


Year 2 0.4
 

Year 3 0.5
 

Total 1.2
 

B. Steam Beira
 

CFM-C has total capacity for maintaining, repairing and
 
The average availability for
rehabilitating steam locomotives. 


This project will million for
shunters is 46%. finance $1.0 


spare parts for steam locomotives, sufficient to keep the fleet
 

operatin,! for approximately 3 years.
 

Alternatives Examined
 

The major alternatives to improved fleet maintenance and
 

rehabilitation were buying new locomotives. It was found that
 

the average cost of major rehabilitation is $300,000 per
 
of approximately
locomotive plus labor and workshop use 


$150,O00. The total average investment is $450,000 for a
 

locomotive with an expected life of 15 years compared to
 

$1,500,000 for a new locomotive with a 30 year life expectancy.
 
so
In fact, economically, rehabilitation is a better investment 


long as the cost is less than $750,000.
 

Other factors also contributed to the decision to focus on
 
First, the traffic forecasts
rehabilitation and maintenance. 


indicate that there is currently a surplus of motive power in
 

CFM-S, even given the current 59% availability rate. Second,
 

even new locomotives would quickly suffer maintenance problems
 

unless current facilities, equipment and skills for loco
 

maintenance are upgraded. Third, continuing security problems
 

make it absolutely critical that CFM develop its own capability
 

to do major rehabilitation jobs.
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2. Workshop Tools and Equipment 

A. Maputo 

Equipment Rehabilitation Requirements 

Millions $ 

Tire Boring Machine 

Replace Wheel Press 

Supply Magnaflux axle test equipmeit 

Overhaul Air Compressor 

Overhaul and repair wheel lathe 

Overhaul ani replace motors overhead 

cranes as necessary 

5 Ton crane 

Tools wagon shop 

Tools loco shop 

.05 

.60 

.08 

.20 

.20 

.15 

.15 

. 0 

.20 

1.63 

B. Belra 

Equipment Diesel Shed 

Millions $ 

Generator Repair 

GE testing equipment 

Portable crane 

Other equipment 

Tools 

Diesel shed 

Steam shed 

0.05 

1.00 

0.03 

0.30 

0.10 

0.10 

$1.s8 
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3. Workshop Repair
 

A. Maputo
 

In Maputo all workshcp buildings suffer from years of neglect.
 
Also, in 1977 an unusually bad hailstorm severely damaged the
 
roofs and sides of the buildings. Existing openings in the
 
buildings caused by hailstorms and wind have gone largely
 
unrepaired for over 10 years. These openings have resulted in
 
damage to parts and equipment, defects to the electrical-systems
 
and increased deterioration and loss of production. Since this
 
project focuses on locomotives and wagons, building repairs will
 
concentrate on the diesel locomotive repair shop, the locomotive
 
running shed, wagon repair shop, wagon running shed and stores.
 
Priority will be given to the locomotive repair shop, locomotive
 
running shed and to the wagon repair shop, especially to repair
 
of roofing, side walls and electrical distribution. Included in
 
the locomotive repair shop is a nonoperable locomotive turntable
 
which needs repair so that locomotives may be transfered to the
 
bays by overhead grantry cranes. In addition, some existing
 
equipmnt will be transferred from the machine shop to the wagon
 
running shop to replace existing equipment in the wagon running
 
shop.
 

Millions $
 

Turntable repair and replacement of motor pit
 
drainage repair and replacement (loco repair shop) $0.15
 

Roof and glazing repairs to 4 buildings,
 

drainage rework, electrical rework, misc. $1.35
 

B. Beira
 

In Beira no workshop repai4r is needed at the steam locomotive,
 
wagon and wheel shops. However, the diesel locomotive
 
maintenance and repair shop begun under the previous AID project
 
has still to be completed together with additional inspection
 
pits and rail lines.
 

Diesel loco shed completion $0.15 million
 
(addition of two bays and inspection track,
 
completion of architectural finishes and
 
electrical power and lighting)
 

5. Comnuterization Workshop Operations
 

The project provides a major input of parts for locomotive
 
maintenance, repair and rehabilitation. This work will increase
 
the complexity ani number of items being ordered, or handled and
 
coordinated by the workshop Materials Planning Purchasing and
 
Stores division. As all of these operations are presently done
 
manually through ca 5 index and ledger and as presen operations
 
are at capacity, a small computer operation is necessary which
 
will tie the three functions together.
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It is proposed to have one Personal Computer at each of the
 

workshop's Planning, Purchasing and Stores units. The basic
 

program will be customized software with variations to suit the
 

individual functions. If a commercial package is not available,
 

the program could be set up by an independent computer
 
items plus
programmer leaving the initial inputting of the base 


the variations to be done by additional local CFM staff with
 

overseeing by the T.A. person. It is proposed that the program,
 
required personnel training, supply and servicing be done from
 

computer firms in Harare, Zimbabwe.
 

Personal Computers with ancilliaries $0.08 million
 

$0.02 million
Programs 


6, Technical Assistance
 

It is assumed that the Indian RITES team of 46 proposed for 1989
 

thru 1992 or 1994 will be lunded by Kuwait or World Bank and
 
or at their
declared at the donors meeting on July 28, 1988 


appraisal in September 1988. Part of the Indian RITES team will
 
to a
provide assistanc, critical to activities in Maputo and 


minor extent in Beira. The TA team currently proposed is shown
 

elsewhere.
 

7. Technical Training
 

Technical training could be provided by General Electric Company
 

at Maputo and Beira as direct training plus technical persons
 

could attend General Electric training sessions at other railway
 

organizations in Africa.
 

$0.20 million
Other technical training 


The technical approach proposed is appropriate to the type and
 
problems being addressed. It is appropriate to
magnitude of the 


facilities and skills available, reasonable in price and
the 

adapts to the unique security situation in Mozambique. Finally,
 

resources
it can be implemented with the type and magnitude of 

proposed.
 

MAINTENANCE SCHDITLES AND REQIUIREMENTS
 

The maintenance inspection and overhaul schedule stipulated for CFM
 

locomotives is presented below:
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A. Repairs/overhauls GE U20C Diesel electric locos
 

Type of repair 
Main Measure 

or overhaul or repair 

Frequency of overhaul 

and duration 

By depot 

Weekly every week 	 Check oil levels, drain
 
moisture in air spares
 
21/2hrs.
 

2-monthly every 2 months 	 Repeat weekly, clean oil bath
 
filters, change fuel and oil
 
filter - 6 hrs.
 

6-monthly every 6 months Repeat 2 monthly. Change oil
 
filter, clean panel filters,
 
blow dirt from TM, TG, etc.
 
8 hrs.
 

By workshop
 

Ri 18 months +/- 1 month 	 Cleaning and regulating turbo
192,000km 	 charger, compressor and injec

tion: 4 days.
 
Removal of cylinder head,
 
change of piston
 

RP 3 YEARS +/- month or Perform operation R1 and
 
repair of bogies etc. 12 days
 

384,000km
 

R4 6 years +/- 4 months or Perform operation RP and
 
removal ,f engine block and
 

768,000km complete repair and test
 
compressor etc. 30 days
 

RG 12 years +/- 6 months Perfo.m operation R4 and
 
complete repair 45 days.
 

or 1,536,000km Including check of crankshaft
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B. Repairs/overhauls DH 125M Diesel Hydraulic Locos
 

Type of repair Frequency of overhaul or
 
or overhaul repairs Main measures and duration
 

By depot
 

Cl 	 Daily or 150km or Checking of oil, fuel and
 
18hrs/shtg 	 cooling water level. Check of
 

electropneumatic valves etc.
 
4hrs.
 

C2 	 14 days or 2,000km or Perform al. operations Cl,
 
250hrs/shtg check injectors.check
 

hydrostratic oil, lubricate
 
joints, clean hydraulic oil
 
filter: 6 hrs.
 

RI Monthly or 40,000km Taking of oil samples 
(analyze) 

or 500 hrs/km check hydrostatic oil level, 
check oil level at turbo 
charger, checking of 
tightness: 8 hrs. 

R2 Quarterly of 8,000km Checking of diesel engine, 
or 1,000 hrs/shtg hydraulic transmission, 

reversing gear, axle drives, 
cardan shafts and electrical 
installation etc. 12 hrs. 

By workshop
 

R3 	 21/2 years or 80,000km Perform all operation Cl, C2,
 
or 10,000 hrs/shtg 	 Rl, R2. Demounting and
 

checking of piston, rings,
 
connecting rod, bearings,
 
cylinder, liners etc. 30 day.
 

RK 	 8 years or 260,000km Perform all operation from
 
or 40,000 hrs/shtg 	 points Cl, C2, RI, R2, R3.
 

Drawing out boggie from under
 
the locomotive, Demounting of
 
inspection covers of axle
 
drives, bearings, check of
 
suspensions, pivot, shock
 
absorbers. Check air,
 
vacuum, cooling and
 
preheating equipment. Check
 
of dynastarter commutator
 
brushes etc. 45 days.
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C. Repairs/Overhauls - CFM ste!rm locomotives
 

Type of repair Frequency of overhaul Target time taken to perform
 

or overhaul or repairs repair/overhaul
 

By depot.
 

Repair and Each 15 days 6 hrs
 

washout of
 

boilers
 

By workshop
 

RC 40,000 - km 15 days
 

PR 80,000 - km 30 days
 

RC 180,000 - km 15 days
 

PR 160,000 - km 30 days
 

GR 240,000 - km 60 days
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CFM MAIN LINE LOCOMOTIVES (Table l-E)
 

1987 1990 1995 2000
 

CFM-South
 

Fleet Size 46 46 45(a) 45
 

CFM-Central
 

Fleet Size 20(b) 20 10(c) 10
 

CFM-North
 

Fleet Size 13 13 11(d) 7(e)
 

CFM(AIl)
 

Fleet Size 79 79 66 62
 

Notes:
 

(a) One G.E. locomotive will be scrapped in 1995/2000 (In CFM fleet
 

since 1968).
 

(b) 8 G.E. diesel-electric locomotives and 12 Garrat steam
 

locomotives.
 

(c) All steam locomotives will be scrapped. Eight G.E.
 

diesel-electric locomotives on the Sena line are abandoned.
 

(d) Two G.E. fir.t serial locomotives will be scrapped (In CFM leet
 

since 1966).
 

(e) Four G.E. 2nd serial will be scrapped (In CFM fleet since 1968).
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Table 2-E: Percentage of G.E. mainline and steam mainline locos
 

available by type in Mozambique
 

G E V20C Garrat Steam (Main Line)
 

CFM [67] CFM [12) 

S C N Average S C N Average 

[46] [8] [13] [12] 

Oct 1987 57 38 54 56 - 20 - 20
 

Nov 1987 56 63 54 57 - 27 - 27
 

Dec 1987 53 63 62 59 - 20 - 20
 

Jan 1988 52 52 54 60 - 20 - 20
 

Feb 1988 61 74 54 66 - ii* - 11*
 

Mar 1988 62 63 62 68 - 58 - 58
 

Apr 1988 77 39* 54 52 - 58 - 58
 

May 1988 56 69 62 63 - 61 - 61
 

Period Average 59 58 57 58 - 34 - 34 

Source: CFM monthly performance reports
 

[] loco fleet in operation including locos which need major repair
 

or rehabilitation and excluding 8 locos abandoned in Sena line which
 

are inacessible.
 

Lack of oil for engines
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MAIN LINE LOCOMOTIVE REQUIREMENT CFM Table 3-E
 

1987 1 1995 2000 

CFM(S) requirement 14 24 30 32
 

Fleet Size 46 46 45 45
 

CFM(C) requirement 12 25 29 32
 

Fleet Size 20 20 10 10
 

CFM(N) requirement 4 6 7 8
 

Fleet Size 13 13 11 7
 

CFM (All) requirement 30 55 66 72
 

Total Fleet Size 79 75 66 62
 

Fleet needed 55 79 88 96
 

Availability assumed 54% 70% 75% 75%
 

SURPLUS/DEFICIT +24 0 -22 -34
 

NOTE: Fleet needed = requirement divided by availability
 



ANNEX F
 

ECONOMIC EVALUATION
 

General
 

The 	project is divided into two principal components:
 

i) Commodities, workshop renovation and technical assistance
 
to improve locomotive availability.
 

ii) Technical assistance to improve financial and inventory
 
management systems.
 

Project component (i) has tangible outputs and quantifiable benefits
 
which will be analyzed separately in this evaluation. In component
 
(ii) the improvements to corporate management throug' improved
 
financial accounting systems will be apparent in terms of systems
 
procedures and skills introduced. The benefits from this depend
 
very significantly on a wider program of action which will be
 
supported by many sponsoring agencies in the future. Component (ii)
 
will not be evaluated in this section.
 

Project Investment Appraisal (Locomotives)
 

Improvements to locomotive availability will occur in CFM(S) and
 
CFMI(C) due to the progran. Maintenance standards will be raised and
 
spare parts will be supplied to support both the rehabilitation of
 
non-operational locomotives and for regular or scheduled
 
maintenance. The project is intended to improve availability from
 
58 per cent, which was obtained by CFM-S in 1987 to 75 per cent by
 
the end of the Project in 1992. This will have the effect of
 
reducing the fleet to locomotives required to service the traffic on
 
offer. Traffic forecasts and estimates of locomotive requirements
 
have been produced in table AF1. The information has been obtained
 
from:

i) Motive power, rolling stock and operation plan for CFM-Centra
 
June, 1987 (SATCC project No. R-OP-1 Beira Corridor 10 year
 
plan).
 

ii) 	SATCC Regional Traffic Remand forecasts February, 1988.
 

iii) 	Study for the Total Rehabilitation Operation and Maintenance of
 
the Limpopo Railway Line May, 1988.
 

iv) 	Informacao Estatistica No. 4 December, 1987 Direccao Nacional
 
dos Portos E Caminhos de Ferro, Maputo.
 

v) Consultants estimates.
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Table AFI.
 

CGI Traffic and Locomotive Forecasts
 

CI(Sul) 
Traffic tonnes per year 


Passengers 000's 

Trains/day 


Locomotive requirement 


Locomotive fleet (ML) 


CFM(C) 
Traffic Tons/year 000's 


Passengers 000's 

Trains/day 

freight/total each way
 
Locomotive r quirement 

10yr plan by 1992 
Locomotive fleet (ML) 

CRI (N) 
Traffic Tonnes 000's 

Malawi 60%
 
Passengers 000's 

Trains/Day 

Locomotive Requirement 

Locomotive Fleet 

GE Mainline
 

CFM (ALL) 
Traffic tonnes/year 

Passengers 

Trains/day 

Freight/passenger
 
Locomotives Requirements 

To be available.
 
Locomotive Fleet Diesel 


Steam 

Assumed availability 

Fleet size needed 

Surplus deficit 


1987 


2061 


2513 

10/16 


14 


46 


481 


1354 

5/9 


12 


8/20 


53 


214 

1/2 

4 


13 


2759 

4081 

16/27 


30 


67 


12 

58% 

55 


+24 


1990 


3807 


4220 

16/21 


24 


46 


998 


1479 


8/20 


348 

2/3 

6 


5153 

4459 


67 


12 

70% 

79 

0 


i995 


6075 


4892 

26/32 


30 


45 


1713 


1715 

7/14 


25 


10/10 


62 


634 

3/4 

7 


13 


8422 

5170 

25/38 


55 


66 


0 

75% 

-88 

-22 


2000 


6718 


5671 

28/35 


32 


45 


2269 


1988 

9/23 


29 


10/10 


406 


761 

4/5 

8
 

11 


9748
 
5992
 
38/59 


66 


62 


0 

75%
 
79
 
-34
 

NOTES
 

RSA 50% Moz 12% in
 
2000
 
Growth 3% p.a.
 
Freight/total each
 
day
 
1987/90 excl
 
construction
 
Mainline only
 

Assume Sena line
 
open

Growth 3%
 
11/26
 

32
 

Diesel/tota1 ML
 

431
 

Growth 3%
 
Freigh./total
 

7
 

43/66
 

72
 

Assume no write
 
offs
 
No steam after 1995
 

Note: For detailed explanation of CR1 fleet sizes see Annex E.
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The difference between the numbers of units needed with and without
 
the project have been calculated for CFM(S) and CFM(C) in table AF2
 

Table A F2: Mainline Locomotive Requirements
 

With and Without the Project
 

for CFM(Sul) and CFM(C)
 

Fleet Without the Project With the Project Difference in
 

Needed Availability Size Availability Size Size
 

1987 26 54 48 54 48 0
 

1990 49 58 84 70 70 14
 

1995 59 57 104 75 79 25
 

2000 64 57 112 75 85 27
 

Prerequisite to this projection is that CFM will use their foreign
 
exchange earnings to sustain the improvements in availability after
 
the project is completed in 1992. It is proposed that this issue
 
will be subject to a covenant in the grant agreement. Sensitivity
 
to a reduction in availability will be examined in this analysis.
 

Project Costs
 

Project costs relating directly to the improvement in locomotive
 
availability and the phasing of this expenditure over the project
 
period are presented in Table AF3. The total costs associated with
 
improving locomotive availability will be $ 21.8 million. This
 
includes a proportion of project and AID management costs and
 
housing. The costs associated with materials for wagon repairs,
 
general and financial management support are excluded from this
 
analysis.
 

Technical Assistance costs will be reduced if RITES provided the 4
 
mechanical and electrical technicians to the workshops instead of
 
USAID and that this was funded as part of the proposed RITES team
 
for 1989 to 1992. The reduction in T.A. costs of $ 3.6 million
 
could then be used for extra spare parts to repair possible accident
 
damaged locomotives and regular maintenance beyond 1992. This
 
alternative course of action appears attractive and is examined in
 
the sensitivity analyses that follow.
 

V 
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Table 	AF3
 

Project Costs Related to Improving Locomotive Availability
 

$ Million
 

Year Spare Parts Fixed Technical Housing Total
 

Rehab' Maint' Equip' Assist' Costs Costs
 

1988 0 0 0 0
 

1989 0.4 0.6 2.0 1.275 0.05 4.325
 

1990 0.9 3.5 1.05 2.65 0.05 8.150
 

1991 0.9 2.6 2.65 0.05 6.200
 

1992 0.4 1.4 	 1,275 0.05 3,125
 

Total 2.6 8.1 3.05 7.850 0.20 21.800
 

Notes 1 2 3 4 	 5
 

Notes: 1 	 Spare parts to rehabilitate 8 locomotives at a rate of
 

$ 325.000/unit.
 

2 	 Spare parts for regular maintenance of main line
 

locomotives.
 

3 	 Construction and installation of fixed and other
 

equipment.
 

4 	 Technical Assistance $M
 

- Workshops 6 T.A. x 3 years @ $ 300,000/yr 5.4
 

- Stores, inventory purchasing 3 x 4/3 x 300 1.2
 

- Short term T.A. 0.2
 

- Other-Project management total 2.1m of which locs 0.6
 

- AID management 0.9m of which locs 0.45
 

TOTAL T.A. 7.85
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5 Housing - the cost of housing has been estimated to be
 
$100,000 per person per unit. The life of each unit is 20
 
years; 10 persons involved in locomotives will be housed.
 
Using straight line depreciation the annual costs of
 
housing can be taken as $ 50,000 per year.
 

Recurrent Costs
 

These costs can be divided between local labor, services, building
 
maintenance and overhead costs in the workshops and the continuation
 
of offshore funding for spare parts. In addition it would be
 
appropriate to assume that the investment of RITES is a recurrent
 
cost at least during the duration of the project but also for a
 
further period of 3 years to 1995.
 

Local Costs
 

The lack of cost center or departmental accounting data has required
 
that assumptions be made on local recurrent costs which in reality
 
make up a very small proportion of total recurrent cost, due mainly
 
to extremely low labor rates.
 

The treatment of local and foreign costs in this analysis has
 
been to consider the entire project in US dollars and not to
 
shadow price the foreign exchange to local metacais. This
 
justifiable since most of the income and expenditure of CFM is
 
in foreign exchange, due to the "transit" orientation of the
 
business.
 

Labor costs will be adjusted to reflect the shortage of skilled
 
technicians in the workshops where overall average earnings of
 
around $550 per year make them, probably the lowest paid in the
 
region. A shadow price factor of 2.0 applied to a proportion
 
of the labor costs is introduced to reflect the differential
 
between the market value and actual price of skilled labor.
 

labor
Overheads are treated as an overall average addition to 

costs of 15 per cent.
 

Building and infrastructure maintenance is essential,
 
especially during the wet season when drains become blocked and
 
power supplies are affected; sustained workshop output depends
 
upon this maintenance occurring. Since virtually no
 
maintenance occurs at present costs can only be estimated in
 
this analysis.
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The recurrent local costs are to be taken as:
 

Labor $ 000's/year
 

Beira Steam Workshop 118
 
Diesel Workshop 22
 

Maputo Diesel Workshop 206
 

Total 346 @ $ 550/year 
 195.8
 

Overhead @ 15% 29.4
 
Services & Utilities L 10% 19.6
 

244.8
 
Additional cost due to 	Shadow price of Skilled labor
 

- 346 x 0.2 70 @ $ 550/year 38.5
 

Total economic cost of 	labor + o/h + services 283.3
 

Building & Infrastructure Maintenance
 

Maputo - Labor say 50 @ $ 550 27.5 
Materials say sum 50.0 

Beira - Labor say 40 @ $ 550 22 
Materials say sum 40 
Total Building Maintenance 	 139.5
 

Further growth in traffic and the fleet size of 2.7 per cent p.a.
 
(average) will increase the labor component since labor costs can be
 
judged as variable. Building maintenance costs will be considered
 
as fixed throughout the evaluation period.
 

Offshore Costs
 

To sustain the improvements intended in the project certain
 
conditions will need to be met which will have a cost implication.
 

i) 	 Technical assistance provided by RITES (or equivalent) be
 
provided throughout the project.
 

ii) 	 RITE's T.A. continues for 3 years after the project is
 
completed i.e. to 1995.
 

iii) 	That foreign exchange earned by CFM is partly used to
 
finance spare parts for locomotives after the project is
 
completed.
 

The recurrent foreign costs can be taken as:
 

i) 	 RITES (or equivalent)
 
The present cost of the RITES contract financed by the
 
KFAED is $3.9m for 52 x 3 T.A. years (1985-1988) i.e. cost
 
per T.A. year = $ 25,000.
 
future cost per T.A. taken as $ 38,000/year assuming 15
 
per cent p.a. inflation.
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T.A. years required Maputo 12, Beira 9, total T.A. 
cost/year 21 x $ 38,000, say $800,000; 

ii) this would continue from 1992 to 1995; 

iii) spare parts are required at a rate of $ 2.4m p.a. to 
sustain the fleet at its present size, of which provision 
for non scheduled maintenance is $0.4m p.a. Over the 
evaluation period the fleet size is assumed to grow at 
2.7% p.a. (overall average). 

Recurrent costs of maintaining the CFM fleet (excluding Norte) is
 

summarized below in table A F4.
 

Table A F4 Recurrent Cost_$ OO'
 

Year Local 
Labor Other T.A. 

1988 (283) 
1989 291 140 800 
1990 298 140 800 
1991 306 140 800 
1992 315 140 800 
1993 323 140 800 
1994 332 140 800 
1995 341 140 800 
1996 350 140 0 
1997 350 140 0 
1998 350 140 0 
1999 350 140 0 
2000 350 140 0 

Foreign 

Spares
 

0 

0 

0 

0 


2400 

2464 

2531 

2599 

2670 

2741 

2815 

2891 


Total
 

1231
 
1238
 
1246
 
1255
 
3663
 
3736
 
3812
 
3089
 
3160
 
3231
 
3305
 
3381
 

Notes - spares will be provided by USAID until 1992. 
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Proiect Benefits
 

The project will reduce the locomotive fleet size by improving
 
availability levels. Benefit will accrue through savings in
 
locomotive provision and maintenance costs to Mozambique and be
 
distributed to users such as Zimbabwe, Swaziland and to a lesser
 
extent Botswana as well as Mozambican local freight and passenger
 
traffic and South Africa. The distribution of benefit is
 
conditional upon costs being accurately reflected in the tariff
 
structure. To this end implementation of a cost based tariff
 
structure is essential.
 

Locomotive Provision Costs $ 000's
 

Capital cost exworks $1.7m cif $1.85m
 
Annualized at 10% p.a. over 25 years 204
 
Depreciation (straight line) 74
 

Provision finance and depreciation costs 278
 

Maintenance Costs
 

Specific expenditure details on locomotives were not
 
available so the maintenance costs per locomotive km were
 
not known. However, the average annual maintenance costs
 
per locomotive can be determined by dividing the total
 
annual recurrent cost by the locomotive fleet size. In
 
2000 the total recurrent cost is estimated to be $3.381
 
(':ef. table A F4) for a fleet size of 85 (ref. table A F2)
 
Average annual recurrent cost/locomotive 39
 
Locomotive provision and maintenance costs/loco. $317p.a.
 

Cost savinQs
 

The benefit stream is the product of the difference in locomotive fleet
 
requirement with or without the project (table A F2) multiplied by the
 
locomotive provision and maintenance costs as presented below in table
 
AF5.
 

K)
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Table A F5 AqqreQated Annual Cost Savings $ million 

Year Difference in Cost Savings 

fleet requirement x $317,000 

1989 0 0
 

1990 14 4.438
 

1991 16 5.072
 

1992 18 5.706
 

1993 21 6.657
 

1994 23 7.291
 

1995 25 7.925
 

1996 25 7.925
 

1997 26 8.242
 

1998 26 8.242
 

1999 27 8.559
 

2000 27 8.559
 

Note Intervening years to 1990/1995/2000 have been interpolated.
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The investment appraisal is based on the assumption that
 
implementation will occur in mid 1989 with the first of the
 
rehabilitated locomotives being completed by the end of the year.
 
By the end of 1990 availability should have increased by 12 per cent
 
from 58 per cent to 70 per cent due to the impact of vital spare
 
parts and the addition of 3 more rehabilitated locomotives.
 
Benefits at the end of second year of the project will therefore be
 
higher. From the end of the project in 1992 if 75 per cent
 
availability is obtained the fleet requirement will be 18 units less
 
then if the project was not done. Thereafter, sufficient resources
 
are costed and included, covering technical assistance and spare
 
parts to sustain 75 per cent availability until 2000. With this
 
basic scenario, and taking 1989 as the start year for the analysis
 
the IRR was found to be 17.7 per cent. Refer table AF6.
 

Sensitivity Analysis
 

There are many significant external factors; that will influence the
 
result of the investment appraisal.
 

i) 	 Security Problems have been and will continue to pose a serious
 
threat to the viability of CFM and undermine the performance of
 
initiatives taken. This project will be no exception.
 
Locomotives have been seriously damaged at a rate of 3 per year
 
and have required totally rebuilding. (In a study conducted by
 
RITES the conclusion was that rehabilitation is not economic if
 
it costs more than $572,000). The project provides sufficient
 
funds to rehabilitate 8 locomotives over the three year period
 
6 of which are needed at time of writing. The project also
 
provides $0.4 m/year for repairing non maintenance scheduled
 
locomotives which has been extended as a recurrent cost of
 
1992. That budget may still not be sufficient to keep up with
 
the rate of the work needed.
 

If, from 1989, locomotives continue to need major accident
 
repairs at a rate of 3 each year then the numbers of
 
locomotives available for service will be reduced accordingly.
 
The effect will be to either purchase new locomotives to meet
 
demand or reduce capacity and not meet demand. The former
 
option is evaluated. Locomotive provision costs are taken as
 
$278,000 per unit per year (including depreciation) which,
 
assuming that a loss of 3 units per year occurs evenly
 
throughout the project, would increase recurrent costs by
 
$834,000 per year starting in 1992 at the end of the project.
 
The effect of replacing severely damaged locomotives with new
 
units would be to totally reverse the viability of the
 
project. Alternatively, the equivalent effect would be to
 
reduce the fleet size by 24 units by year 2000 (3 units
 
lost/year between 1992 and 2000) which in turn would reduce
 
availability to pre-project levels.
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Table A F6 

PROJECT INTESTMENT APPRAISAL (Locomotives) 

Scenario - Basic Case 

$ 000's 

Project Recurrent Total Cost Net 

Year Costs Costs Costs Savings Benefit 

1989 4325 1231 5556 0 -5556 

1990 8150 1238 9388 4438 -4950 

1991 6200 1246 7446 5072 -2374 

1992 3125 1255 4380 5706 1326 

1993 3663 3663 6657 2994 

1994 3736 3736 7291 3555 

1995 3812 3812 7925 4113 

1996 3089 3089 7925 4836 

1997 3160 3160 8242 5082 

1998 3231 3231 8242 5011 

1999 3305 3305 8559 5254 

2000 3381 3381 8559 5178 

Result : IRR 17.69% 

NPV @ 10% $6.370 million 
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Table A F8
 

PROJECT INVESTMENT APPRAISAL (Locomotives)
 

Scenario - Major Accident Locomotives to be Rehabilitated
 

and 1 out 4 Replaced by New
 

$ 000's 

Project Recurrent Total Cost Net 

Year Costs Costs Costs Savings Benefit 

1989 4325 1231 5556 0 -5556 

1990 8150 1238 9388 4438 -4950 

1991 6200 1246 7446 5072 -2374 

1992 3125 1255 4380 5706 1.876 

1993 4446 4446 6657 2211 

1994 4519 4519 7291 2772 

1995 4595 4595 7925 3330 

1996 3872 3872 7925 4053 

1997 3943 3943 8242 4299 

1998 4014 4014 8242 4228 

1999 4088 4088 8559 4471 

2000 4164 4164 8559 4395 

Result : IRR 14.17%
 

NPV @ 10% $3.231 million
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To counteract or compensate for major accident repairs an extra
 
amount of $0.575 million would need to be spent annually on
 
rehabilitation beyond 1992 to sustain availability levels at 75
 
per cent (assuming 3 units affected each year, which cost an
 
average of $325,000). In addition it is likely that 1 out of
 
every 4 locomotives would be written-off to be replaced by a
 
new unit and an extra 6 units would be needed between 1992 and
 
2000, annual average provision costs would be $208,500
 
(6x278,000/8).Thereforp, recurrent costs would increase by
 
$0.783m/year to cope with major accident damaged locomotives.
 
This produces a far more preferable solution reducing the rate
 
of return to the project to 14.2 per cent (17.7% basic case)
 
and the NPV @ 10% p.a. to $4.747 m. As shown in table AF8.
 
The Agency would be strongly recommended to protect its
 
investment beyond 1992 if the security/major accident problems
 
continue and locomotives are severely damaged. The costs of
 
spare parts for repairation would be $0.9 million/year and new
 
locomotives $10.2 million over 8 years. Initially, repairation
 
costs could be funded from this project's budget if the
 
workshop technical assistance (2 electricians and 2 diesel
 
mechanics) were supplied as part of the RITES team for 1989 to.
 
1992 and beyond if necessary. The RITES team are likely to
 
funded by a multilateral agency either KFAED or the World
 
Bank. This possibility is evaluated next.
 

i) 	Technical Assistance supplied by RITES has been estimated in
 
this design to cost $38,000 per T.A. year, by comparison the
 
same T.A. supplied by USAID will cost approximately $300,00 per
 
T.A. year. If the proposed RITES team included 4 additional
 
electricians and mechanics and USAID used that budget to
 
finance spare parts for the severely damaged locomotives after
 
1992 then approximately 4 years of spare parts for
 
rehabilitation could be supplied.
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Table AF9
 

PROJECT INVESTMENT APPRAISAL (Locomotives)
 

Scenario - Spare Parts for T.A. by RITES
 

$ 000's 

Project Recurrent Total Cost Net
 
Year Costs Costs Costs Savings Benefit
 

1989 3725 
 1383 5108 0 -5108
 
1990 6950 1390 
 8340 4438 -3902
 

1991 5000 1398 
 6398 5072 -1326
 

1992 3425 507 3932 5706 1774
 
1993 900 2915 3815 6657 2842
 

1994 900 2988 3888 7291 3402
 

1995 900 3064 3964 7925 3961
 

1996 2098 3098 7925 
 4827
 

1997 3160 8242
3160 5082
 

1998 3231 8242
3231 5011
 

1999 3305 3305 8559 
 5178
 

2000 3381 P559
3381 5178
 

Result : IRR 27.77%
 

NPV @ 10% $8.648 million
 



The effect would be to reduce the project cost by $3.6 million
 
between 1989 and 1992 and extend the project cost by $0.9
 
million per year from 1992 to 1995 inclusive. Recurrent costs
 
would increase due to 4 additional T.A. by $152.000/year - and
 
for the purpose of this analysis, until 1995. The result is to
 
increase the IRR to 21.8 per cent (Basic 17.7 per cent ) and
 
the N.P.V. at 10 per cent p.a. to $8.684 million. As shown in
 
table AF9. The Agency should actively negotiate with the host
 
country, the multilateral sponsor and RITES to implement this
 
option.
 

iii) 	The sensitivity to project cost increase by 10% and 25% has
 
been tested. The results (shown below) indicate that the
 
project is reasonably robust and able to stand a 25 per cent
 
cost increase.
 

increase IRR NPV 	 TABLE
 

+ 10% 15.0% $4.475 million AF1O
 

+ 25 	 11.6% $1.570 million AFlI 

(Note that this analysis is applied to the locomotive part of
 
the program only i.e. to $21.80 m out of the total program).
 

iv) 	 The sensitivity to a reduction in traffic projections would
 
manifest itself by changes in cost savings. Two possibilities
 
have been examined.
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Table An F10
 

PROJECT INVESTMENT APPRAISAL (Locomotives)
 

Scenario - Proiect Coits + 10% 

$ 000's 

Project Recurrent Total Cost Net 

Year Costs Costs Costs Savings Benefit 

1988 0 0 0 0 0 

1989 4757 1231 5988 0 -5988 

1990 8965 1238 10203 4438 -5765 

1991 6820 1246 8066 5072 -2994 

1992 3437 1255 4698 5706 1014 

1993 3663 3663 6657 2994 

1994 3736 3736 7291 3555 

1995 3812 3812 7925 4830 

1996 3089 3089 7925 4830 

1997 3160 3160 8242 5082 

1998 3231 3231 8242 5011 

1999 3305 3305 8559 5254 

2000 3381 3381 8559 5178 

Result : IRR 14.96% 
NPV @ 10% $4.475 million 
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Table A FI
 

PROJECT INVESTMENT APPRAISAL (Locomotives)
 

Scenario - Project Costs + 25%
 

$ 000's 

Project Recurrent Total Cost Net
 

Year Costs Costs Costs Savings Benefit
 

0 0
 

1989 5406 1231 6637 0 -6637
 

1990 10187 1238 11425 4438 -6987
 

1991 7500 1246 8996 5072 -3924
 

1992 3906 1255 5161 5706 454
 

1993 3563 3663 6657 2994
 

1994 3736 3736 7291 3555
 

1995 3812 3812 7925 4113
 

1996 3089 3089 7925 4836
 

1997 3160 3160 8242 5082
 

1998 3231 3231 8242 5011
 

1999 3305 3305 8559 525.1
 

2000 3381 3381 8559 5178
 

Result : IRR 11.58%
 

NPV @ 10% $1.570 million
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(I) 	Border closures with South Africa would increase traffic along

the Beira and Maputo corridors by approximately 30 per cent
 
according to SATCC estimates. This would increase the rate of
 
return provided capacity was available to meet d-mand. The
 
addi'tional numbers of locomotives required to meet this demand
 
would be 23 in 1990 and 30 in year. 2000. Obviously project

benefits would increase considerably in this case.
 

(2) 	Should traffic projections be less than assumed in this
 
analysis due to continued failure by the SADCC states to
 
attract investment into trade and industry, then the project

would be seriously affected. In testing the sensitivity of the
 
project to reduced traffic projections the following
 
assumptions are made:
 

a) 	 that present traffic will continue to grow to those
 
levels expected in 1990 due to some diversion from South
 
African routes to the newly rehabilitated corridors;
 

b) 	 1990 levels will remain constant until 1995.
 

c) 	 From 1995 growth will occur at 1.5 per cent p.a. Fcr the
 
purposes of this analysis it has been assumed that the
 
cost savings are a prorv to traffic growth (provided

capacity available is sufficient to meet demand). The
 
effect of reducing traffic levels is to reduce the
 
project IRR to 3.5 per cent (Basic 17.7 per cent) and
 
the N.P.V. to - $4.02 million, refer to table AFl2. The
 
project is, therefore, not worth doing if traffic levels
 
are sustained at about those projected for 1990 levels
 
which 	may well be the case unless investment is made in
 
trade 	generating sectors.
 

V.
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Table AF12 
PROJECT INVESTMENT APPRAISAL (Locomotives) 

Scenario - Reduced Traffic Levels to 1990 Levels 
to 1995 then 1.5% p~a. growth 

$ 000's 

Project Recurrent Total Cost Net 

Year Costs Costs Costs Savings Benefit 

1989 4325 1231 5556 0 -5556 

1990 8150 1238 9388 4438 -2800 

1991 6200 1246 7446 5072 -2166 

1992 3125 1255 4380 5072 692 

1993 3663 3663 5072 1409 

1994 3676 3676 5072 1396 

1995 3690 3690 5072 1382 

1996 2939 2939 5148 2210 

1997 2980 2980 5225 2245 

1998 3021 3021 5304 2283 

1999 3065 3065 5383 2318 

2000 3108 3108 5463 2355 

Result IRR 3,5% 

NPV @ 10% $4.02 million 
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Table 

A F13 Summary of Project Evaluation Results (locomotives) 

Scenario IRR % NPV @ 10% 

i) Basic 17.7 $6.370 million 

ii) Severely damaged locomotives 

to be replaced by new Negative 

iii) Severely damaged locomotives 

to be rehabilitated and 

1 in 4 replaced 14.2 3.231 

iv) Transferring TA (3.6 million) 

to spare parts with RITES 

doing the TA 21.8 8.68 

v) Project Costs + 10% 15.0 4.475 

vi) Project Costs + 25% 11.6 1.570 

vii) Traffic levels constant 

1990-1995 item increasing 

at 1.5% p.a. 3.5 -4.02 
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Summary of Results
 

Investment in Mozambique on Railways is fraught with uncertainties
 

and risks. Concerning security, accident cost escalation and demand
 
fluctuations, the range of sensitivity analyses is intended to
 
demonstrate the effect of these externalities on the locomotive
 
project. The results of these sensitivity analyses are presented in
 
table AF13.
 

Overall the project is fairly robust, Replacing severely damaged
 
locomotives with new units should not be encouraged at all by
 
acceeding to demands for new locomotives over and above those
 
required to meet demand. The greatest cause for concern is th
sensitivity of the project to traffic levels.
 

The Traffic demand used in this design has been conservative, using
 
the most recent forecasts supplied by SATCC (SATCC Demand
 
Projections March, 1988 draft). Tha forecasts are based on two
 
considerations, firstly that most existing overseas trade from LDC's
 
using the RSA ;arts will be divefted to Mozambiqie ports as
 
facilities are inpro,"ed. Secondly that growth will occur in some
 
areas of production, particularly agriculture and mining. The
 
sensitivity test assumed that most of the diversion will have taken
 
place by the end of 1990 as the Goba, Limpopo and Beira railway
 
lines become fully rehabilitated. However, there is growing
 
scepticism by the international community th i most SADCC economies
 
can achieve the growth targets forecast while prevailing fiscal and
 
economic policies militate against that occurring. The scenario
 
that traffic will not grow very much between 1990 and 1995 may well
 
be realistic and after then growth would only be modest. Traffic
 
projections in the basic analysis also rely increasingly on the
 
Mozambican and South African coal exports towards 2000. The
 
distribution of benefits is examined next.
 

Distribution of Project Benefits
 

The project benefits should be distributed to the users through
 
lower tariffs which should reflect lower costs, provided an accurate
 
traffic costing system is in place. Should Mozambique price
 
according to "what the market can bear" then the international users
 
would not derive any benefits in lower transport costs and there
 
would be no regional economic benefit.
 

The basis for distributing benefits would be a function of usage
 
which for this evaluation will be net tonne km (NTK). Table A F14
 
and An FI5 show net tonne km by user country for each of CFM(C) and
 
CFM(Sul). CFM(N) is not taken into account as the project excludes
 
assistance to CFM(N).
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Table AF14 CFM(C) Net lonne km by User Country
 

x 000's 

1987 1990 1995 2000 

Zimbabwe 78,299 142,650 189,249 207,952 
Zambia 26,628 28,530 31,700 34,870 

Malawi 20,922 36,138 84,365 84,365 

Mozambique 14,110 58,480 244,770 372,510 

Note that the Sena Line is expected to open to traffic in 1992 and
 

that coal from Moatize will then start to be conveyed the 575 km t
 

Beira for export.
 

Table AFI5 CFM(S) Net Tonne km by User Country
 

x 000's
 

1987 1990 1995 2000
 

Mozambique 44,028 66,862 114,986 126,342
 

Zimbabwe 36,872 349,218 453,096 521,478
 

Swaziland 27,880 82,212 93,160 104,720
 

Botswana 0 10,440 20,880 20,880
 

South Africa 80,696 127,160 267,520 292,600
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Note that the diversion of Zambian traffic from Resano Garcia to
 
Limpopo in 1990 makes a large difference to the net tonne terms
 
generated. This effects CFM(Sul) trading position significantly.
 
Coal from South Africa using the Matola coal terminal in Maputo port
 
is expected to rise significantly from 1995.
 

Table AF16 Usage of CFM (Sul & Centro) by User Country
 

ntk x 1000
 

1987 1990 1995 2000 

ntk % ntk % ntk % ntk % 

Zimbabwe 115,171 35 491,868 54 642,345 45 729,430 42 

Swaziland 27,882 8 82,212 9 93,160 6 104,720 6 

Zambia 26,628 8 28,530 3 31,700 2 34,870 2 

Malawi 20,922 6 36,138 4 84,365 6 84,365 5 

Botswana 0 0 10,440 1 20,880 1 20,880 1 

S. Africa 80,66 25 127,160 15 267,520 19 292,600 17 

Mozambique 58,138 1P 125,342 14 304,235 21 498,852 28 

Total 329,437 100 901,690 100 1,444,205 100 1,765,717 100 

From Table AF16 it can be seen that Zimbabwe is the prime beneficiary,
 

based on usage, for all years. Mozambique traffic benefits increasingly
 

as the country's economy grows, particularly through coal exports.
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Table A F17
 

Benefit Distribution of Locomotive Project
 

1990 1995 2000
 

Land Locked Countries 71% 60% 56%
 

Mozambique 14% 21% 28%
 

South Africa 15% 19% 16%
 

The locomotive project can be judged to be regional in terms of economic
 

benefit and is, therefore emminently suited for inclusion in the Southern
 

African Regional Program.
 



ANNEX G'
 

TRAINING AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT
 

I. Backqround: Education in Mozambique
 

At independence in 1975 over 90% of the population was illiterate.
 
Major strides have taken place since then in school enrollments and
 
adult literacy programs. However, Mozambique's education and
 
literacy levels are still low. Today, literacy is officially
 
estimated at about 30% and school enrollments are officially
 
estimated at about 50%. Of this figure less than five percent of
 
the school age population attend secondary school. Less than 100
 
students graduate from the university per year, and only a handful
 
of these are in engineering. In the last two years one university
 
engineering graduate has been employed by CFM.
 

II. Present Staff Situation at CFM
 

Currently there are approximately 15,500 workers in the CFM
 
(excluding the port). Their division according to the three lines
 
are as follows: CFM (N) - 4,862, CFM (C) - 5,558, and CFM(S) 
5,080. A more detailed breakdown of the work force for CFM(C) and
 
(S), the two lines to be assisted by this project, appears in tables
 
I and II. A great decrease in CFM personnel took place between 1982
 
and 1985 when the total work force declined from about 25,000 to
 
about 16,700. This number has steadily declined since 1985.
 
However, it is believed that there are still more railroad workers
 
than necessary. It is also worth noting that the workforce is old,
 
with nearly sixty percent above age 40 (see Tables I and II). The
 
bulk of CFM iorkers are semi-skilled laborers working on track an",
 
in the workshops. Supervisors and artisans make up about 10-15% of
 
the workforce. Mid and upper-level managers comprise less than 5%.
 
There are 91 expatriates working in technical, supervisory,
 
management and teaching (26 are at the Railway Schools) positions.
 
Fifty-two of these are from the Indian R.I.T.E.S. team and play an
 
important role in keeping CFM running in several areas including
 
finance/accounts, permanent way, and locomotive rehabilitation and
 
repair.
 

This annex is primarily based upon several recent and generally
 
thorough reports on CFM, each of which focused on aspects of
 
organization and manpower. These were: "Analysis de Besoins
 
de Formacion et Orientacion," by Sofrerail, et. al (Oct.,
 
1986); the Deira Corridor Organization and Manpower Development
 
Plan by Norconsult (1987); draft Locomotive Study for DNPCF by
 
R.I.T.E.S. (May, 1988); study on the Limpopo Line by Mott, Hay
 
and Anderson (June, 1988); and a series of manpower studies
 
completed by S.E.D.E.S in 1986. These documents were
 
supplemented by interviews with DNPCF officials, consultants
 
and other reports and records.
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Approximately 80% of the workforce have not gone beyond the fourth
 
year of formal education (see Tables I and II). A sizeable minority
 
of employees (at least 40%) are illiterate. One consequence of this
 
situation is that CFM has very few accredited artisans. It is
 
estimated that less than 20 new apprentices are produced per year.
 
According to a 1986 field study less than 20 workers at CFM South
 
and Central had 12 years of schooling. Nevertheless, according to
 
most qualified observers, the quality of CFI4's skilled and
 
semi-skilled workforce is not the major problem. CFM's most serious
 
manpower problem is in its lack of qualified supervisory, management
 
and technical staff. CFM has yet to fill the gaps created by the
 
departure of the Portuguese at independence. Railway supervisors
 
lack formal education as well as management/supervisory training.
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There is also a problem of retention of skilled employees. Salaries
 
for skilled and supervisory employees are low when compared to the
 
private sector and other railways in the region. A new revised
 
salary scale will soon be published (see Table III). However, even
 
this is well below the private sector. Consequently, as employees
 
are trained-up quite a few leave for other employment. Recent
 
experimental incentive programs developed by the R.I.T.E.S. team for
 
the diesel workshops and the Italian team for the wagon workshop
 
seem to be overcoming this problem for these two shops.
 

Table III
 

CFM Salary Scale (1988)
 

Grade Monthly Hourly
 

I 12,800 06.07
 

II 14,500 75.52
 

III 16,300 84.90
 

IV 18,000 93.75
 

V 20,500 100.77
 

VI 23,500 122.40
 

VII 27,000 140,03
 

VIII 31,000 161,40
 

IX 35,000 182,29
 

X 40,000 208,33
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III Staffing Situation at the Diesel Workshops
 

The staffing situation at the diesel workshops in Maputo and Beira
 
reflect the condition of CFM as a whole in that the manpower levels
 
are well below officially established requirements. Furthermore,
 
virtually all those in technical and supervisory positions are under
 
qualified both in terms of formal job requirements and actual skills
 
needed to do their job. For example, in the Maputo diesel workshop
 
in the highest supervisory and technical skill category only 20 of
 
88 positions are filled. In the lower skilled and semi-skilled
 
category, the situation is better, with 206 of 321 positions
 
filled. Even allowing for some inflation of positions there is a
 
critical shortage, particularly in the supervisory and highly
 
skilled positions. Moreover, most of those 20 Mozaibicans holding
 
these supervisory and technical positions lack the needed skills to
 
perform well.
 

IV. The Current Railway Training Program
 

In 1983 the DNPCF adopted a new structure for railroad training
 
comprised of three parts:
 

The DNPCF Projects Office which constituted the executive
 

body,
 

The National Railway Training School in Inhambane, and
 

- The Regional Training Centers. 

The Projects Office has the following functions:
 

- Ongoing evaluation of CFM personnel training needs.
 

- Defining program objectives.
 

- Coordination with national training institutions.
 

- Setting recruitment policies and criteria.
 

- Coordination of all technical assistance and training
 
projects.
 

- Support for the National Training School in Inhambane.
 

Formal training for CFM staff is undertaken at Inhambane and the
 
Regional centers at Maputo (CFM-S) and Beira (CFM-C). A railway
 
school for CFM-N is planned for Nacala.
 

The National Railway Training School in Inhambane
 

In 1974 the National Railway Training School was established at
 
Inhambane. However, it remained largely inactive until 1985 when
 
the French and the Portuguese governments provided $9,000,000 to
 
develop the school. Recently $12,000,000 has been secured from the
 

/ 
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same two governments along with the EEC to continue assistance to
 
the Inhambane school and greatly expand the regional training
 
centers. Each year approxim3te'v 200 persons are tested for
 
enrollment at Inhambane and of these less than 100 are accepted.
 
They all must have at least a 6th grade education and must pass
 
academic, technical and aptitude tests. Entrants follow a two year
 
program of course work including railroad subjects (eg. Commercial,
 
Operating, Signaling, Permanent Way, Shunting and Traction), and
 
general subjects (eg. Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, History,
 
drawing, Portuguese, ari English). In the third year they receive
 
on-the-job training. The school has a staff of 38 of which half are
 
expatriates. It graduates about 20 students per year at the level
 
IV (beginning, supervisory positions), and another 35 at level III.
 
(Class A Operator).
 

The '-aputo and Beira Training Centers
 

These centers specialize in short courses on railroad subjects
 
ranging from one to nine months. In 1987, 321 CFM-S staff members
 
attended courses at the Maputo center of which 289 passed; at Beira
 
269 passed of the 290 attendees. Under phase II of the French,
 
Portuguese, EEC project even more training is planned at these
 
centers. It is anticipated up to 1,000 employees could be
 
accommodated yearly at each center by 1990. A large scale literacy
 
program is also envisaged for the centers. Each center will be
 
provided with technical assistance, teaching material and equipment,
 
and renovation/construction as necessary.
 

Training of Upper Level Staff
 

Presently there is no program for training managerial staff. As
 
stated previously most of these managers lacked the educational and
 
experiential background necessary when they were promoted into these
 
positions at independence. Because of language and pressures of
 
work they have not been able to take advantage of overseas and
 
regional training opportunities. However, in the near future they
 
should be able to benefit from the DE - Consult regional railway
 
training program, which will be described later in this annex.
 

On-the-Job Training (O-J-T)
 

O-J-T is the most prevalent form of training at CFM and probably the
 
most effective. In almost all areas where expatriates are currently
 
supporting the existing system, some on-the-job training is taking
 
place. The R.I.T.E.S. organization in the diejel workshops are
 
providing limited on-the-job training. The Italians who are
 
undertaking rehabilitation of the wagon fleet, are providing very
 
structured O-J-T supplemented by classroom instruction.
 

A limited amount of on-the-job training is also taking place in the
 
accounts, stores and purchasing areas, where the R.I.T.E.S.
 
organization is supporting certain systems. R.I.T.E.S. are also
 
involved in management training in the diesel workshops.
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Generally, however, the O-J-T has not been as effective as it could
 
be for several reasons: often the expatriate technicians are not
 
skilled trainers; the expatriates' terms of reference emphasize the
 
production rather than training aspects of their work; the
 
Mozambican workers do not have the pre-requisite skills necessary to
 
learn the job; the Mozambican workers are transferred before they
 
can acquire the skills from their expatriates counterparts.
 

Other Traininq Locations
 

Training also takes place outside the CFM. It is provided at
 
various levels and in areas which are not specifically related to
 
railway operations. A small number of staff have taken up courses
 
in the University, while attendance at night schools, which cater
 
for a relevant range of subjects, are also available.
 

Language classes are also in progress and a major effort is being
 
made to provide CFM staff with a working knowledge of English.
 
While CFM receives a negligible number of University graduates, it
 
does have an active scholarship program with the three year
 
industrial and commercial technical institutes. Each year CFM sends
 
up to 25 candidates to each of the institutes where they receive
 
training in engineering, mechanics, electricity, rhimistry,
 
accounting and customs operations.
 

In addition to the facilities provided in Mozambique, a number of
 
Railway staff are undergoing training abroad. Currently 14 CFM
 
staff are in Universities, professional or technical schools abroad.
 

Project Training Plan
 

Overall Trainirg Needs for CFM
 

Training is needed for all levels of CFM staff. As indicated
 
previously CFM staff lacks formal as well as job skill
 
qualifications. CFM requires a long-term staff training program
 
that will provide increased training in the following areas:
 

Literacy
 

Technical areas - levels II - VII on the CFM staff scale
 

(III - X on the new scale)
 

Supervisory training
 

Management training for senior and mid-level managers
 

Specialized senior staff training in such areas as
 
computers, finance, inventory control, costing,
 
purchasing, etc.
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These needs are detailed in the recent studies previously
 
referenced. Clearly, it will take at least ten years of intensive
 
effort in training, and organizational reform to bring CFM to an
 
acceptable standard of efficiency. The training plan proposed for
 
this 	project is of a more limited scope. It is designed to support
 
project investments in diesel locomotive maintenance and
 
rehabilitation by insuring CFM-S, has, by the end of the project,
 
trained manpower to continue this work. Since improved financial
 
systems are essential for the success of the workshops activity, the
 
finance section is also included in the training plan.
 

This 	is an -ppropriate strategy considering CFM's present state.
 
Before we can effectively deal with the larger organizational and
 
management problems of CFM (i.e. objectives strategy costing,
 
overall efficiency, productivity), we can insure subsystems work and
 
are institutionalized. With proper staff and training in the diesel
 
and wagon workshops, the CFM-S accounting section we can insure:
 

1. 	 our investment is protected,
 

2. 	 adequate technology transfer takes place to continue
 
operating beyond the end of the project, and
 

3. 	 the operational efficiency of regional rail transport in
 
SADCC is significantly increased.
 

The training plan focusses on structured on-the-job training for
 
CFM-S personnel in the diesel locomotive workshops and CFM-S
 
accounting personnel. Training is not proposed for the wagon-shops
 
because the Italian T.A. team is providing extensive OJT. It is
 
also anticipated other donors will provide necessary T.A. and
 
training for the Beira workshop. Training in accounts is proposed
 
for CFM--S only because CFM-C accounting system is considered
 
relatively strong, while CFM-S is very weak in this area. Also most
 
of the AID Commodities and T.A. will be directed to CFM-S. The
 
training plan has the following output goals:
 

1. 	 Every T. A. person provided in the diesel workshops and the
 
CFM-S accounts division will have an adequately trained
 
counterpart.
 

2. 	 At least half of the diesel workshop and accounts positions
 
(i.e. level IV - VII) are filled by competent personnel. This
 
compares to the present situation in which only 25% of these
 
positions are filled by mostly underqualified staff.
 

3. 	 Mozambican staff will be able to perform all levels of diesel
 
locomotive maintenance (R-1 through R-K) without expatriate
 
assistance or supervision.
 

4. 	 Mozambicans in the accounts section of CFM(S) will be able to
 
do all cost accounting, stores, yearly close-outs without
 
expatriate assistance or supervision.
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Training will consist of the following elements:
 

A. 	 Structured on-the-job training. This is the most important
 
element of the training plan. Skill transference does not take
 
place by physical proximity alone, even when both parties are
 
working on the same task. The work objective which is
 
production is contrary to the training objective which takes
 
time away from production. Therefore a structured approach to
 
OJT will be used. All counterparts and other personnel with
 
training potential will follow a competency based training
 
program with periodic reviews and assessments.
 

B. 	 Supplemental classroom instruction. Three classrooms will be
 
established at the Maputo workshop. In these small groups will
 
be taught necessary remedied skill and theoretical foundations
 
using small homogeneous groups. The entire workshop and
 
accounts section can get up to eight hours of classroom work
 
per week.
 

C. 	 Close coordination with Rail:.;ay and Regional training schools.
 
Many workers will need longer term skill training and even
 
literacy training which by 1989 should be available at the
 
M&puto and Beira centers. Higher level regional training and
 
English language training will also be available through the
 
De-Consult scheme discussed later in this annex.
 

D. 	 Other formal short term training. A small amount of funds are
 
provided for work attachments at other railroads in the program
 
i.e. NRZ and Kenya Railways and attendance at the General
 
Electric diesel training course. This course can be arranged
 
to be offered on site or in a nearby country for three to six
 
weeks for a range of locomotive employees. Of course,
 
translators would be necessary.
 

E. 	 Incentive scheme. Training, to be effective, must be desired
 
by those being trained. Often COM employees have been
 
reluctint to accept structured on-the-job training. Also, too
 
often, despite bonding, employees leave CFM after training.
 
Therefore, an incentive scheme is essential. This should be at
 
a minimum the awarding of certificates to employees after they
 
marter a set of skills. Public recognition should also be used
 
as an incentive. For the employees with the most potential,
 
however, a more structured incentive scheme is proposed. These
 
employees would sign a training contract in which benchmarks
 
would be set leading to a promotion in grade. The employee
 
would also contract to remain on-the-job for 3 period of time
 
after his promotion.
 

Training Technical Assistance
 

A three person team for Maputo is required - in mechanical and
 
electrical engineering, and finance. One of the three programs
 
would be designed as the senior trainers responsible for the
 
direction and supervision of the entire training program.
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B_~oje of Work
 

The team would assess the competency, gaps, and aptitudes of the
 
personnel in their respective fields. In collaboration with the
 
technical assistance they would develop specific training pl-ns with
 
benchmarks and rewards for selected personnel. They would follow-up
 
to ensure plans are being carried out and coordinate with other
 
training programs (i.e. the railway training schools, and regional
 
training schemes). Finally, they would develop or revise teaching
 
materialF, handbooks and manuals for use on the job and in
 
supplemental classroom activities.
 

In the workshops some specific areas of training will include engine
 
theory and function, engine repair, circuitry, generator operations,
 
problem diagnosis, motor traction, pneumatic systems, use of tools
 
and equipment and safety.
 

In finance and accounting the following areas will be included:
 
basic bookkeeping/accounting (e.g., double entry bookkeeping,
 
control accounts, clerical procedures, etc.), stores accounting, and
 
cost accounting.
 

Oualifications
 

For the locomotive workshop, the trainers must be fluent in
 
Portuguese with both training and diesel locomotive repair
 
experience. Former experienced diesel engineers or workshop
 
supervisors with teaching experience should be preterred
 
candidates. The Finance trainer also must be fluent in Portuguese
 
and know all aspects of general accounting, including stores. An
 
accountant with railroad and training experience should be sought
 
for this position.
 

For the trainers to be effective it is essential they have the
 
cooperation and support of the other T.A. Scheduled periodic
 
meetings of the entire T.A. workshop team, including RITES, to
 
discuss training issues should be built into the project
 
implementation plan.
 

A mini school should be setup at CFM for supplementary classroom
 
work. It should consist of three classrooms, each big enough to
 
hold up to twenty five students and an office work room for the
 
teachers. It would be essential for the two workshop trainers to
 
work together so at least two of the three classrooms and offices
 
should be adjacent to each other. We have been assured by CFM
 
management that rooms are available for classroom use.
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Furnishing and Equipment
 

The following furnishings and equipment will be needed for three
 
classrooms and one office/workroom in Maputo:
 

1 desk top, plain paper, photocopier, 5,000 

spares, and supplies 

2 electronic stencil-mimeograph machines 6,000 

2 overhead projectors and spares 500 

80 student desk chairs 4,800 

2 mobile A.V. tables 200 

2 floor model projection screens 250 

4 chalk boards 400 

4 flip chart easels 200 

3 steel desks (office desks) 1,400 

3 classroom desks 600 

3 desk chairs 150 

3 executive desk chairs 1,200 

4 air conditioners 3,000 

2 82" high steel storage cabinets 1,500 

4 82" high steel book shelf units 2,000 

with glass front 

Audio visual displays 2,000 

Supplies: paper, stencils, clips, charts, 

notebooks, binders, pencils, chalk, etc. 

(3 years supply) 	 40,000
 

69,200
 

shipping and handling 25% 17,300
 

Miscellaneous, contingencies 13,500
 

and rennovations 100,000
 

Assumptions/Conditions
 

Three important conditions must be met for the training plan to
 

succeed:
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1. 	Trainable counterparts will be provided (i.e. are literate
 
and have some technical aptitude).
 

2. 	CFM management will allow the use of a training incentive
 
scheme.
 

3. 	Classroom will be provided. CFM management has assured
 
the PP team that all three conditions will be met. In
 
fact, other donor experiences lend credence to the good
 
intentions of CFM management, which has supported
 
production incentive-schemes and provided classrooms for
 
the Italian T.A. team in the wagon workshop. For the most
 
part, counterparts have been provided, although they have
 
on occasion been transferred or otherwise removed (drafted
 
or resigned).
 

VI. Other Donors
 

Other donor activities will complement the Project's training plan.

It has already been noted that the Italians have developed a similar
 
training scheme for the wagon workshop, and intend to introduce a
 
training incentive scheme. The French, Portuguese, EEC program to
 
assis;t the CFM Railway Training Schools has also been previously
 
described. it should be stressed that it is essential that the
 
project trainers closely coordinate with the training centers in
 
order to make full use of the formal technical, supervisory and
 
literacy training available at Inhambane and Maputo.
 

The other donor training scheme that will be of immense value to CFM
 
and the project is the DE-Consult regional railway training schemes.
 

The Deutsche Eisenbahn - Consulting Group (DE-Consult) has devised a
 
comprehensive regional training scheme to improve the efficiency of
 
railways in SADCC. The first phase (i.e. the first three years) of
 
the program is expected to be fully funded at the level of 8.5
 
million U.S. dollars by several donors including the FRG, U.K.,
 
Canada, Switzerland and Australia. Programs are scheduled to begin

in September, under the direction or a SADCC national railroad
 
training specialist assigned to SATCC. The Program consists of
 
eight elements:
 

1. 	The appointment of a railway training expert at SATCC and
 
assistance to the SATCC working group on railway training
 
($629,000);
 

2. 	Management Courses ($2,989,000);
 

3. 	Instructor's Training ($830,000);
 

4. 	Portuguese/English and English/Portuguese Language Courses
 
(t on nnn).
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5. 	Specialist Courses for Managers (eg. marketing, traffic
 
costing, informatics, finance) ($541,000);
 

6. 	 Training Aids ($2,044,000);
 

7. 	 Technical Courses for Engineers ($500,000);
 

8. 	 Production of Handbooks and Manuals ($565,000).
 

CFM will be able to benefit from these programs particularly in the
 
areas of management, specialist and technical courses which will
 
complement training which is essential for the advanced training of
 
many of the managers.
 



ANNEX H
 

INSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS
 

1. Overview of Mozambique Railways
 

The Mozambique Railways (CFM) consist of 6 separate railroad lines.
 

The three largest are CFM-South [CFM(S)], CFM-Central [CFM(C)], and
 

CFM-North [CFM(N)], and the balance are rather short lines. All six
 

lines are physically independent in that they do not interconnect
 

within Mozambique, and managerially independent in that they are all
 

autonomous.
 

General Role of CFM(C)
 

CFM(C) consists of the Port of Beira and the rail lines radiating
 

from Beira to the borders with Zimbabwe (Machipanda Line) and Malawi
 

(Sena Line) as well as to the coal fields of Moatize within
 

Mozambique. Because of the sabotage, and long periods of inadequate
 

maintenance, only the main line to Zimbabwe has been open in 
recent
 

years. The security problems on this functioning railway line
 

continue to plague operations, which are restricted to the daytime.
 

A major military presence exists in the Beira Corridor to keep the
 

line open, diverting scarce resources from more productive uses.
 

Although recently added locomotive armor has provided protection for
 

the drivers, seriously damaged locomotives are backlogged and will
 

continue to impair operations without improvements in line
 

security. It is assumed in this project design that the security
 

situation will continue to improve.
 

Because of the non-reliability of service and limitations on
 

serviceable motive power, much of the international transit traffic
 

which traditionally and logically flowed through Beira, has found
 

alternative, more costly outlets through South African ports.
 

According to CFM traffic statistics for the first six months of
 

1987, the traffic remaining (eztrapolated to annual rates), amounts
 

to 450,000 tons/year. Of this amount 83% is transit traffic and 17%
 

national. Of the international traffic, 76% is descending traffic
 

to Beira, originating in Zimbabwe (49%), Zambia (26%), and Malawi
 

(25%).
 

This traffic is handled in two daily through freight trains to/from
 

Zimbabwe, of 30 car maximum length; these operate every day of the
 

year, in principle. While there is considerable promise for future
 

traffic growth, the present volumes are absurdly low in relation to
 

an overall payroll of 5,983 persons (1986 figures) on the railway
 

side of CFM(C), ar'd an additional 1000 in the port, not including
 

extensive casual labour. (Also additional to these figures are the
 

Beira Corridor Authority (BCA) staff and contractors who are
 

undertaking the rehabilitation of the infrastructure).
 

General Role of CFM(S)
 

CFM(S) consists of the Port of Maputo and the rail lines radiating
 

from Maputo to the borders with Swaziland (Goba Line), South Africa
 

(Ressano Garcia Line), and Zimbabwe (Limpopo Line). Because of
 

rebel activity, and serious track deterioration, service on the
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Limpopo Line had been halted entirely until very recently, and the
 
ongoing rehabilitation of the infrastructure has been adversely
 
affected. Services on the Goba Line have been maintained at reduced
 
levels, and the Ressano Garcia Line has been affected relatively
 
little.
 

For the same reasons as described for CFM(C), shippers have found
 
alternate routings for export traffic. Overall volumes through
 
Maputo in 1986 were reduced to approximately 24% of their 1981
 
levels. According to CFM traffic statistics for the first six
 
months of 1987, (extrapolated to annual rates), 2.1 million tons
 
were handled by CFM(S) of which 61% is international traffic, fully
 
96% is descending traffic into Maputo Port (including Matola)
 
originating in Zimbabwe (40%), South Africa (33%), and Swaziland
 
(27%). Although the Maputo traffic figures in tons are better than
 
Beira by a factor of 4.7, this is still very low traffic for a total
 
staff (port and railways) of 13,736. This figure does not include
 
casual labour at the port, nor does it include the "Brigada de
 
Melhoramentos do Sul" (BMS) which, through staff and contractors, is
 
effecting the total upgrading of the Limpopo Line infrastructure.
 

2. Organization of Mozambique Railways
 

At the highest level, the national railways of Mozambique fall under
 
the Ministry of Transport and Communications (MTC). The following
 
National Directorates report to the Minister:
 

- Ports and Railways
 
- Road Transport
 
- Regional Cooperation and Investments
 
- Maritime Transport and Waterways
 
- Administration and Maritime Safety
 
- Post and Telecommunications
 
- Civil Aviation
 

In addition to the National Directorates which are primarily modal
 
in nature, are a series of Directorates, which are staff offices
 
(finance, planning, human resources, etc.) which serve all the
 
National Directorates. The Directorates also report directly to the
 
Minister, but portions of their staff are under the supervision of
 
individual National Directorates.
 

National Directorate Level
 

The National Directorate for Ports and Railways (DNPCF) oversees the
 
six rail operating enterprises (CFM(S), CFM(C), etc.) and supervises
 
portions of a number of staff Directorates which are common to all
 
the operating enterprises. The national directorate and staff
 
directorates are all in Maputo, as are the offices of CFM(S), while
 
CFM(C) is based in Beira.
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The personnel breakdown for DNPCF is as follows:
 

DNPCF STAFFING [1]
 

Executive Office 10
 

Finance 23
 

Planning Studies 25
 

Human Resources 16
 

Informatics (Computer) 17
 

TOTAL 91
 

(1] 	 These figures are for year 1986 and are taken from the
 

Sofrerail report, to which the project team was referred by
 

DNPCF Deputy Director Fonseca. These figures include the
 

staff in the Directorates which directly serve DNPCF.
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Senior officers of DNPCF are:
 

NAME TITLE BACKGROUND
 

F. Ferreira Mendes National Director Mechanical Engineering
 

Rui Fonseca Deputy National Director Civil Engineering
 

Luis Ah Hoy Deputy National Dircctor Ecoiiomics
 

DNPCF and the Ministry exercise policy control over all activities
 
of CFNI. In addition, there is a high degree of dependence on DNPCF
 
and other ministries for the effectuation of CFM projects. A case
 
in point is the pu chase of foreign spare parts (for example) needed
 
for implementing this project. While each CFM railroad controls its
 
own local purchasing, CFM(C) and CFNI(S) are obliged to channel all
 
foreign procurement through the CFM Director in Maputo. Foreign
 
purchasing funded with foreign aid (as with all donors' programs) is
 
actually performed and controlled by DNPCF. In order for these
 
orders to be effected, the Minister of Finance must approve them,
 
through the Finance Directorate of MTC. Finally, the foreign

exchange must be made available through the Bank of Mozambique. The
 
large number of steps and concurrences indicates that long lead
 
times are the rule.
 

Operating Railroads
 

At the next level are the regional railways, the actual operating
 
enterprises. In the case of each of the three major enterprises
 
[CFM(S), CFM(C) and CF(N)], each encompasses both railway and port
 
operations within one management structure. There is a general
 
director for each enterprise, and two deputy directors, one for
 
ports, and one for railways. Under the Railway Director are two
 
main units, Transportation and Maintenance, with subunits and
 
staffing levels as detailed in the table below. Also reporting to
 
the Railway Director are Staff offices, similar to those at DNPCF,
 
but adding a Commercial Department and a Road Trucking Department.
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CFM(S) AND CFM(C) RAILWAY STAFFING [*]
 

UNIT 


DIRECTOR RAILWAYS
 

Direction 


Finance 


Human Resources 


Informatics 


Commercial 


Road Trucking 


Total 


TRANSPORTATION
 

Operations 


Motive Power 


Shunting 


Total 


MAINTENANCE
 

Permanent Way 


Workshops 


Signal 


Total 


GRAND TOTAL 


CFM(S) STAFF CFM(C) STAFF
 

4 32
 

57 87
 

113 134
 

39 

244 24
 

230 il
 

687 388
 

627 288
 

549 726
 

853 1094
 

2029 2108
 

1257 1742
 

933 1587
 

174 158
 

2364 3487
 

5080 5983
 

[*] Sofrerail report, year 1986; excludes port operations.
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Senior officers of the operating railways are:
 

NAME TITLE BACKGROUND
 

F. Ilidio Diniz General Director,CFM(S) Economics
 
M. Dimande Deputy Dir.Railways,CFM(S) Elec. Engr
 
Gabriel Mabunda General Director, CFM(C) Accounting
 
Oscar Diniz Deputy Dir. Railways, CFM(C) Economics
 

Main Workshops
 

Each operating railroad has its own main workshop within the Railway
 
Maintenance organization, CFM(S) in Maputo and CFM(C) in Beira.
 
Each has the following main maintenance divisions:
 

- Steam Locomotives (Beira only)
 
- Diesel Locomotives
 
- Carriages and Wagons
 
- General Production
 
- General Maintenance (Electrical and Mechanical)
 
- Materials Management (Purchasing and Stores)
 

In addition, workshop staff support offices consist of design,
 
administration, accounting, security and production analysis.
 

Performance of CFM(C) and CFM(S)
 

A very rough measure of railway performance can be gleaned from
 
examining traffic to personnel ratios, and this exercise is often
 
productive. Vastly oversimplified, traffic figures are a piuxy for
 
total revenues, and manning (total payroll) represents a proxy for
 
total costs. V'hile the absolute values of these ratios may have
 
little meaning, particularly as compared with these ratios on other
 
railroad properties, their values relative to one another are
 
instructive.
 

The figures below show relative indicators for CFM(C) and CFM(S):
 

6 months to June '87 CFM(C) CFM(S)
 

Load Tons .227 million 1.036 million
 

Ton-Kms 64.5 million 70.8 million
 

Staff on Payroll 6,922 13,736
 

Average Haul 284 km 68 km
 

Tons/employee 65 153
 

Ton-kms/employee 9,318 5,154
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The average haul on CFM(C) is seen to be over four times that of
 
CFM(S), where the absence of Limpopo traffic has upset the
 
equilibrium of the railway. On the other hand, CFM(S) handles 2.35
 
times the tons for each employee in comparison with CFM(C)
 
indicating either greater efficiency or less overmanning on the part
 
of CFM(S), or some combination of the two.
 

The ton-km figures, which more closely represent the revenue
 
derived, show a clearer picture. CFM(C) delivers 1.8 times the
 
ton-km per employee as CFM(S). The actual revenue derived stems from
 
a number of factors: Port charges, which are assessed on the basis
 
of both value and weight or volume; and rail charges, assessed
 
principally on the basis of ton-km and goods classification. While
 
a study of these factors and a detailed assessment of the financial
 
accounting systems in use is of definite need, the measure described
 
may serve to explain why CFM(C) is presently "profitable" (earns a
 
cash surplus) and CFM(S) is not. In this light, opening of the
 
Limpopo Line can be seen to have a very powerful effect on the
 
performance of CFM(S).
 

3. Analysis of Institutional and Management Capabilities
 

CFM is a large organization by any standard and is clearly an
 
important element in the Mozambique economy. The overall employment
 
of CFM, including ports, has been as high as 40,833 as recently as
 
1982. Counting only the railways side, the staffing was 21,565 or
 
53% of the 1982 total. The exit rate for railway personnel has been
 
and is high: By 1985, CFM railway employment declined by 22% to
 
16,706 persons. Of that total, approximately 2/3 are employed by
 
CFM(S) and CFM(C), the two enterprises addressed in this Project
 
Paper.
 

While the large number of employees is an obvious strength of the
 
CFM organization, the fact that the railway remains overstaffed for
 
the traffic it carries makes this a commercial weakness. It is not
 
unusual, however, for a national railway to serve as an "employer of
 
last resort" and social factors within Mozambique may justify this
 
condition, which improving traffic demands will hopefully render
 
temporary. That the employment trend is downward is an indication
 
tha'- CFM is at least addressing the problem in a positive way -- not
 
replacing exiting employees. Overall changes at CFM, as in
 
Mozambique in general, will require more than a few years -- a long
 
term process will be required for major progress. Such a timeframe
 
must be kept in mind while considering the capabilities of the
 
railway.
 

In the limited time available for this investigation, it was not
 
possible to examine every operating unit of DNPCF and CFM(S) and (C)
 
in any detail. Available information is often in conflict and
 
direct source materials (from CFM's own documents) are difficult to
 
obtain. The evaluations contained in this report are based on field
 
visits to DNPCF offices, CFM(S) and (C) offices, documentation
 
provided by the above units, and reports from the donor community
 
and their contractors.
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This investigation has concentrated on the elements of the
 
organizations that deal most critically with the components required
 
to successfully complete this Project: the provision of parts,
 
skilled and unskilled labor, facilities, and equipment; and the
 
physical and financial control of these inputs. Nonetheless,
 
nothing observed in the investigation, nor any of the many reports
 
reviewed, supports the contention that there are within the
 
organizations units which far exceed the general standards of
 
performance described herein. In fact, the lack of performance
 
standards -- which appears universal -- makes assessment difficult
 

indeed.
 

In Mott, Hay and Anderson's recent work on CFM(S) the investigations
 
concluded that, with regard to the purchasing and stores functions,
 
it was not possible to measure performance due to the complete
 
absense of performance indicators. They concluded that substantial
 
overstocking exists, and found the inventory records unreliable. In
 
a random inspection of 13 items used in G.E. diesel locomotive
 
maintenance, 61.5% of the stock balance cards did not agree with the
 
actual stock.
 

Similarly, in the area of operations, Mott, Hay and Anderson were
 
unable to locate any copy of the Book of Rules, Drivers Handbook, or
 
Signalmans Handbook on CFM(S). The most recent Employees Timetable
 
(which contains much necessary procedural and definitional
 
information) which could be located was a 1983 version, with very
 
limited information. This was the only publication in the Operating
 
Department from the present-day CFM(S) organization.
 

While conditions in the workshops may be more severe than in the
 
general offices, it is believed that the factors discussed below
 
apply substantially across the board. This is borne out by detailed
 
examination of the Sofrerail personnel capabilities report. In the
 
discussion which follows, examples are given which emphasize
 
conditions in the workshops.
 

Educational Level
 

A major problem for the railway is the educational level of its
 
workforce. The overall literacy rate in Mozambique is low, and the
 
railway suffers accordingly. In addition, the age distribution of
 
the railway workers is top-heavy. The table below summarizes several
 
indicators in this regard:
 

CFM(S) CFM(C)
 

Basic educational level, 4th grade or less 79% 86%
 
More than 40 years old 44% 53%
 
Age 40 or less and education better than 4th grade 18% 12%
 

It is the latter category of workers which is most likely to benefit
 
from programs of training. The low percentage of such employees is
 
an indication of the difficulty the railway will face in developing
 
from within.
 

\
<
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Technical Skills Available
 

In addition to the level of basic educational background, the
 
railways suffer from a severe shortage of employees with specialized

skills. This is true at all levels of the organization. The total
 
number of graduate engineers on the railway is probably under a
 
dozen, and all but one or two are in senior management positions.

There are a great many unskilled and entry-level employees (clerks,

draftsmen, auxiliary helpers, etc.) and an almost total lack of
 
mid-level managers.
 

To illustrate this situation in the case of the Beira workshop,
 
consider the table below:
 

CFM Level Job Title Composition 

I 
II 

Helper 
Assistant Operator 

62.0% 
24.6% 

III Operator, 2nd Class 8.0% 
IV Operator, 1st Class NIL 

94.6% 
V-XX Supervision & other 5.4% 

100.0% 

Source: Sofrerail report, 1986.
 

As a result of the lack of 
available skills within the oroanization,
 
there is a significant amount of "overgrading" present within CFM.
 
This situation arises when an employee is filling a position of a
 
higher job classification than his actual skill level. The table
 
below illustrates the incidence of overgrading in a number of areas:
 

Percent OverQraded Employees

Cateqory CFM(S) CFM(C)
 

All Employees 16% 15%
 
"Direction" only 13 
 20
 
Workshops only 20 10
 

Source: Sofrerail report, 1986.
 

Employee Retention
 

There is a significant exit rate at CFM, on the order of 700
 
persons/year at CFM(S) according to General Director Diniz. 
While
 
there is a need to shrink the payroll at present, there is some
 
evidence that it 
is the most desirable employees who are leaving,

including those who have undergone training within the railway or
 
through training programs out-of-country. This factor makes the
 
skill level shortage a continuing prublem which may be resistant to
 
solution. A bond arrangement has been suggested, whereby a trained
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employee leaving CFM prior to a predetermined period following
 
completion of training would be required to repay a pro-rata portion
 
of the cost of training. CFM management is not keen on this idea
 
and downplays the importance of exiting em.-loyees.
 

The main reason employees are leaving appears to be better wages
 
elsewhere, although working conditions may play a role as well. Pay
 
scales at CFM are not favourable compared with the private sector,
 
but are intended to be in line with other government positions.
 
Examples of CFM wage rates are:
 

Meticais $US Per 

CFM GroJp Job Title Per month hour 121 

I Helper 12,800 .14 

IV Operator, 1st class 18,000 .19 

XIII Senior Technician Inspector 54,400 .59 

XX (Highest technical level) 108,000 1.17 

While detailed commercial pay scales were not available to the
 
project, local information indicates that prevailing wage rates in
 
the private sector are on the order of 50% higher, or more, for
 
semi-skilled and skilled categories of labor.
 

[2] 	 205.8 hrs/mo @ 450 meticais/$US as of June, 1988 exchange
 
rate. These are maximum levels; starting salaries are 8%
 
lower. Source: CFM Salary Table, March, 1988.
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In addition to salary levels, working conditions and fringe benefits
 
must play a role in employee retention. Railroad workshops are
 
inherently messy, but the general level of cleanliness at CFM is
 
low. The inspection pits at Beira are semi-submerged. Lighting

levels at Maputo are very low, consisting of natural light almost
 
entirely. The same is true at Beira, where the limited electric
 
lighting in the offices is often not functioning due to outage of
 
the electric transmission line and failure of the emergency

generators in the port. Meanwhile, an emergency electric generator

of 750 HP capacity in Beira workshops has been inoperative and left
 
unrepaired for a period of three years. Protective clothing, hard
 
hats, gloves, goggles, and safety shoes are totally absent. Workers
 
do not appear to have the small hand tools required in some cases.
 
Further, meals are no longer provided to the employees at the
 
workshops whereas they had been a number of years ago. 
 Retention of
 
the most capable employees must be seen as a challenging task.
 

Employee Productivity
 

There is a general impression engendered of overall laxity at CFM
 
and in the workshops. Work output is low. At the Maputo diesel shed
 
(running maintenance facility) 32 persons were present but not
 
engaged during our inspection. Despite the many available
 
man-hours, filthy conditions prevail. Absenteeism appears to be a
 
significant problem. To improve these conditions, the RITES team
 
from India Railways proposed an incentive schen'e to CFM(S) which has
 
been implemented only in the Maputo Diesel Workshop with excellent
 
results to date.
 

The essence of the scheme is to establish standard time units
 
(STU's) for each major repetitive operation in the workshop, in
 
units of 1/2 gang-days. Non-repetitive operations have STU's
 
established by estimators. Bonus points are earned by a gang if
 
they perform well as follows:
 

Performance 
 Bonus
 
Work completed in 80% FTU or less +30%
 

Work completed in 90% STU +25%
 

Work completed in STU +20%
 

Work completed in 110% STU +10%
 
Work completed in more than 110% STU NIL
 

These bonus points are converted into a meticais bonus by

multiplying the bonus percentage times the aggregate salary of 
a
 
standard gang for the number of STTJ's established for the
 
operation. The pool is shared in by the gang members on a scale
 
according to their pay classification. A number of additional
 
factors make the incentive scheme attractive:
 

Supervisors also earn bonus based on the averaged

performance of the gangs under them. 
This money appears
 
to come from another pool.
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Gang 	members earn bonus in proportion to the time they
 

at work during the month, thus serving to reduce
were 

absenteeism.
 

Strict quality control is exercised to prevent workers
 

from cutting corners to save time.
 

a
In addition, if a locomotive fails in service because of 


failure of a rehabilitated component procedure done by the
 

diesel shop, the responsible team must rework the failed
 

component, for which no output credit is given. This
 

effectively puts a penalty on inadequately done
 

rehabilitation work.
 

incentive being paid is approximately 20%,
At present, the average 

which means the workshops are producing at the standard time unit
 

to be a success by CFM and
level. The incentive program is felt 

The incentive
RITES and is to be extended to the wagon repair shop. 

the workers
scheme is a good one as a "Win-Win" situation arises: 


receiving higher paycheques and productivity is increased, i.e.,
are 

a given unit of output is decreased.
the labor cost for 


CFM's Overall Management Structure
 

As outlined above, the organization of CFM is somewhat diffused.
 
functions are
The financial, commercial, personnel, and informatics 


partially in the Railway Director's office, but partially in the
 

Ministry (DNPCF and staff Directorates). The railways planning
 

the Ministry level. This is particularly a
office exists mainly at 

because its commercial department (for example)
problem for CFUM(C) 


is in Maputo, at the moment relatively inaccessible from Beira and
 

an all-day drive under normal conditions. Three hundred and fort\
 

one employees of the road trucking unit (3% of all CFM(S) and CFM(C)
 

staff) are lodged within the two railroads although they are
 

primarily performing non-railway related functions for other MTC
 

units.
 

CFM has developed a reorganization plan which would remove the road
 

staff support offices under more direct
trucking unit and bring the 

to
CFM control. These changes will undoubtedly be beneficial CFNI
 

the railway.
and may help to re-establisi the commercial spirit of 

problems at CFM are not primarily
But it appears clear that tae 


it should be
related to the organization chart. Such a chart, 


noted, was never made available to the project team and in its
 
a chart showing all
complete development may not exist, i.e., 


status;
functions; the responsible person; permanent, acting, vacant 

In and of itself
and the reporting relationships between the units. 


a very low priority given to organizational and
this 	indicates 

CFM and its parents, DNPCF and
management development on the part of 


MTC.
 

11 
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While broad management reforms and reorganizations are pending, and
 
numerous management studies are in prospect at CFM, certain
 
immediate objectives for the railway to concentrate on can be
 
identified. Based on the site visits, meetings, and reports
 
reviewed, we conclude that the three most significant needs which
 
appear to exist at CFM are:
 

- Development of a cadre of skilled mid-level managers. 

Development of business plans and goals, objectives, and
 
performance measures.
 

Delegation of authority and assignment of responsibility
 

for meeting planned performance.
 

Mid-Management Cadre
 

In order for significant progress to be made at CFM, a cadre of
 
mid-level managers needs to be developed. Senior management alone
 
cannot make the number of decisions required to progress on the many
 
fronts desirable, and the present situation proves a distraction
 
from senior management's role of long-range strategy development.
 
At the present time, many of these functions are performed by the
 
RITES team, now funded by Kuwait through 1988. If the RITES
 
proposal is accepted and funded, their continued presence will be
 
assured until 1993. The present RITES team personnel level is 52,
 
and is proposed to drop to 46 for the five-year renewal period.
 
Until management development and technical skills development at CFM
 
have progressed, the RITES team is vitally needed to sustain the
 
progress made to date at CFM. The other expatriate assistance
 
presently being provided to CFM (on the order of 250 persons), is
 
also very significant to bolstering the CFM organization.
 

Business Plan: goals, objectives, and performance measures
 

CFM needs to formalize the directions in which it wishes to
 
progress, in terms of their priority to the railway system. The
 
heavy program of infrastructure development now underway is clearly
 
the immediate priority, as it represents rebuilding for survival.
 
But development of a plan to run the rebuilt railways with CFM
 
personnel, and improve efficiency and financial return has yet to be
 
established. On a broad front, goals, objectives, performance
 
measures, and target performance levels need to be established. CFM
 
should increasingly be run by the numbers.
 

Management DevelQpment
 

As part of an overall program of organizational development, a
 
system of accountability needs to be instituted. Authority must be
 
delegated to field managers to carry out necessary activities in
 
areas where responsibility has been assigned to them. In parallel
 
with such a development, improved accounting systems and management
 
information systems need to be developed. These would be outputs of
 
a straightforward organizational study which would establish mission
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and function statements for each unit; job descriptions for all
 
employees especially supervisory employees; responsibilities and
 
reporting relationships; and authority delegated.
 

4. Development of Recommended Program of Management Assistance
 

Broad programs of management and organizational assistance required
 
for CFM have been called for in other reports as well. In fact, for
 
CFM(C) the three management studies just getting underway (PRM-1A, B
 
and C) should put in place plans upon which CFM(C) could act.
 
Similar projects should be instituted for CFM(S) and, indeed, it
 
would be preferable to perform one study for all three railroads.
 
Mott, Hay and Anderson are recommending a Workshops Organization and
 
Methods Study which is a needed subset of an overall study.
 

It is possible that under the present plans CFM(S) can profit from
 
the work to be undertaken in the Beira Corridor project. In
 
addition, EEC is sponsoring a regional organization and mcnagement

study including a determination of manpower training needs. Canada
 
(CIDA) has prepared a study (still in draft and not available at
 
time ^f writing) of CFM(S)'s requirements for management training.

It is our conclusion that additional studies to those scheduled,

while desirable, are not required to be preconditions to the work
shop development and locomotive rehabilitation program which is the
 
p-imary focus of this project. The results of the programmed studies
 
3nd CFM's actions in response to them should be monitored with keen
 
interest. Additional technical assistance which might be funded 
as
 
a result of those studies would definitely complement this effort.
 

Turning to the Workshop/Locomotive project, significant management
 
assistance will be required. It is assumed that the RITES team will
 
be refunded for an additional five-year period. This is of such
 
importance to the success of 
the project that it is made a condition
 
precedent to disbursement under the grant.
 

While not at the condition precedent level of importance, the
 
program of technical assistance provided by other donors is believed
 
sound, is supported by the project team, and is assumed to be in
 
place from the standpoint of this project design:
 

Italian wagon technical assistance to CFM(S);
 

Workshop Organization and Methods Study, CFM(S), 
as
 
recommended by Mott, Hay and Anderson;
 

- RENFE technical assistance to CFM(C). 

In addition to the programs outlined above, technical assistance to
 
achieve significantly greater locomotive rehabilitation output (14

locomotives vs. 8) will be required. While the RITES team has
 
effectively geared CFM(S) up to a capacity of approximately 3 major

locomotive overhauls per year, a total of approximately 4 2/3 per
 
year will be required by this project, a 55% increase. Additional
 
locomotive electrical and mechanical technical support will be
 
required for this increase in output.
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Further, the increased consumption rate of spare parts will tax the
 
CFM(S) organization and will require enhancement. The RITES
 
proposal for 1989-1993 contains five positions in the materials
 
management (purchasing, stores, and computer support) area (in
 
addition to training in India for CFM personnel), and two in
 
informatics:
 

Number Title Level Assigned
 

1 Sr. Level M.M. Advisor A DNCPF
 

1 Sr. Level Materials Mgr. B CFM
 

1 Materials Controller C CFM(C)
 

2 Materials Controllers C CFM(S)
 

1 Sr. Informatics Splst. A CFM
 

1 Sr. Informatics Splst. B CFM
 

In addition to those positions, the funding for which is assumed,
 
additional technical assistance is required and made a part of this
 
project. This will provide 3 computer support technicians and
 
mini-computer hardware for 3 work stations within CFM(S) workshops
 
at Maputo, and at DNPCF.
 

The greatly increased workload in the shop, coupled with the
 
increased parts consumption and reorder rate, will require careful
 
and vigorous project management. The project management team in
 
place will have to react quickly to problems in the workshop, parts
 
shortages, equipment failures, and acts of sabotage, and must try to
 
anticipate such events and their impact on the shop production line
 
to the extent possible and develop workaround plans to maintain the
 
production rate. It is proposed that the project management
 
functions described above will be specified duties, among others, of
 
the Deputy Project Manager.
 

There is also an urgent need to maintain close and continuing
 
coordination among CFM(S), RITES, BMS, and the other donor
 
organizations seeking cooperatively to rehabilitate the entire
 
CFM(S) infrastructure and vehicles. Beyond these hardware-oriented
 
needs, there is an urgent need for advice to the CFM(S) Director of
 
Railways (or a Task Force established by him) on general management
 
development issues, including the development of business plans on a
 
one- and five-year basis; the setting of goals, objectives,
 
performance measures, and target performance levels; the development
 
of the general educational and technical skill levels of the
 
workforce; and the strengthening of the mid-management cadre at
 
CFM(S). These tasks are strongly management-relaed and transcend
 
the immediate goals of this project, yet they must become
 
established practice within CFM(S) if it is to emerge from
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rehabilitation as a viable, ongoing concern. Since this latter goal
 
underlies the project rationale, it is deemed necessary that such
 
support to CFM(S) be provided as a part of the project management
 
component of the project. It is proposed that the railway
 
management advisory functions described above be specified -duties,
 
among others, of the eroject Manager (Chief of Party).
 

With the technical assistance provided as an integral part of this
 
effort, and assuming the continued funding of the RITES team, DNPCF
 
and CFM are judged able to effectively implement the Project.
 



ANNEX I
 

COMMODITY LIST (MOZAMBIOUE)
 

Diesel/Electric locomotive spare parts to support periodic
 
maintenance and locomotive rehabilitation at CFM(S). The listing is
 
on file at the USAID office in Harare, Zimbabwe for review on
 
request.
 

Diesel/Electric locomotive spare parts and steam locomotive spare
 
parts to support periodic maintenance at CFM(C). The listing for
 
the diesel electric periodic maintenance spares is included in the
 
above noted listing for CFM(S).
 

The steam locomotive spare parts to support the maintenance at
 
CFM(C) are listed and this listing is on file at the USAID office in
 
Harare, Zimbabwe for review on request.
 

Maputo Shop Renovation
 

The power distribution system has deteriorated to the point
 
that when it rains the power is cut off. When the roof and
 
side glazing repair is completed, the power and switchgear
 
sould not deteriorate any further, however, they will require
 
attention to function properly.
 

The diesel/electric locomotive running maintenance shed needs
 
roof cladding and side glazing.
 

The wagon shop roof requires renewal and the side glazing needs
 
replacement. The concrete floor slab is cracked and chipped
 
which needs repair for safety reasons.
 

The locomotive repair shop needs roof repair and the side
 
glazing needs replacement. The power distribution system has
 
water damage and must be considered dangerous.
 

EnQine Shop
 

The roof needs repairing, the ridge cap needs replacing and the
 
broken and missing side glazing needs replacement.
 

Machine Shop
 

The roof needs repair and the side glazing needs repair. The power
 
circuits and switchgear need inspection and replacement where
 
necessary.
 

Beira Workshop Renovations
 

The diesel electric shop which was started on a previous AID project
 
needs to be completed. The floor is unfinished, 2 work pits and
 
associated track are lacking and power and lightening needs to be
 
installed.
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Workshop Tools and Equipment
 

Maputo - The Maputo shop has a central compressed air system w. ch
 
supplies air to all of the shops. 
 The units which comprise this
 
system are 2100 SCFM electrically driven compressors, however, these
 
units are in working order. It is intended to furnish one new 2100
 
SCFM unit which will provide centralized shops air. The remaining
 
unit will be refurbished as a back-up.
 

The Maputo shop has a wheelpress that it inadequate for their
 
needs. It is intended that this project would furnish a new 400-ton
 
vertical wheel press of sufficient capacity to handle all wheels and
 
axles.
 

The Maputo shop has a wheel lathe which is 
in need of repair. This
 
unit should be refurbished both mechanically and electrically. The
 
gearing, ways and bearings need 
inspection and refurbishing and the
 
control circuitry needs an overhaul. Most of the relay circuits 
are
 
old and frayed which will require a control box refurbishment. This
 
project will provide funding for the wheel lathe refurbishment.
 

The locomotive shop is designed to function utilizing an in-floor
 
turntable to feed the high side bay cranes to disburse the work.
 
Without this turntable it is practically impossible to utilize the
 
major repair bays. This project will provide funding for water
proofing and refurbishment of this turntable.
 

The waterproofing is required to 
keep the unit dry, the electrical
 
circuits free from water 
and prevent rusting and deterioration of
 
the turntable structure. After waterproofing, the turntable must be
 
reconr;tructed by individual replacement of deteriorated structural
 
members. The power and control circuits will have to be refurbished
 
to allow for proper operation.
 

The Beira workshop is in need of a 3-ton portable crane to 
be used
 
in the running repair shed for rapid in and out changeover of bad
 
components. The Maputo running repair also needs a 5-ton crane for
 
this purpose. It is intended to furnish both these cranes on this
 
project.
 

The Maputo and the Beira workshop are both in need of the GE
 
recommended special tools and Beira needs GE specialized equipment
 
to perform the recommended periodic maintendnce. There is also a
 
great need for the expendibles such as tool bits, welding rods,
 
chissels, files and other similar consumables. It is the intent of
 
this project to furnish the required special tools and expendibles
 
to Beira and Maputo to fulfil this need.
 



ANNEX J
 

OTHFR DONOR ASSISTANCE TO CFM
 

The RRSS project design has been and will continue to be heavily
 
influenced by what other donors have already done to support the
 
railway sector in Mozambique, and by what they are expected to do in
 
the future. The international donor community has demonstrated
 
massive and consistent support to the sector. By mid 1988 they had 
committed more than $500 million to more than 25 railway projects, 
focused on the Nacala, Beira and Maputo rail/port systems. (Beira 

$197 million, Nacala - $193 million, Maputo - $96 million and 
regional assigned to Mozambique - $19 million). An additional 
amount of more than $100 million is expected to be committed by the 
end of September. The activities of 18 donors are summarized in 
Table J-1 and have been taken into account in the design of this 
project. Those which most directly relate to the proposed AID 
project are noted with an asterisk. 

Canadian CIDA financed two studies utilized in preparing the Project 
Paper and has committed Canadian Dollars 20 million to 
rehabilitation oF the Limpopo Line. The first was a study 
cofinanced by Great Britain and discussed below. The second was a 
study of Motive Power and Rolling Stock Operations for CFM Central.
 
Together with Germany, Sweden and Norway CIDA has recently initiated
 
an English language training program for CFM managers and
 
instructors. That will enable the CFM employees to obtain maximum
 
benefit from regional training activities planned under this and
 

other projects. In early 1989 Denmark will begin a three year
 
project to rehabilitate approximately 1,000 wagons for CFM(C), about
 

une half of which will be converted to roller bearings. DANIDA is
 
considering procurement of approximately $600,000 worth of steel
 
plate and structural steel for wagons of CFM(S). NORAD has
 
similarly indicated its intension to provide an additional KR1
 
million ($150,000 - $175,000) for the wagon rehabilitation 
activity. The NOIlAD funds are not tied to specific items. The GPRM 
will be responsible for concluding agreements with DANIDA and NORAD 
prior to AID signing contract related to the wagon conversion 
component.
 

The European Community will soon undertake a financial management
 
and tariff study and an organizational, management and manpower
 

study for the Beira Corridor Authority. Both studies seek to
 
promote cost-based tariff structures and more commercial management
 
practices for railways within region. Future EEC commitments will
 
be directed to materials for track renewal, the sleeper factory and
 
the quarry and tools for locomotive repair.
 

In addition to the programs already noted, Germany funded the
 

DE-Consult region Study on Railway Training Programmes which 
examined the needs for railway training throughout the SADCC region 
and proposed several projects currently being discussed with 
donors. New commitments include Di 3 million for KFW to assist in 
track renewal by NR: and a new signal system.The Hnited Kingdom, in
 

,V 
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addition to financing Phase I rehabilitation of Limpopo Line, has
 

recently cofinanced with Canada a "Study for the Total
 
Rehabilitation, Operation and Maintenance of the Limpopo Railway
 

Line". The study proposes a program of investments in
 

infrastructure, motive power, rolling stock, training and technical
 

assistance totalling approximately $200 million. A donor's
 
late July at which time additional support
conference isexpected in 


for CFM(S), (including operations, financial management, staff
 
is expected.
training, stock control and information management) 


AID's current proposal has been closely coordinated with the results
 

of that stud,.
 

Italy's wagon rehabilitation program in GFM(S) recently
 
roller
reconditioned 130 high-sided wagons including conversion to 


bearings. While the AID rehabilitation program will be slightly
 
Italian funded activity demonstrated an
more comprehensive. The 


In fact
existing capability upon which the AID program will build. 


the wagon conhension component of the project will utilize
 

reinforced technical assistance funded by staly.
 

The Kuwait Fund for Arab and Economic Development has funded the
 

technical assistance being provided by Rail India Technical and
 

Economic Services (RITES) since 1982. The RITES team has provided
 

up to 52 full time advisors (mostly concentrated in CFM(S) providing
 

advisory services and training in railway mechanics, signalling,
 
finance. While the
materials and information management, and 


transfer of technology to Mozambicans has not been as rapid as
 

hoped, the team is generally considered to have done a good job in
 

keeping GI(S) running. The PP design team has determined that
 
from RITES or a similar organization is essential
continued services 


to the success of the proposed activity. The RITES current contract
 

expires December 31, 1988 though adequate funding is available for
 

an additional two to three months.
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Table J-1 

OTHER DONOR SUPPORT 

AFRICAN 

DEVELOPME 

BANK 

** Interest in equipment for locomotive and wagon 

workshops. 

ARAB FUND -- Emergency repairs on Beira Line. 

AUSTRALIA Track upgrading and rehabilitation on 

Machipanda. 

Track maintenance Beira Line. 

Beira -

AUSTRIA * Interest in costs of rehabilitation by NRZ. 

BOTSWANA * Concrete sleepers sufficient to rehabilitate 

of the Limpopo Line (US$3.1 million). 

100km 

CANADA --

** 

--

** 

** 

Study of Limpopo rehabilitation. 

Study of CFM(S) requirements for management 

training (esp. Limpopo reopening, workshops and 

general support). 

Provision of sleepers and rails for Nacala Line. 

English language training for Portuguese managers 

and instructors. 

Study of Motive power and Rolling stock operation 

plan for CFM(C). 

Up to Canadian Dollars 20 million for 

rehabilitation of the Limpopo line. 

DENMARK * Rehabilitation of 1,000 wagons for CFM(C), and 

interest in wagons for CFM(S). 

Management team for Beira Corridor Authority. 
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** 

** 

Support for wagon conversion (under AID program). 

Workshop Organization and Methods Study. 

EUROPEAN 

COMMUNITY 

--

* 

--

** 

** 

Rehabilitation of Nacala Line. 

Railway training school at Inhambane. 

Organizational, management and manpower study for BCA. 

Financial management and tariff study for BCA. 

Equipment for Limpopo track renewal, sleeper factory and 

quarry and equipment for CFM(S) locomotive workshop. 

FINLAND -- Rescue cranes and rerailing equipment for Beira Line. 

FRANCE --

--

Rehabilitation of Nacala-Nampula. 

Rehabilitation of Nampula-Cuamba. 

Railway training school at Inhambane. 

GERMANY 

UNITED 

KINGDOM 

--

** 

** 

** 

** 

** 

--

--

--

** 

* 

Rescue equipment and 3 breakdown cranes (nationwide). 

English language training for Portuguese managers and 

instructors. 

Funding for renewal of track of Limpopo Line by NRZ and 

installation of signal system between Maputo and 

Infalene. 

Funds for studies and project preparatio for CFM(S). 

Regional railway training study. 

DM 25 million to SATCC for equipment/material support. 

Management, workshops and telecommunications assistance 

on Nacala Line. 

Telecommunications on Nacala Line. 

80 ton breakdown crane for CFM(C). 

Rehabilitation of Limpopo Line Chicualacuala-Maputo: UK 

Pounds 14 million (includes manufacture of sleepers, 

mining of ballast, and rehabilitation of rail yard track 

surrounding the Maputo workshops). 

Stud), on rehabilitation, operations, and maintenance of. 

Limpopo Line. 



HOLLAND -- Telecommunications on Beira-Machipanda Line. 

ITALY ** 

--

** 

--

--

Reconditioning 130 high-sided open wagons in CFM(S) plus 

wagon shop work and staff training. 

Assistance on rehabilitation of CFNI(N) Nampula-Cuambo. 

Feasibility and rehabilitation of the Goba Line. 

Study of Maputo and Beira port networks. 

Quarry, ballast stone and sleeper production for 

Dondo-Moatize Line. 

Railway communications and controls for Machipanda-Beira 

and Beira-Inhamitanga. 

KUWAIT ** 

** 

Spa'e parts and tools to refurbish U20C locomotives for 

CFM(S). 

Technical assistance for CFM(S) workshops. 

PORTUGAL --

** 

--

* 

Rehabilitation on Nacala Line. 

Railway training school at Inhambane. 

Sena bridge on Dondo-Moatize Line (under discussion). 

Technical assistance to rehabilitation of Limpopo Line. 

ROMANIA 

SWEDEN/ 

NORWAY 

--

** 

** 

Provision of 30 diesel hydraulic locomotives and 30 

passenger coaches. 

Rehabilitation of Beira-Gondola Line. 

Support for wagon conversion (under AID program). 

English language training for Portuguese managers and 

instructors. 

SPAIN --

--

Technical Assistance to CFM(C). 

Signalling and telecommunications for Beira Line. 

WORLD 

BANK 

** Rehabilitation and 

locomotives. 

Study of potential 

networks. 

spare parts of diesel hydraulic 

over capacity of regional rail 
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Either the KFAED or the World Bank are expected to fund a future
 

RITES contract and a signed contract for those services is a
 

Condition Precedent to the AID grant. Kuwait has also provided
 

spare parts and tools for maintenance and repair of the GE U120C
 
locomotives.
 

In September, Spain is scheduled to begin a three year, (31
 

person-years) project providing technical assistance to CFM(C) in a
 

variety of railway management fields. They are also helping with
 

railway signalling and telecommunications.
 

Finally, the World Bank has financed technical assistance and spare
 

parts for diesel hydraulic locomotives and has scheduled a
 

feasibility Mission for September, 1988 to examine the technical
 
assistance needs for CFM. Preliminary indications are that the Bank
 

may concentrate on TA for human resources development and management
 
information systems and at CFMI(C).
 

Several donors including the EEC, France and Portugal are also
 

providing financial and technical assistance support to CFM's
 
Railway Training School at Inhambane. 

The above summary illustrates the magnitude and range of donor 
activities in the rail sector. Mozambican and regional railway
 
officials currently spend significant portions of their time meeting
 

with and responding to international donors and their consultants 

time diverted from other managerial responsibilities. One meeting
 

held with ten donors during the PP design demonstrated the need for
 

improved donor coordination and communication.
 



ANNEX K
 

COMMINGLING ASSESSMENT
 

The PP design team examin-d all Communist Bloc involvement in
 
railway activities in Mozambique. Their findings are described in
 
the following two paragraphs.
 

A few Mozambicans are currently on long-term (5 years) training at a
 
railway school in Hungary. Two or three others have received
 
long-term training on railway operations in East Germany. In 1979
1980, 32 Romanian (diesel hydraulic) locomotives as well as 60
 
passenger coaches were purchased, of which 20 were for use in
 
CFM(S). Romanian technical assistance staff left in 1983 and a
 
shortage of spares soon developed to the point where only two
 
locomotives are now operating in CFM(S). A new project providing
 
spare parts and TA for repair and rehabilitation of these
 
locomotives was recently started under World Bank financing. A
 
GDR-financed track repair project covering the CFM(C) line to Malawi
 
was suspended 3 years ago due to security problems. The activity
 
has recently recommenced, but with Italian and OPEC funding rather
 
than GDR support.
 

Mozambic:ins previously trained by Romanian advisors will work on and
 
be trainedi under the AID project. It is conceivable that Mozambican
 
technicians trained in East Germany or Hungary may also work on and
 
be trained under this Project. The old Romanian locomotives will be
 
repaired in the workshop being improved by AID assistance.
 
AID-funded advisors will not work on the Romanian locomotives, since
 
all such work will be carried out under World Bank funding.
 
However, it is possible that future maintenance work on the Romanian
 
locomotives could be conducted by Mozambicans trained under the AID
 
Project, although that is not the primary purpose of their
 
AID-funded training. Based on SADCC documents concerning donor
 
funding and AID's direct knowledge of current railway projects in
 
the region, no bloc funded railway project is currently on-going or
 

planned in Mozambique.
 

The RLA has reviewed these facts in light of AID's rules on
 
commingling contained in Handbook 1B, Ch 9, and his opinion is as
 
follows:
 

For commingling to exist, all of the following factors must be
 
present:
 

(1) AID assistance must be used to promote or assist the
 
foreign aid projects or activities of a communist bloc
 
country;
 

(2) The bloc project or activity involved must be a project
 
that receives sufficient bloc assistance as to be 
generally identified with the bloc within the cooperating 
countr v; 

(3) AID assistance must come directly into a bloc project -
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the fact that the output of a completed AID project may be
 
used in a bloc project does not constitute commingling;
 

(4) 	AID-funded training of cooperating country technicians must
 
not be specifically to work on bloc projects; however, "the
 
policy does not preclude training technicians in
 
cooperating country agencies dealing with bloc assistance."
 

With the possible exception of (a) the Romanian Locomotives, and (b)
 
the Mozambicans currently on long-term training in Hungary, there
 
are apparently no bloc railway projects in existence in Mozambique.
 
As to the first possible bloc project, the Romanian locomotives,
 
this project ceased either with the last concessional purchase in
 
1980 or with the departure of Romanian technical advisors in 1983.
 
In any event, rehabilitation of these locomotives will be carried
 
out under separate World Bank funding. Given these facts, it is
 
clear that no commingling will occur with respect to the Romanian
 
locomotives. Further, because those locomotives are not part of a
 
current bloc project and because AID-funded training of Mozambican
 
locomotive mechanics is not specifically or primarily to enable them
 
to work on those locomotives in any event, any incidental work on
 
such locomotives by such technicians is not commingling.
 

With 	respect to the training occurring in Hungary, even if such
 
training were considered to be a bloc project -- a difficult
 
argument without related visible Hungarian rail activity also
 
occurring inside Mozambique -- and even if the trainees are from and
 
will return to CFW(C) and CFM(S), there will be no commingling
 
because those trainees are not part of the AID project. Moreover,
 
as quoted above, AID's commingling policy explicitly does not
 
preclude training technicians in cooperating country agencies
 
dealing with bloc assistance.
 

The RLA conclusion, therefore, is that there is no evidence that
 
commingling will occur in the project.
 



ANNEX L
 

ILLUSTRATIVE SCOPES OF WORK
 

1. 	 Deputy Chief of Party -- Financial Management Specialist
 

A. 	 Duration -- 3 years
 

B. 	 Qualifications
 

1. 	 12-15 years of financial experience reflecting increasing
 
levels of responsibility and management experience.
 

2. 	 Extensive experience in the review, analysis and design of
 
financial and cost accounting systems in various types of
 
organizations.
 

3. 	 High level of exposure to broad managerial issues, able to
 
identify, establish, and reach corporate strategy, goals
 
and objectives.
 

4. 	 Ability to manage host country n;ationals and short-term
 
consultants. Good inter-personal skills and experience in
 
working in an overseas environment.
 

S. 	 Ability to identify short-term technical needs, draft
 
necessary scopes of work and supervise and evaluate the
 
performance of consultants.
 

6. 	 Experience in developing or operating financial and cost
 
accounting systems on personal or micro computers.
 

7. 	 Experience in teaching or training host country
 
counterparts in managing and operating accounting systems.
 

8. 	 Excellent writing skills. Ability to develop procedure
 
maiuals and training materials.
 

9. 	 Academic or professional credentials--Degree in finance or
 
accounting, preferably at the Masters level. Certified
 
Public Accounting or its equivalent. Reasonably
 
proficient in Portuguese or a similar language.
 

C. 	 Location -- CFM(S) Headquarters, Maputo
 

D. 	 Tasks
 

Coordinate the development and implementation of the tasks
 
assigned to the Director of Finance and the Purchasing and
 
Inventory Specialist.
 

In conjunction with the design of the systems by the above
 
personnel, establish budgeting formats and procedures to
 
ensure consistency and reliability; specify and implement
 
improvements to cost accounting systems including
 
documentation, procedures, and training of personnel.
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Develop traffic costing methods in coordination with the
 
Commercial Director which will ensure that tariffs can 
be
 
accurately related to the long run variable costs of the
 
services provided.
 

Ascertain the organizational needs for financial data,
 
particularly for top management. Specify and develop the
 
necessary reports.
 

Introduce job evaluation and staff assessment procedures
 
to the financial department. Develop to the extent
 
practical with the training advisor and personnel,

incentive programs for employees which will increase the
 
educational and productivity levels of the finance,
 
procurement, purchasing, and inventory departments.
 

Contribute to the production of a corporate strategy and
 
provide necessary inputs (financial projections, targets,
 
and performace indicators).
 

Provide a summary report on the effectiveness of the
 
technical assistance involvement in the financial,
 
purchasing, procurement and inventory departments. The
 
report should describe all the technical assistance inputs

that have taken place during the program; comment on the
 
financial changes which have occurred during the program;

describe the organizational changes made, including skills
 
assessment, training, etc.,; evaluate current strengths
 
and weaknesses and recommend necessary follow-on
 
assistance.
 

Manage as necessary the day-to-day operations of the
 
technical assistance program, coordinate and liaise with
 
USAID, CFM, and DNPCF to ensure the objectives of the
 
technical assistance program are being met, and
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2. 	 Financial Management and Accounting Specialist - CFM(S)
 

A. 	 Duration --
 3 years
 

B. 	 Qualifications
 

1. 	 12-15 years of financial experience reflecting increasing
 
levels of responsibility and management experience.
 

2. 	 Extensive experience in the review, analysis and design of
 
financial systems in various types of organizations.
 

3. 	 High level of exposure to broad managerial issues, able to
 
identify, establish, and reach corporate strategy, goals
 
and objectives.
 

4. 	 Ability to manage host country nationals and short-term
 
consultants. Good inter-personal skills and exprience in
 
working in an overseas environment.
 

5. 	 Ability to identify short-term technical needs, draft
 
necessary scopes of work and supervise and evaluate the
 
performance of consultants.
 

6. 	 Experience in developing or operating financial system on
 
personal or micro computers.
 

7. 	 Experience in teaching or training host country
 
counterparts in managing and operating accounting systems.
 

8. 	 Excellent writing skills. Ability to develop procedure
 
manuals and training materials.
 

9. 	 Academic or professional credentials--Degree in finance or
 
accounting, preferably at the Masters level. Certified
 
Public Accounting or its equivalent. Reasonably
 
proficient in Portuguese or a similar language.
 

C. 	 Location -- CFM(S) Headquarters, Maputo
 

D. 	 Tasks
 

Review the organizational structure of the accounting and
 
finance divisions. Recommend necessary changes to
 
effectively improve reporting, lines of communication,
 
data 	flow, etc. Determine the number of necessary staff
 
required to meet the organizational needs and work with
 
CFM and DNCPCF to recruit and train the personnel.
 

Review the organizational links with other government
 
organizations, including DNPCF and develop clear
 
organizational and operational procedures and guidelines
 
to ensure adequate communication links between all the
 
organizations.
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Review and analyze the existing accounting systems used by
 
CFM(S). Recommend necessary changes to streamline
 
procedures, processes, etc. Determine which systems lend
 
themselves to computerizatioIi using PC or micro computer
 
based applications. Coordinate developent of systems
 
with short-term TA and CFM.
 

Review CFM's accounting plan. Develop fundamental
 
accounting standards, financial statement formats, chart
 
of accounts, instructions or procedure manuals, systems
 
manuals, etc., which are consistent With the Government of
 
Mozambique's general accounting plan, and provide the
 
necessary accounting information to effectively monitor
 
and control the financial operations of CFM(S). The
 
systems developed should be easy to operate, simple to
 
understand, easily maintained, and capabile of providing
 
top management with key performance indicators which will
 
assist them in monitoring the performance of the
 
organization.
 

Negotiate an end to the historical capture of accounting
 
data with CFM and DNPCF. After receiving approval to end
 
the historical accounting exercise, establish a cut-off
 
date wherein an estimation of all accounting balances will
 
be made.
 

Provide estimations for all accounting sheet balances,
 
including accounts payable, accounts receivable, cash and
 
bank balances, fixed assets, etc. These balances should
 
form the opening balances for the simplified accounting
 
system which will be maintained to handle current
 
transactions while the comprehensive review and
 
development of the accounting systems and procedures
 
manuals are being developed.
 

Restructure each accounting system systematically.
 
Introduce and develop basic accounting systems which will
 
ensure that current revenue/expenditure and asset/
 
iability data can be recorded and captured using a double
 
entry accounting system. Establish priorities for
 
develping the new sytsems.
 

Provide basic bookkeeping and accounting training and
 
education to the clerical accounting personnel assigned
 
the responsibility for maintaining the systems identified
 
above. Coordinate development and design of training
 
courses and on-the-job exprience with the financial
 
management trainer.
 

Analyze fixed asset accounting systems and current
 
capitalization policies. Recommend necessary changes and
 
adjustments. Verify existing fixed asset inventory.
 
Develop a PC based software application which can be
 
effectively maintained by CFM(S) to track fixed assets.
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- Review the oranization's internal controls. Implement as 
necessary improved controls within the organization to 
ensure effective accountability. 

The two Financial Management Specialists will be responsible for:
 

1. 	 Overall day-to-day control and operations of the
 
accounting functions of CFM.
 

2. 	 Identifying and prioritizing areas where new systems are
 
to be introduced.
 

3. 	 Ensuring the new systems are practical and relevant to the
 
operating envi ronement. 

4. 	 Liaising with the overall controlling body of CFM.
 

5. 	 Instituting changes in accounting procedures and
 

controlling the implementation of the changes.
 

6. 	 Ensuring staff are receiving adequate training.
 

7. 	 Coordinating the efforts of all technical advisors in the
 
accounting functions.
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3. 	 Mechanical Technician(s) - 2 

A. 	 Duration - 3 years
 

B. 	 Qualifications
 

The mechanical technician shall have as a minimum a two year
 
technical school certificate in Mechanical Technology including
 
diesel studies and machine shop practices, and 4 years
 
experie:ice in an industrial diese) repair facility. The school
 
certificate can be replaced by 2 more years of closely related
 
experience.
 

The ability to communicate in Portuguese is mandatory.
 

C. 	 Location - Maputo Locomotive Maintenance and Repair Shop
 

D. 	 Tasks
 

The mechanical technician shall work in the locomotive shop and
 
shall advise and assist CFM technicians in all areas of
 
mechanical work for scheduled maintenance of diesel electric
 
locomotives.
 

The mechanical technician shall assist CFM technicians in:
 

(1) 	assessing mechanical damage or malfunction on any locomotive in
 
the shop for non scheduled maintenance or repair;
 

(2) 	repairing any mechanical damage or malfunction;
 

(3) 	investigating any anomoly or malfunction occurring anywhere in 
the sv'tepi where assigned. 

The mechanical technician shall provide on the job training to CFMI
 
technicians by demrlonstration of the proper procedures and techniques
 
to adequately maintain and repair U20-C GE locomotives.
 

The mechanical technician shall work safely at all times and shall
 
by demonstration and direction cause the CFM technicians to do the
 
same.
 

The mechanical technician shall instruct the CFM technicians in the
 
proper use of special tools and equipment as they apply to the shops.
 

The mechanical technician shall assist the CFM technicians in the
 
maintenance of any peripheral machines or devices when he is
 
qualified to and available.
 

The mechanical technician shall maintain a daily log which
 
identifies work done by locomotive as well as recording equipment
 
use.
 

\1
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4. 	 Electrical Technician(s) - 2 

A. 	 Duration - 3 years
 

B. 	 Qualifications
 

The Electrical Technician shall have as a minimum a two year
 
Technical School Certificate in electrical power and control
 
and 4 years experience in an electric or diesel electric
 
maintenance or repair facility. The school certificate can be
 
replaced by 2 more years of closely related experience. The
 
ability to communicate in Portuguese is mandatory.
 

C. 	 Location - Maputo Locomotive Maintenance and Repair Workshop
 

D. 	 Tasks
 

The electrical technician shall work in the locomotive shop and
 
shall advise and assist the CFM technicians in all aspects
 
pertaining to the electrical portions of scheduled maintenance
 
of locomotives.
 

The electrical technician shall assist the CFM technicians in:
 

(1) 	assessing electrical damage or malfunction on an) locomotive
 
maintenance or repair;
 

(2) 	 repairing any electrical damage or malfunction.
 

(3) 	 identifying and investigating an) anomoly or malfunction
 
occurring anywhere in the system where assigned.
 

The electrical technician shall provide on-the-job training to CFM
 
and technicians by demonstration of the required procedures and
 
techniques needed to properly maintain and repair the U20-C GE
 
locomotives.
 

The electrical technician shall work safely at all times and shall
 
by demonstration and direction cause the CFM technicians to do the
 
same.
 

The electrical technician shall instruct the CFM technicians in the
 
proper use of special tools and equipment as they apply to the shops.
 

The electrical technician shall assist the CFM technicians in the
 
maintenance of any peripheral machines or devices on which he or she
 
is qualified to and available.
 

The electrical technician shall maintain a daily log which
 
identifies the work done by locomotive as well as recording
 
equipment use.
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5. 	 Purchasing and Inventory Specialist - CFM(S)
 

A. 	 Duration -- 3 years
 

B. 	 Qualifications
 

1. 	 12-15 years of financial experience reflecting increasing
 
levels of responsiblity and management experience.
 

2. 	 Extensive experience in the review, analysis and design of
 
financial systems in various types of organizations.
 

3. 	 Extensive exprience in the design, review, analysis of
 
procurement and inventor), systems in various types of
 
organizations.
 

4. 	 High level of exposure to broad managerial issues, able to
 
identify, establish, and reach corporate strategy, goals
 
and objectives.
 

5. 	 Ability to manage host country nationals and shoit-term
 
consultants. Good inter-personal skills and experience in
 
working in an overseas environment.
 

6. 	 Ability to identify short-term technical needs, draft
 
necessary scopes of work and supervise and evaluate the
 
performance of consultants.
 

7. Experience in developing or operating procurement and
 
inventor), tracking systems 
on personal or micro computers.
 

8. 	 Experience in teaching or training host country
 
counterparts in managing and operating financial/

procurement/inventory systems.
 

9. 	 Excellent writing skills. Ability to develop procedure
 
manuals and training materials.
 

10. 	 Academic or professional credentials -- Degree in finance,

materials management, purchasing, or accounting,

preferably at the Masters level. The applicant should
 
have demonstrated professional skills or qualifications.

For example, the equivalent of a Certified Public
 
Accountant, Certified Managemet Accountant, Purchasing

Agent, etc. Reasonably proficient in Portuguese or a
 
similary language.
 

C. 	 Location -- CFMI(S) Headquarters, Maputo and
 
CFM(S) Locomotive Workshop, Maputo
 

D. 	 Tasks
 

Review the organizational structure of the purchasing,
 
procurement, and 	inventory divisions. Recommend necessary

changes to effectively improve reporting, lines of
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communication, data flow, etc. Determine the number of
 
necessary staff required to meet the organization's needs
 
and assist CFM and DNPCF to recruit and train the
 
personnel.
 

Review the organizational links with other government
 
organizations and other CFM offices, including accounting

and finance, and develop clear organizational and
 
operational procedures and guidelines to ensure adequate
 
communication links and accountability.
 

Review and analyze the existing purchasinig and procurement

procedures used by CFM(S), CFM(C) and DNPCF. Recommend
 
necessary changes to streamline procedures, processes,
 
etc., especially those critical to the success of thhe
 
spare parts procurement exercise. Determine which systems

lend themselves to computerization using PC or micro
 
computer based applications. Coordinate development of
 
these systems with short-term TA.
 

Review CFMI's purchasing and bid evaluation procedures.
 
Recommend necessary changes to ensure that CFM maximizes
 
its ability to obtain the lowest prices for the
 
specifications of materials ordere6.
 

Review CFM's inventory plans and procedures, including
 
receiving, distribution, stocking, reordering points,
 
valuation, etc. Develop fundamental inventor), standards,
 
including stock cards, receiving and distribution systems,

economic order points or quantities, recording of
 
inventoryv, stock counts, etc. Develop standard formats,
 
instructions or procedure manuals, systems manuals and
 
guidelines which are consistent with the Government of
 
Mozambique's general accounting plan, and provide the
 
necessary accounting information to the Finance Department
 
as well as adequate internal controls over stores. The
 
systems developed should be easy to operate, simple to
 
understand, easily maintained, and capable of providing
 
management with key performance indicators.
 

Develop a PC based software application for tracking

inventory, minimizing descrepancies, updating and
 
maintaining accurate valuations and levels, and ensures
 
adequate control over AID-funded spare parts. The basic
 
system should be developed and implemented prior to the
 
arrival of the AID-funded spare parts and should be able
 
to be modified, expanded and implemented throughout CFM as
 
time permits.
 

Provide basic bookkeeping, inventory, and procurement
 
training and education to the clerical accounting
 
personnel assigned the reponsiblity for maintaining the
 
systems identified above. Coordinate development and
 
design of training courses and on-the-job experience with
 
the financial management trainer and engineering staff.
 

U
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Review the internal controls over purchasing, procurement,
 
and inventory. Implement as necessary improved controls
 
to ensure effective accountability.
 

The Purchasing and Inventory Specialist will be responsible for:
 

1. 	 Overall day-to-day control and operations of the
 
purchasing, procurement, and inventory functions of CFM.
 

2. 	 Identifying and prioritizing areas where new systems are
 
to be developed and introduced.
 

3. 	 Ensuring the new systems are practical and relevant to the
 
operating environment.
 

4. 	 Liaising with DNPCF and CFM(S) and CFM(C).
 

5. 	 Instituting changes in purchasing, procurement, and
 
inventor, and controlling the implementation of these
 
changes.
 

6. 	 Ensuring staff are receiving adequate training and
 
sufficient personnel are allocated or hired by CFM to
 
manage effectively the above operations.
 

7. 	 Coordinating the efforts of all advisors in the above
 
functions.
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6. 	 Training Accountant
 

A. 	 Duration -- 3 years
 

B. 	 Qualifications
 

1. 	 5-10 years experience in accounting and in training.
 

2. 	 At least 3 years experience in training environment.
 

3. 	 Experience in establishing training needs and developing
 
training plans in accounting and financial management,
 
including the use of computerized accounting systems..
 

4. 	 Ability to teach and experience in training low level
 
clerical functions.
 

S. 	 Good inter-personal skills.
 

6. 	 Ability to work as a member of a team.
 

7. 	 Ability to speak Portuguese.
 

9. 	 Academic/Professional - CPA or equivalent.
 

C. Location - CF(S) Headquarters, Maputo
 

D. 	 Tasks
 

- Review the existing accounting system used by CFM(S) and
 
conduct a training needs analysis survey to establish
 
problem areas.
 

- Develop a training plan focused on priorities established 
by Financial Controller. 

-	 Identify candidates for courses. 

-	 Develop course material and timetables. 

- Provide training in bookkeeping and accounting, including 
training in the use of computers. 

- Provide training identified by the financial management 
specialist on the contract team. 

- Establish evaluation and monitoring procedures for 
accounting trainers. 
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7. 	 Mechanical Technical Trainer for Locomotives
 

A. 	 Duration - 3 years
 

B. 	 Qualifications
 

1. 	 Eight (8) years of experience as a diesel locomotive
 
mechanical technician which 3 years shall have been as 
a
 
diesel locomotive mechanical trainer in an industrial
 
diesel repair facility.
 

2. 	 Ability teach or
to 	 train host country nationals. Good
 
interpersonal skills, patience and experience in working

in an overseas environment.
 

3. 	 Ability to identify, diesel locomotive mechanical repairs.
 

4. 	 Good writing skills. Ability to develop training manuals
 
and training materials.
 

5. 	 Minimum 
two years technical school certificate in
 
Mechanical Technology .ncluding diesel studies and machine
 
shp practices.
 

6. The ability to communicate in Portuguese is mandatory.
 

C. 	 Location -- CFM(S) Locomotive Workshop, Maputo 

D. 	 Tasks
 

Work 	in diesel locomotive workshop and shall be
 
responsible for providing all diesel electric locomotive
 
training to CFM mechanical technicians in the areas of
 
mechanical work for scheduled maintenance and
 
rehabilitation of 
GE diesel electric locomotives.
 

Provide necessary, training to enable CFM diesel
 
technicians to: (1) Assess mechanical damage 
or
 
malfunction on any, diesel locomotive in the shop for non
 
scheduled maintenance work or repairs; (2) repair any

mechanical damage or malfunction; and (3) identify and
 
investigate any anomoly or malfunction occuring anywhere

in the system where assigned.
 

Work 	safely at all times and shall by demonstrating and
 
direction cause the 
CFM mechanical technicians to dothe
 
same.
 

Instruct the CFM mechanical technicians in the proper 
use
 
of special tools and equipment as they apply to the work
 
shops.
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Assist CFM mechanical technicians in the maintenance of
 
an), peripherel machines or devices which the trainer is
 
qualified.
 

Maintain a daily log which identifies work doen by

locomotive, recording use and maintenance rehabilitation
 
procedures.
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8. 	 Electrical Technical Trainer for Locomotives
 

A. 	 Duration - 3 years
 

B. 	 Qualifications
 

1. 	 Eight (8) years of experience as a diesel locomotive
 
electrical technician of which 3 years shall have been as
 
a diesel locomotive electrical trainer in an industrial
 
diesel repair facility.
 

2. 	 Ability to tach or train host country nationals. Good
 
interpersonal skills, patience and experience in working
 
in an overseas environment.
 

3. 	 Ability to identify diesel locomotive electrical repairs.
 

4. 	 Good writing skills. Ability to develop training manuals
 
and training materials.
 

5. 	 Minimum two year technical school certificate in
 
electrical power and control, including diesel electric
 
sutdies and electrical shop practices.
 

6. 	 The ability to communicate in Portuguese is mandatory.
 

C. 	 Location - CFM(S) Locomotive Workshop, Maputo
 

D. 	 Tasks
 

Work 	in diesel locomotive workshop and shall be
 
responsible for providing all diesel locomotive training
 
to CFM electrical technicians in the areas of electrical
 
work for scheduled maintenance and rehabilitation of GE
 
diesel electric locomotives.
 

Provide necessary training to enable CFM electrical
 
technicians to: (1) assess electrical damage or
 
malfunction; and (3) identify and investigate any anomoly
 
or malfunction occuring anywhere in the electrical system
 
where assigned.
 

Work 	safely at all times and shall by demonstrations and
 
direction cause the CFM electrical technicians to do the
 
same.
 

Instruct the CFM ele'trical technicians in the proper use
 
oi special tolls and equipment as they apply to the work
 
shops.
 

Assist CFM electrical technicians in the maintenance of
 
an) peripherel machines or devices which the trainer is
 
qualified.
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Maintain a daily log which identifies work done by
 
locomotive, recording equipment use, and maintenance
 
rehabilitation.
 


